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IKTRODUCTIOti 
India lives yexy largely in Yillages; and although 
during recent tlaee the urban population has been increasing 
at rapid strides, it is still true that India liyes mostly 
in Tillages and the pulse of India can be felt in these 
villages vhich are scattered and dotted out throughout the 
length and breadth of the country. India's economy 
throughout the ages and centuries of its history has been 
and stillf even after 31 years of independence, continues 
to be a zniral one, essentially centring on fanning and 
agriculture. 
There are 5.76 lakh villages in India, comprising 
83 per cent of the total population of the country. These 
villages consist of the largest agricultural population of 
the world after China. It is estimated that 70 per cent of 
the total population of the country and nearly 90 per cent 
of the total rural population of the country is engaged in 
agriculture. 23 p«r cent of this agricultural population 
comprises landless labourers employed in a certain part of 
the year in agriculture, and in the rest of the year they 
practically remain idle in the absence of any other employment. 
Besides the agricultural class, the rest of the rural 
population consists of artisans, and some occupational castes 
-ix-
(Lobar, Kumhar, Barhai, Tamoli* Tali, Nai, Chobl, Kahar, 
Kagari) vhose economy and Ufa are chiefly Integrated with 
ceremonial and aoclo-religioue life of the fanning 
commiuiitiea or with essential services for them. 
While the bulk of Indian population is rural, the 
happiness euad prosperity of the country depends on the 
progress and high standard of living of this population. 
But the situation is otherwise here as the village people 
in general present a picture of static poverty, malnutrition, 
low standard of living and mass illiteracy. 
Till the dawn of independence there has also been 
no change whatever in the modes and mechanics of agriculture 
in India. Surprisingly, in spite of our being entirely 
rural oriented and agricultural based, over the decades and 
centuries we had done practically and literally nothing to 
save ourselves from the uttcir and total dependence on the 
vagaries of fluctuating and erratic monsoons. All our Five 
Year Plans, which concentrated on making India an industrially 
advanced nation have failed to deliver the goods since our 
villages continued to remain backward, monsoons failed in 
recurring circles and large amounts have to be spent for 
importing food in the country to ward off continuing threats 
of famine. Also, fire, famine and flood on the one hand, 
- X -
and dirty disease and drought on the other, coupled with 
starvation and 8qulor» have robbed the rural people of the ir 
cheerful frame of mind. They have becone melancholy, morose 
and morbid, result ing in detachment towards l i f e and i t s 
problems. 
In view of the above mentioned problems, i t i s easy 
to understand the importance of the development programmes 
for the rural community and i t i s therefore timely and apt 
that a strategy for the Resource Based Integrated Rural 
Area Development should be propounded to make better the 
v i l l a g e economy in our country and to bring about on a l l -
round improvement of the v i l l a g e s and those who inhabit them. 
The intention of Integrated Rural Area Development 
should certainly not be to perpetuate the lo t of over 
80 per cent of our population as hewers of wood and drawers 
of water and nothing more. On the other hand the objective 
should be to make each v i l lage a s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t unit with 
ample scope to progress s c i e n t i f i c a l l y , technologically and 
indus tr ia l ly . If we promote our v i l l a g e s in t h i s manner, 
India can become a highly industrial ized and economically 
sti*ong power, without facing the harmful e f f ec t s of over-
urbanisation. The harmful e f fec t s and e v i l aftermath of 
industr ia l revolution encountered in the Mestem countries 
-xi-
can b« avoided in India. !»• can have progress and prosperity 
without OTercrowing, pollution and ant i - soc ia l developments. 
All aspects of rural l i f e are interrelated and 
no last ing resu l t s can be achieved i f individual aspects of 
i t are dealt with i s o l a t i o n . This does not Bean that 
particular problems should not be given prominence, but the 
plans for them should form parts of» and be integrated with 
those for achieving the wider aims. 
All the programmes for the Integrated Rural Area 
Development should be designed with specif ic objectives in 
view. These programmes should concern themselves with 
evolving a s er i e s of models for the maximum ut i l i za t ion of 
the natural aoid humam resources of the rural areas for 
development as we know that higher production in order to 
meet greater dwaand in the countzy can be achieved only i f 
the resources of the rural areas are put to optimum use. 
Thus, the Integrated Rural Area Development 
approach should be more oomprehcoisive and fundaseTit&l based 
on a comprehensive survey of natural resources, their 
systematic , s c i e n t i f i c and integrate u t i l i s a t i o n based on 
technologies appropriate to the local environment, eouitabl 
sharing of available resources and mass mobilisation throug 
a process of education to enable every person to engage 
- x i l -
himself in a productive and soc ia l ly useful occupation and 
earn an income that vould meet at least the basic minimuis 
needs* This approach should cover a l l aspects of rural 
a c t i v i t y - agricultural or non-agricultural evolving a package 
of mutually balancing development programmes. 
Thust i t i s in th i s context that the proposed 
research project "Resource Based Integrated Rural Area 
Development of Aligarh District** has been conceived. I t i s 
intended to make clear the concept of Integrated Rural Area 
Develo|»Dent, explain the promotional factors maiU.ng i t 
e s sent ia l for the economic development of our nation and 
emphasise the need for the Resource Based Integrated Rural 
Area Development of Aligaxii d i s t r i c t . This effort may help 
t o suggest a comprehensive strategy for the Integrated Rural 
Area Development of Aligarh d i s t r i c t which vould help to 
solve the local problems, make optimum use of natural and 
human resources and make better decisions about matters 
which wi l l enlarge the economic opportunities for the rural 
population of the d i s t r i c t , improve their welfare and make 
possible for them to increase their contributions to btate 
and National growth. 
Ky ipi.Phil work f a l l s into seven chapters. 
The f i r s t chapter i s related to the conceptual 
approach to the Integrated Rural Area Development. This mai 
-xiil-
chapter f a l l s into three sub-chaptera vhlch define the 
Integrated Rural Area Development, explain i t s object iyes , 
describe i t s history in Modem India, t e l l about the 
promotional factors for i t , problems facing i t and safeguards. 
These sub-chapters also make a study of the tools and 
techniques for the Integrated Rural Area Development. 
The second chapter examines the s ignif icant 
aspects of the Integrated Rural Area Development. These 
aspects are described in de ta i l taking every phase of rural 
l i f e . Each aspect forms one sub-chapter for t h i s main 
chapter. 
The third chapter deals with the survey, coneervatior 
and u t i l i za t ion of resources. This chapter t r i e s to outline 
the importance of survey, conservation and u t i l i z a t i o n of 
resources with respect to the national development. The 
f ive sub-chapters of th is main chapter make a detailed study 
of the nature of resources; types of resources; relationship 
between man and his environment; survey, conservation and 
u t i l i z a t i o n of resources in India; and resource based 
development planning. 
Chapter fourth includes conceptual framework and 
models of regional economic development. 
The f i f t h chapter i s devoted to the study of the 
measurement of the regional economic development. The 
- x i v -
chapter le e ignif lcant as i t suggftsta the Indicea to measure 
the degree of regional economic development in the country 
and outl ines the importance of the ident i f icat ion of l e ss 
developed and more developed areae in the country. The 
chapter i s sub-divided into three chapters which explain 
the concept and types of measurement; appropriate choice of 
indicators; problem of measurement; and sectoral composition 
and l eve l of economic development. The emphasis has been 
given on the importance of Primary, tiecondary and Tertiary 
Sectors and degree of urbanization as the development in 
the various sectors and increase in the degree of urbanization 
re f l ec t the regional economic deve lo^ent . 
Chapter s ixth i s the most s ignif icant in a l l the 
chapters. I t highl ights the physiography of Aligarh d i s tr i c t 
and includes an attempt to examine the need and object ives 
of the Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligarh d i s t r i c t . 
Besides t h i s , the chapter also points out the considerable 
scope for the future vork. 
And the la s t chapter i s i t s e l f the conclusion, which 
i s the essence of a l l the chapters. 
CHAPTEK I 
COKCEPTUAL APPROACH TO H^ TbGIUTi::!) RURAL 
AREA DHVKLOP>>£KT 
(a) definition. Objectivea and History of the Integrated 
Rural Area Development in Kodem India 
Definition: 
The concept of Area Development has en^ erged as 
the basic strategy for area planning. The Integrated Area 
Development refers to the appropriate location of social 
and economic activities over physical space for the balanced 
development of the region. The concept has evolved out of 
American approach to regional planning. The principle of 
Integrated Area Development is to bring out the organic 
relationship of area, economic activity» population (or the 
2 
place, work, folic). 
The concept of Rural Area Developotent i s also an 
integrated area approach and i t s significance l i e s in the 
growth of rural economy. Thus th i s Integrated Rural Area 
Development approach i s e s sent ia l for strengthening the 
1. Sen, L,K, and others. Planning Rural Growth Centres 
for Integrated Area Deveiopment; A .Study in 
Firyalguda Taluka. NICD. Hyderabad. 1971. P . 2 . 
2 . flhat.L.a.. commeiate in **Seminar on Prpblems of 
Kicro~level Planning". Heldat KICD. llyderabad, 
October, 1971, p.3* 
rural •conomy for vhich Increase in agricultural production 
la a precondition. 
For a nuffiber of reasona Integrated naral Area 
Development has become potential ly one of the moat aignif icant 
ideas in India's derelopment. In several eectore the 
impact of development has not gone deep enough to touch 
more than a fraction of the population or to draw upon more 
than a small proportion of the energy and the capacity or of 
the in tr ins i c resources vhich local communitiea can mobil ise. 
Secondly* experience has shown that in such varied f i e lds 
as agriculture, comicunity development, health, education 
and tr iba l development, while i t is d i f f i c u l t to hold back 
from rapid extension of coverage, th i s i t s e l f causes the 
resources in manpower, materials and finance to be Si^ read 
so thin as to make meagre resul ts inevitable . For the 
quality of performance to improve in substantial measure, 
a period of consolidation and concentration of effort haa 
become e s sen t ia l . 
In the third place, more specia l ly in agriculture, 
the prospect of obtaining a large increase in output depende 
on the a b i l i t y to turn areas with favourable conditions 
for growth to good accoimt by concentrating resources by 
way of personnel and suppl ies , speeding changes in organisation 
o 
and technology and creating all the economic and aocial 
conditionB for rapid increase in production in the 
iniinediate future. Therefore, to rejuvenate the backvard 
rural areas and to gain all the desired -^oals for various 
types of development in villages, the implwDentation of 
the Integrated Rural Area Development becomes essential. 
This concept has been ii^ plicit for nsany years in 
proposals for village plans and plays the main role in 
village structure and conuaunity to reorganise the rural 
economy. In planning for resource development and the 
expansion of employment opportunities, village planning 
needs to be fitted into schemes of area planning. In order 
to achieve optimal utilization of rural resources and to 
bring the entire rural population and areas into an 
integrated system of economic development there is a need 
to examine how these processes vork in different rural 
areas and what would be the desired pattern of spatial 
arrangement of activities. 
Rural Development is the current rage among planning 
experts and policy makers as a solution to the problems of 
poverty in developing countries. This is particularly 
advocated for Asian countries with a limited land area but 
a large and growing population, the bulk of them living at 
o r near aubaletence l e v e l s . India I s one of them. 
Therefore, euoh a s t ra tegy o f Rural Development based on 
a comprehensive survey o f natural re sources , t h e i r e x p l o i t a t i o i 
based on t echno log i e s appropriate to t h e l o c a l environment, 
mass m o b i l i s a t i o n through a process o f educat ion, a l l with 
a view to a s c i e n t i f i c u t i l i z a t i o n and eau i tab le sharing 
of ava i l ab l e r e s o u r c e s , i s sound conceptua l ly . The aiit 
i s to improve the e f f i c i e n c y of u t i l i z a t i o n of the physical 
r e s o u r c e s , and f a c i l i t a t e an i n t e n s i v e use of a v a i l a b l e 
labour, whether i t be i n s trengthening transport , improving 
i r r i g a t i o n and drainage, conserving s o i l , or rat ional l s int^ 
land and water u s e . 
The Integrated Rural Area DevelopiLent has v i l l a g e 
pleuis and a v i l l a g e plan provides , f i r s t l y , for those 
a c t i v i t i e s which the people of the v i l l a g e can themselves 
undertake, using t h e i r manpower and other resources to the 
maximum and, secondly , for s u p p l i e s and cred i t and 
t e c h n i c a l help which the v i l l a g e needs from o u t s i d e . 
Ac tua l ly , we have had schemes about growth centres ; 
we have had other schemes more dramatic l i k e crash 
programmes for employment generat ion or crash programmes 
1 . Subramaniam, C , , "A Stre tegy for Rural Development", 
S c i e n c e and Integrated Rural Development. 
Foca i Theme Discussed at 63rd Indian Science 
Congress , January 3»7»1976, p . 6 . 
<.) 
f o r the production of crops , but In the lifrht o f a l l 
t h i s exper ience , i t i s necessary to be yery c l e a r as to 
what ne mean by t h i s very emotive word ca l l ed "Integrated 
Hural Area Uevelopment" and whether we have carefu l ly 
def ined i t or are being merely carried away by our per iod ic 
enthusiasms f o r some imported i d e a . The fol lowing d e t a i l e d 
study i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n w i l l make c l e a r t h i s fact and only 
then we can find out the r e a l d e f i n i t i o n of t h i s word. 
As the concept of the Integrated Rural Area 
Development has created i n t e r e s t within and beyond the 
shores of India , the approach t r a v e l s both in deoth and 
expanse. I t has perforce to change and grow in character . 
Bes ides , the fact that the programme covers almost every 
aspect of l i f e of the i n d i v i d u a l and the community in our 
v i l l a g e s makes i t equally d i f f i c u l t for a s i n g l e person to 
attempt a comprehensive narrat ive of i t . Though the 
implementation of the s tra tegy ^^oes to the same d i r e c t i o n 
i n a l l v i l l a g e s and has s i m i l a r aims, yet various s c h o l a r s 
and p e r s o n a l i t i e s have uaed t h e i r intel l i^:ency t o define 
t h i s . 
"sc ience and Integrated hural Development"was the 
f o c a l theme of the 63rd Indian Science Congress. In h i s 
address 3hri M.Subramaniam expressed h i s views about the 
\J 
Integrated Rural Development as f o l l o w s : 
** , the alic i s to evolve a pacica^ie uf 
mutually balancing prograuijnes i n which the 
masses are f u l l y Involved , with the o v e r a l l 
purpose of providing employment and increas ing 
p r o d u c t i v i t y . This i s the opera t iona l ly 
meaningful d e f i n i t i o n of that much-used concept: 
"Integrated Rural Developoient'*. This can help 
i n tack l ing the problems of rural poverty". 
In t h e i r a r t i c l e published in ''Indian Journal 
o f Regional Science" B.N.Das and A.K.^arkar w r i t e : 
"The Integrated Development at the area 
l e v e l i s e s s e n t i a l for strengthening the 
rural economy f o r which Increase in a g r i c u l t u r a l 
2 production i s a precondit ion". 
In i t s "Sector Pol icy Paper" on "Rural Development" 
the World Bank g i v e s the fo l lowing d e f i n i t i o n of the 
Rural Development: 
"Rural Development i s a s t ra tegy designed 
to improve the economic and s o c i a l l i l e of 
a s p e c i f i c group of people - the riural poor. 
1 . ;:>ubrafflaniam, C, , "A s t r a t e g y for Rural T'evelopment"* 
>>cience and Integrated Rural Development. 
Foca l Theme Discussed At 63rd Indian licience 
Congress, January 3 - 7 , p .16 . 
2 . Das, fi.Ii. and ;^arkar, A.K. ," Rural Area Development: 
K a m a l Area: A Case Study, Indipja Journal of 
Regional S c i e n c e . Vo l , IV , Ko.2, 1972, p . t 6 4 . 
I t i n v o l v e s extending the b e n e f i t s of 
development to the poorest amon^ those vho 
seek l i v e l i h o o d in the rural areas . The 
group Includes small farmers, tenants and 
the l a n d l e s s . The o b j e c t i v e s of rural 
development, t h e r e f o r e , extend beyond any 
pai*ticular s e c t o r . They encompass improved 
p r o d u c t i v i t y , increased employment and thus 
higher incomes for target groups, as v e i l as 
minimum acceptable l e v e l s of food, s h e l t e r , 
education and hea l th" . 
Giving h i s v i e v s about planning for In tens ive 
Area Development Tarlok ^ingh w r i t e s : 
**while advance i n agr i cu l ture provides the 
main focus and precondi t ion for i n t e n s i v e 
area development, the p o s s i b i l i t y of progress 
i n d i f f e r e n t branches of a c t i v i t y being 
achieved i n a cumulative and inter-dependent 
manner, both within rural areas and as between 
rura l and urban a r e a s , a l s o adds grea t ly to 
the value of development at the area l e v e l 
being planned and undertaken as an organic 
2 
and composite process**. 
A seminar on the problems of "Agro-Industrial 
Development of Uttar Pradesh" was held in April 1969 
under the auspices of Faculty of Commerce, A.M.U,, Aligarh 
1 . Rui'al Development; Sector Pol icy Papert fOiblished 
by the World Bank, 1975, p . 3 . 
2 , S ingh, T . , Towards An Integrated wiociety. Orient 
Longmans P u b l i c a t i o n s , 19^9, p.313• 
and in h i e addreee to the Seminar V.G. r'uranik, J i r e c t o r 
of National Co-operative Development Corporation, pointed 
out the s i g n i f i c a n c e of Rural Developcent in the 
fo l lowing manner: 
"liural people form bulk of our population 
and t h e i r emancipation fron. e v i l s a r i s i n g 
froEQ economic imbalances would depend upon 
how best we d i v e r s i f y our rural econoa.y 
• • • • • • o u r s trate^^ of economic growth hae» 
t h e r e f o r e , to be such that i t i n t e g r a t e s 
rural and urban economies by e l i iuinat ing 
reg iona l in balances". 
u.K.Kulshrestha sugges t s a development plan 
for Chhatera v i l l a g e in Haryana and s t r e s s e s the importance 
of Rural Development. He wr i t e s : 
* * . . . . . t h e v i l l a g e s should only have an 
independent p e r s o n a l i t y , they should make 
d e l i b e r a t e e f f o r t to develop a rural e t h o s . 
This persona l i ty should not be a residue of 
urbanizat ion , but be complementary to i t , 
2 i n t e g r a t i n g both rural and urban funct ions" . 
1 . Puranik, V.G., "Agro-Industries and iiconomic 
Development", Agro-Industr ies in ^he Kconoa^ y 
o f Uttar Pradesh: Seminar held under The Auspices 
o f Faculty of Commerce, A . K . U . , n l i g a r h , 
1970 , p . 3 . 
2 . Kulshrestha, b .K. , "A levelopment x'lan for Chhatera 
V i l l a g e " , Urban and Rural Planning; Thought. 
Vol.XVI, No .3 , July 1973. P .122 . 
v / 
T.5.Avinashll ingam has attempted to c l e a r the 
r o l e of s c i e n c e In the Improvement of rural economy and 
has described the aim of Kural Development, he w r i t e s : 
"science s e l f - s u p p o r t i n g agr i cu l ture i s the 
key to s e l f - s u s t a i n i n t Kural Development, a 
Kural Development programme i s needed which 
w i l l benef i t a s u b s t a n t i a l number of poor 
farmers in rural communities". 
A.K.bingh makes a survey of s o c i o - c u l t u r a l and 
s p a t i a l elements in Kural Development in Chhatarpur 
D i s t r i c t and w r i t e s : 
"of l a t e Indian planners have been livings 
more and more emphasis on the balanced 
reg iona l development because of India* B 
large s i z e and growing awareness of reg ional 
d i s p a r i t i e s aitong the people . Obviously a 
comprehensive planning of rural development 
on a sound, e c i e n t i f i c and r a t i o n a l bas i s 
2 
i s a must**. 
In his a r t i c l e published i n Indian Kxpress 
T .A.Pai , Chairman of the Life Insurance Corporation, a l so 
1 . Avinashilingam, T . ^ . , "Science and Improvement of 
Rural Economy and Employment", ijcience and 
In tegrated Rural Develotaaent. Focal Theme 
Discussed at 63rd Indian Science Congress, 
Jan . 3 -7 , 1976, p .152 . 
2 . ^ingh, A.N. , "3oc io -cu l tura l and S p a t i a l Klements in 
Rural Developments i n Chattarpur D i s t r i c t " , 
The Deccan Geographer. Vol.XV, No.1 , 
June 1977, p .198 . 
1 J 
expressed h i s views about the Integrated nural 
Development. He writes: 
"25 crores of people are among the lowest 
in the ladder of the Indian Boclety. .e 
can solve their orohlems and help to develop 
themselves by the implementation of the 
Integrated Rural Area Development Plan which 
i t s e l f i s a miracle of enormous magnitude 
of aims", 
Virendra /igrawala, member of i'arlianient, has 
emphasized the new strategy for rural prosperity- the 
Integrated Rural Area Development, iie has defined 
strategy as: 
"a systematic s c i e n t i f i c and integrate use 
of a l l our natural resources and as pai^ t of 
t h i s process, enabling eve 17 person to 
engage himself in a productive and soc ia l ly 
useful occupation and earn an incone that 
p 
would meet at least the minimum needs'*. 
1. Pai, T.A., "Attending to the iJmall Farmer", 
The Indian I'atpress. April 17, 1978, c o l . ? , p.6, 
2 . Agrawala, V, , " A Kew Strategy for Hural ••Prosperity", 
Agriculture and Agro-Industries Journal. 
Vo l .9 , K0.3, Karch 1976, p.8. 
1 
An a r t i c l e e n t i t l e d "Integrated Rural Eevelopment 
s t r a t e g y in F i f t h x l^an" was published in Agriculture and 
Agro-InduBtries Journal vhich defined the Integrated Kural 
Development in the fo l lowing csmner: 
"The s t r a t e g y has to concern i t s e l f with 
evo lv ing a s e r i e s of uiodels for the maxiffluc^ 
u t i l i z a t i o n of the natura l and hucian resources 
o f the rural areas for development". 
In a t h r e e - day round tab le conference on the 
"Adaptation o f Administration to Kural Development" 
organized by the Government of India in co l l abora t ion with 
KSCAJP, the s t r e s s was l a i d on the importance for Rural 
Fevelopment in the fo l lowing manner: 
"A Rural Development i itrategy w i l l reauire 
the i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n o f production oer uni t 
of land by more i n t e n s i v e use of labour, 
e f f e c t i v e and e f f i c i e n t d e l i v e r s of production, 
inputs and improved technology". 
Thus i t would be des irab le to i n f e r from the 
foregoing that the ult imate object of the Integrated uural 
Area Development i s to help farmers and e s p e c i a l l y the 
1 . "Integrated Kural i*evelopment otrateg^ i n Fi f th 
Flan", Af^rlculture and A^ro-Ind us t r i e s Journal. 
V o l . 6 , No .4 , Apri l 1973t PP.7-8 . 
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weaker sect ions In rural areas to raise the ir productivity 
so that they can make more money, have enough food to 
e a t , send the ir children to school, ovn a noderate houBe 
and can get nedical treatment. The various prograauj>es of 
the Integrated Kural Area l)evelopBient have been designed 
and iffiplemented with a view to providing opportunities to 
the rural people to come out of the poverty-trap. 
Actually, different kinds of developrrient w i l l 
always be in context of any area whether macro, liieso or 
micro-level and each area has various resources or 
resource patterns. Consequently, any type of development 
in any area w i l l be based on these resources. 
Thus, the importance of resources i s dae to nan 
and the development of the area i s based on man's rational 
use of these resources in a balanced manner. 
^ame i s the case with rural areas. The v i l lages 
have various kinds of resources, and development there 
should ideal ly be based on these resources. This c a l l s 
for an integrated e f fort . Here comes the word "Integration" 
in our mind. 
In fac t , "Integration** i s never an easy expression 
to define. In the context of Kural Development ,''to 
integrate" means "to ensure co-ordinated developi^ent of 
1.] 
• llla^ies". Therefore, "Kesource Based Integrated Kural 
Area JDevelopibent" refers to "co^-ordinated Development of 
Rural Areas based on indigenous resources". 
Thus* in the l ight of above mentioned points 
we can now define the "Integrated Rural Area T'evelopuient" 
in the following manner: 
"The Integrated Rural Area Development approach 
i s more comprehensive, fundamental and based on a 
comprehensive survey of natural resources, their systematic, 
s c i e n t i f i c and integrated u t i l i za t ion based on technologies 
appropriate to the local environment, eouitable sharing 
of available resources and mass mobilization through a 
process of education to enable every person to engage 
himself in a productive and s o c i a l l y useful occupation and 
earn an income that would meet at least the basic itinimum 
needs. This approach covers a l l aspects of rural act iv i ty 
agricultural and non-agricultural involving a package of 
mutually balancing development programmes. Advance in 
science and technology has made such on objective viable". 
Hence, "Integrated Rural Development" cannotes 
not merely increase in farm productivity but also growth 
and development of a l l productive a c t i v i t i e s - primary other 
1 
than c r o p - r a i s i n g , secondary and t e r t i a r y . Not only 
does i t inc lude a l l production and means designed to 
improve product iv i ty but a l s o to provide for f u l l employmeEt 
and an e o u i t a b l e d i s t r i b u t i o n of the proceeds of development 
with a b ias for the small farmers and the low-income ^roup. 
O b j e c t i v e s : 
The Integrated Kural Area Development has various 
o b j e c t i v e s and the implementation of t h i s s t ra tegy can 
lead to a rapid progress in rural areas . The main 
assiUDption i s that each v i l l a g e w i l l put forth the maximum 
e f f o r t of which i t i s capable , liuch e f f o r t w i l l take the 
form of mobi l i s ing whatever l o c a l resources and p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
are a v a i l a b l e . 
The o b j e c t i v e s of Integrated Rural Development 
are a g r i c u l t u r a l ex tens ion and development, i r r i g a t i o n a l 
f a c i l i t i e s , improvements in animal husbandry; rural 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n ; rural I n d u s t r i a l i e a t i o n ; rural transport 
and communicational development; rura l h e a l t h , s a n i t a t i o n 
and d i s e a s e contro l programmes; rural education and women-
wel fare ; to so lve the problems of rural unemployment, 
poverty and indebtedness; land reform; provis ion for rural 
f i n a n c e , co-operat ion and carket in^; to so lve the problems 
of rura l labour and wage problem; and to execute rural 
development admini s tra t ion . 
1 • 
The discipline of geography should also give 
Itself a rural bias because the overwhelming majority of 
our people lives In the villages and will continue to do 
80 far years to come. Rural life here should be so 
balanced so as to prevent migration of people and resources 
from the villages to towns. 
Thus* having the above mentioned objectives 
invlew, the balanced and Integrated development of all 
available rural resources can be attempted. It calls for 
no shift of population from villages to towns, no extrectlor 
of surpluses from agriculture to sustain Industrial unite 
In some remote areas. On the contrary local potential la 
tapped locally and on n systeiratlc basis. This will ^ererate 
a powerful force in national life, which will brin^ about 
an unprecedented change in the country. This healthy and 
powerful force will start vitalising national life. The 
roots of national life would then get strengthened. 
History of the Rural Development in iy^ odern India 
The concept of the Integrated hural Area DevelOtJir.ent 
evolved out of iunerican approach to regional planning, it 
has been the hard core of planning wherein* Rural 
Development tames an important place in the schemes of 
Area Development. 
l o 
AB the Asian countries emerged as p o l i t i c a l l y 
independent nations during the past three decades, they 
adopted different develo^ent models» hut these attempts 
only l e f t behind gr is ly t a l e s , so far as rural developoient 
i s concerned. Therefore, the need for reordering the 
rural society on a nev sodel became argent. This cal led 
for a nev model and a nev strategy and as a result planning 
experts and policy makers advocated the "Rural Development" 
strategy for these Asian countries having a large and 
groving population and fighting the battle of poverty. 
This s i tuation led to the Rural Development in a more vise 
manner in these countries . India also followed t h i s . 
Rural Development in India has a long history 
in terms of period and also variety of e f forts under different 
h i s t o r i c a l circumstances. 
A Rural Developstent experiment vas ciade at ijaroda 
in 1885 to bring immediate r e l i e f and development in i t s 
area of operation. But this project vas not suff ic ient 
for a vider concept of economic and soc ia l development 
because i t covered only a tiny area. 
1. ahetty, V.T.R., "Rural Development strategy for Asia", 
The Indian hxprese. Dec. 1, 1977, c o l . 6 , p.9. 
A Koyal Coicinission on Agricultore was appointed 
i n 1926 to examine and repor t on the condit ione of r u r a l 
economy in genez^l and of ag r i cu l t u r e in p a r t i c u l a r and 
t o make recommendations for the promotion of welfare and 
prosper i ty of the ru ra l popula t ion . Even in i t s approach 
t h i s Commission excluded from i t s scope the whole probleiL 
of land revenue and land tenure system which was very 
important in connection with the a£:r ical ture and ru ra l 
p r o s p e r i t y . 
In 1935» r u r a l recons t ruc t ion centres were 
organized at seve ra l p l aces , but the Second tuorld War broke 
out i n tieptember 1939 and t h i s hindered the progress . 
In 1943, the 'Grow Kore Food campaign* was 
i n i t i a t e d for r a i s i n g food production by adopting sho r t -
term and long-term improvement programme in a g r i c u l t u r e . 
But there was over emphasis on food production a c t i v i t i e s 
only and t h i s r e s t r i c t e d the areas under cotton and j u t e . 
During t h i s period a number of p ro jec t s embodying 
important approaches of Community lievelopment were introduced 
in almost a l l par t s of the country , introduced by x'rovincial 
1 2 
Governments and l<ative i^tates. 
1. i j tates in Br i t i sh India were known as "Provinces", 
2 . Native s t a t e s r e f e r to the t e r r i t o r i e s administered 
by the Indian Pr inces daring the Br i t i sh r u l e . 
1 o 
Inspired by the ideas of ^.ahatma Gandhi s evera l 
S t a t e s i n i t i a t e d programmes for Kural Development. In 
1947t for the purpose of r e s e t t l i n g the displaced persons 
from West Pakis tan , land adjo in ing Mlolcheri v i l l a g e in 
the Karnal D i s t r i c t of Panjab was acquired which was a 
marshy Jungle. On t h i s s ide F.r.Dey planned a more or 
l e s s s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t township, t o be in tegrated with the 
surrounding v i l l a g e s economical ly . He aimed at the 
organizat ion of i n d u s t r i e s and c r a f t s predominantly on 
co -opera t ive l i n e s or under public ownership. 
In l a s t quarter of 1946, an important scheme uf 
2 Rural Development was i n i t i a t e d i n 34 Firkas. The purpose 
of t h i s scheme was "to organise the v i l l a g e s for a happier, 
f u l l e r , and more prosperous l i f e i n which the indiv idual 
v i l l a g e r w i l l have the opportunity to develop both as an 
3 
i n d i v i d u a l and as a m«DDber to a w e l l - i n t e g r a t e d s o c i e t y . 
1 . Gocwami,U. L. and Roy, i3,C., "India", Approaches to 
Community Developmentt A Symposium Introductory 
t o Problems and Kethods of V i l l a g e Welfare i n 
Under-developed Areas* '^,'VBn Holve L t d . , The 
Hague, 1953» p.310. 
2 . Each d i s t r i c t in the S ta te of f'iadras i s divided into 
•TaluqEis' which are i n turn sub-divided i n t o 'Firkas* . 
A Taluqa c o n s i s t s of 3-6 Firkas and a Firka c o n s i s t s 
o f 25 to 30 v i l l a g e s . 
3 . Belshaw, 11. and Grant, J . B . , Report of The i i s s i o n 
on Ccaimunity Organization and Development in 
aouth and South-East Asia . United r a t i o n s . 
1<^^3, P.W^. 
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In September 1948, the Etawah t'ilot Project wae 
Introduced in an area of 64 .villagea around 'ahva, located 
at a distance of 8 miles from Etavah. Albert K&yer, an 
American Architect, vas the chief source of inspiration 
of the project and its leader. 
In 1949 there was again a move for "Grow i'.ore 
Food campaign** with a view to attain self-sufficiency in 
foodgraine by 1952. This, however, did not achieve the 
expected result and was subsequently merged in the plan 
for agricultural development in the First Five-Year i'lan 
2 
of the country. 
On 18th April 1951» The Bhooden Movement was 
started under the leadership of Vinoba Hhave. The aim was 
to collect land and distribute it fairly among the villagers 
Closely allied to this movement were the Gramdan and 
Shramdan Movement. 
But, in spite of being excellent by themselves 
all these efforts mentioned above had several shortcomings 
1. Kavoori, J.C. and aingh, B.K., History of Kural 
Development in Modern India. L^ ponsored by 
Gandhian Institute of Studies Association of 
Voluntary Agencies for hural Development, 
1967, p.14. 
2. Das, B.R. and iiarkar, A.K, , "Rural Area Development, 
Karnal Area: A Case Study", Indian Journal 
of Hegional Science. Vol.IV, Ko.2, 1972, p.166. 
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vhich were as follows: 
(1} These attempts were isolated and Independent. 
(2) They were being carried on more as broad based 
commonsenBe t r i a l s rather than experiments with v e i l 
defined approaches and methods. 
(3) The projects had a very se l ec t ive and liciited 
coverage over small areas. 
(4) 3ome of the e f forts were only partly succesefui due 
to the fact that the object ives of nural levelopoient 
i'rogrammes were not defined clearly and con.pletely. 
(^) Involveo^ent of v i l lage people by evolving suitable 
iiiechanisffi to arouse i n i t i a t i v e and inspire participHtion 
through the ir formal and infon&al ins t i tu t ions at 
various stages of the programme, was rarely attempted. 
(6) The Nilokheri Project could not provide a model for 
the national Hural Development movement. 
(7) The Etawah Project was also not suf f i c i ent for a 
sol id solution of the great problems of a wider 
concept. 
(8) Bhoodan movement fai led because i t could not touch 
more than a fringe of the massive problem of rural 
landless and unemployment. 
(LI. 
In s p i t e of s evera l shortcoaiings froic which above 
mentioned prograrrunes su f f ered , a correct and s c i e n t i f i c 
a n a l y s i s of a l l these e f f o r t s in the background of t h e i r 
s i t u a t i o n * l i m i t a t i o n s , handicaps, e t c . provided use fu l 
information. 
Having recognized Rural Development as an 
i n t e g r a l part of the country 's development e f f o r t s , a 
recognized Hural Development programme with a dynamic 
innovat ion of "community Develojwient" approach was i n i t i a t e d 
on October 2 , 1952. Though the programme brought a change 
i n rural areas but i t did not make a marked inf luence 
because the approach was not g iven the movin^ -^  support of 
a powerful ideology and was not able to withstand the 
competi t ion of any o ther r i v a l i d e o l o g y . Furthermore, i t s 
admin i s tra t ive s tructure was such that Govemir.ent gave 
orders to be f i l t e r e d out to farmers through a complex 
bureaucracy which rece ived l i t t l e inf luence or guidance 
from the farmers themselves . 
In Apri l 1953» the Government took the d e c i s i o n 
t o organize the Nat ional Kxtension i i erv ice . But, In the 
1 . K e l l o r , J.W., Weaver, T .F . , Le l e , U.J. and 
Simon, a . R , , Developing Rural India: f l a n and P r a c t i c e . 
Corne l l IJnivereity ^ r e s s . New York, 
1968, p .38 . 
I n i t i a l years* i t developed on l ines independent of i t s 
ovn and isolated from other great Development Departments, 
which became the cause of i t s fa i lure as th is was d i f f i cu l t 
to hope to regis ter any achievement in the field of 
development having isolated from other departments. 
The organization of v i l l a g e Panchayats to function 
as units of self-government was the avowed objective of 
Five-Year Plans. But Panchayati Haj li^ ystem had unsatisfactory 
s t a t e in the countzy because numerous e v i l s - f inancia l , 
po l i t i ca l* soc io log ica l , const i tut ional and administrat ive-
crept into the system. 
The most remarkable progress in the f i e l d of 
Eural Development during the second decade was recorded 
by the co-operative movttment. The National Development 
Council passed a resolution in November 193& that emphasized 
the importance of co-operatives in increasing production 
and in reaching more general goals for the rural sector. 
By 1963 there were about 35,000 co-operative s o c i e t i e s in 
the country. But the co-operative soc i e t i e s are made defunct 
and the members never took Keen interest in them. 
At present a l so , these various agencies - community 
I;evelo£»nent, Panchayati Raj, Co-operative Inst i tut ions and 
many other such organisations- are charged with the work of 
Kural Ceyelopment in the country but they are not eucceeBfui 
due to the ir old l imitat ions . 
In 1961( the Inteneive Agricultural Lietrict 
ProgramiDe or irackage Prograxuae was inst i tuted in the country. 
Following the periodical evaluation of the cozcmunity 
Development Programme approach, a sh i f t in emphasis from 
s o c i a l welfaztt to increase in production or growth of 
agriculture was introduced in t h i s programme. But I t 
fa i l ed due to the lack of proper co-ordination in the 
different departments of the programme. 
In F irs t , Second, Third and Fourth-Five Year Plane 
there was more emphasis on agriculture than any other 
aspect of Rural Development and thus other aspects of Rural 
Develoj^ent remained Untouched. This was the great 
shortcoming from which these plans suffered. 
In the Fifth Flve-?ear Flan new i n i t i a t i v e s were 
taken for the benefit of under-privileged areas and weaker 
sec t ions of the farming community through special 
programmes such as the Drought Prone Areas Progranuie, 
Tribal and rl i l l Area Development Programme, ;imall Farmer 
Development Agencies and those for i.arginal Farmers and 
Agricultural Labourers. 
c i 
In 1976, the 63rd aeeslon of the Indian ;^cience 
CongreBB was held at «al ta lr from January 3 to 7. The 
foca l theme waB ''Science and Integrated Kural Levelopment". 
At the Congress i t was emphasised that involvement of the 
S c i e n t i s t s belon^ring to various d i sc ip l ines in Integrated 
and Co-ordinated Rural Development could ?)irovide excel lent 
opportunities for taking science to the people in the 
v i l l a g e s and improving the ir l i v ing and economic conditions. 
It was also revealed that all-round proeoerity 
in rural areas was unlikely to be achieved throu^-h adhoc 
programmes of merely distributing the improved seeds to 
the farmers and the aim could not be just some improvement 
in the y ie ld per unit of land of a few crops or the 
propping up of the poor through make- believe jrogrammes 
of employmentt but i t cal led for a new strategy - the 
Integrated fiural Area Development. 
(Several programmes of Integrated Rural Area 
Development are in operation in the country. The Janata 
Government has launched a massive drive for the Integrated 
Bural Area Development which i s one of the main features 
of Janata Party's economic pol icy . 
The rationale of the regional workshop organized 
recently by Asian Inst i tute for Rural Development (^IRr) at 
Anchepalya v i l l a g e , 20 kms. away from Bangalore, vas 
obvious. It was attended by repreeentatives froir UN, s ix 
Asian countries , 12 non-off ic ia l agencies and 10 from the 
central and ^tate Governments. The week- long discussion 
at the workshop resulted in the formulation of certain 
action projects. 
The f i r s t i s to es tabl i sh an '*HSian Kural ^^ervice 
Corps (ARUC) by the AIRD to counter the present shortage 
of trained manpower to guide and train the rural people 
in adopting: measures that would brin£ progressive 
improvements in the ir production, incomes, and standard of 
l i v i n g . 
The second i s a project unanimously recommended 
by the workshop to es tabl i sh Bural Information centre for 
the Asian region. The third i s a pi lot project for ttural 
Development in Kanakapura Talum of bangalore Dis tr ic t . 
Thus, the Integrated Bural nrea Development i s a 
recent approach. The Indian experience with hural DeveloiJment 
does provide a basis for more e f f i c i e n t , e f f e c t i v e , and 
rapid Kural Development through in te l l i gen t ly exercised 
1. ohetty, V.T.E,, "Rural Development ^jtrategy for ivsia", 
The Indian Express. December 1, 1977, 
c o l . 6 , p .9 . 
r , •• 
public pol icy . The rev l ta l l ea t lon of the national 
economy depends upon the Integrated Rural Area DevelopEuent. 
(b) Jr'romotlonal Factora for the Integrated Hural Area 
Developaent. ProbleauB and Safeguards 
A number of factors stimulate the Integrated 
Rural Area Developi^ent and icake such type of development 
c l i c k , by which the v i l l a g e s go steadily on the path of 
economic and soc ia l progress. These factors are as 
fo l lovs : 
1 » Po l i t i ca l Comiritroent 
2. Comprehensive I'lanning 
3* Economic Incentives 
4 . Creation of Inst i tut ions for Kural Development 
3 . Social l^e-structuring of the rural areab. 
i'roblems and L>afeguards: 
Various problems arise in the acceptance of nural 
Cevelopment in some c r i t i c a l s i tuations and the proapecte 
of such a prograiame br i s t l e with d i f f i c u l t i e s . Juccess 
depends upon certain safeguards which can overcome these 
d i f f i c u l t i e s . These various problems and safeguards are 
as foUova: 
(1 ) All techniques adopted ID western countries to 
increase agricultural production cannot be suitable in our 
country because the conditions of these countries are 
different from our country. There, much of the new knowledge 
and techninues are part of daily life. Our farmers should 
not adoot them blindly. They should adopt the new technology 
only if they are convinced of its suitability to their 
ecological situation and if they are sure that the fruits 
of the change will be accessible to then:. 
( 2) India is admittedly a country where the possibilities 
of extensive cultivation are limited. Therefore, the 
final solution of our agricultural problems lies in 
intensive agriculture, in raising the low level of yield 
per hectare. The uncultivated lands must also be used for 
cultivation. 
(3) The question of rich farmer becoming richer and of 
growing income disparities in rural areas, cannot be solved 
soon in the existing background of technioues which favour 
these groups that have adequate land with complementary 
1. Patel, S.T., The India We Want; Its Economic 
Transition. P.C. Kanaktala and Sons Pvt. Ltd. 
Bombay, 1966, P.102. 
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p h y s i c a l and f i n a n c i a l resources . The small land ho lders 
can, t h e r e f o r e , be a s s i s t e d through development of technique 
more su i ted to t h e i r c ircunstances and the process can be 
a s s i s t e d i f the larger fanners can be made to share the 
c o s t s of development. Thus the tendency of cake for the 
r i c h and crumbs f o r t h e poor can be checked. 
(4 ) IXie to the smallnese of s i z e the f a c i l i t i e s that 
are needed for s c i e n t i f i c a g r i c u l t u r e , have a l s o evolved 
i n a haphazard fashion in our country. There are c r i s s - c r o s s 
f i e l d bunds everywhere, wasting valuable arable land and 
o b s t r u c t i n g the f r e e flow of water. Roads and i r r i g a t i o n 
systems have been designed to adjust to the e x c e n t r i c i t i e s 
o f pr ivate land-ownership, r e s u l t i n g in an i r r a t i o n a l 
pat tern of resource use which we can i l l - afford from a 
long term point of view. I t i s t h i s bas ic malady that any 
programme of "land reform", in the rea l sense of ternt, 
should come to gr ips with and r e c t i f y . I t cannot be confined 
only to simple r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of land from bigger farmers 
t o smaller farmers. 
( 5 ) India being a vast country with a l l grades of e o i l e 
and t e r r a i n , the reasons for keeping some t r a c t s of land 
1 . iiubramaniam, C , "A s t ra tegy for Rural Development", 
Sc i ence and Integrated Kural Development. 
Focal Theme Discusned at 63rd Indian '-science 
Congress, Jan. 3-7 , 1976, p .12 . 
r. 
uncultivated di f fer from region to region and the methods 
applied to the rural land use planning of various developed 
but small-sized countries may not f i t ve i l under the 
Indian conditions. Moreover, the s t a t i s t i c s on rural 
landuse and agriculture in India have been collected in 
considerable d e t a i l but they are very often unreliable and 
even i f accepted they do not show the actual dis tr ibut ion. 
This vork can only be accomplised by f i e l d to f ie ld 
observation vhich may be immense help in the implementation 
of Rural Development Programmes. 
(6) To overcome f i sca l and administrative problems, the 
financing of Rural Development programmes must be done by 
loca l agencies rather than by non-local sources. This» 
however i s eas ier said than done. F i r s t , because there le 
lack of p o l i t i c a l w i l l and soc ia l awakening at the v i l lage 
l e v e l . Secondly, because the sources of local finance are 
too meagre to be of any avai l . These bad tendencies can 
be checked by serious steps taken by Government in this 
d irect ion . 
(7) Indian society i s a s t ra t i f i ed society divided into 
hundreds of castes and sub-castes, i o s t ly , v i l lagers are 
1. Chouridule, P.B. , "Kural Land Use: A utudy in i.ethocs". 
The Deccan Geographer. Vol.XIII, Ko.1, 
Jan. {975, P.173. 
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supersltlon-rldden and I l l i t e r a t e . l>oclo-economic 
8tudl«8 conducted on many of the xtural Development projects 
revealed that the ir fru i t s have mostly accrued to the 
rural e l i t^leaving the vast low caste landless at;ricultural 
labourers and untouchables high and dry* ;ihould Rural 
Development be tackledf irst or caste? This i s the question 
that every seminar f a i l s to answer. 13ut i t i s well known 
that only a patient effort in t h i s direction can be 
successful to make the v i l l agers conscious and reasonable. 
(8) Rural youth, after availing of some primary education, 
are no longer sa t i s f i ed with rural l i f e or with cult ivat ion 
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as the only means of gainful employment. To them c i t i e s 
are not only ex i c i t ing but they also offer a variety of 
choice. Hence there i s always a tremendous sh i f t of rural 
population to urban centres which i s a great bottle-neck 
on the path of Rural Development. This tendency of brain 
drain should be solved and e f forts should be made to 
encourage the rural youth to s e t t l e in the ir own v i l lages 
and to R^ ake the best use of their intel l igency and 
education there. 
1 , Shetty, V.T.H., "Rural Development strategy for Asia", 
The Indian Kxpress. Dec. 1, 1977, c o l . 8 , p.9. 
2 , Ghosh, B. and Kulshrestha, o.K,, "A Development i'lan 
for Chhatera Vil lage", Urban and Rural Jt^ lanning 
Thought. Vol.XVI, No.3, July, 1973, P.122. 
(9) The llon*8 share of Gross National Produceand Gross 
National Inconie Is usurped by the urbanltes leaving the 
r u r a l l t l e s to fend for theicselTes. Hven In flxln^^ ration 
quantity discrimination Is made between urban and rural 
sec tor . Therefore, these factors should be taken more 
seriously for solution by the Government. 
(10) The major Implication of area development i s that 
within each area, action for development should be related 
d irec t ly to I t s own conditions and problems and the 
resources of the area emd i t s reaulrements. but t h i s 
factor 18 Ignored. Therefore, th is fact must be the main 
base of technique for the Integrated Rural Area Levelopment. 
Kith a l l the problems in the i r path, the development 
programmes have provided a new dimension to the Kural 
Development and Introduced a structural change of considerable 
Importance at D i s t r i c t , Block and Village l e v e l . Improvement 
of agriculture has remained in the forefront throughout. 
I f e f fec t ive ly and e f f i c i e n t l y done, i t w i l l also arrest 
the exodus of the surplus population to the urban labour 
market In search of work. But the d i f f i c u l t i e s are 
formidable and c a l l for crusader's seal on the part of a l l 
1. Kaul, N.K,,"Cake and Crumbs", The Indian Express. 
October 27, 1977, c o l . 2 , p .9 . 
concerned. As observed by the World iiank, Rural Eeveloprent 
"does not come easy"; nonetheleee, there la reason to feel 
encouraged by the progress made thus far. 
(c) Tools and TechnlQues for the Integrated Kural 
Area Pevelopment 
During the last fev years there has been a 
marked increase in interest in tools and techniques of 
plazining for the Integrated Bural Area Development in our 
country. One remarkable feature has been a vide variety 
of studies produced in this field. Therefore, It becomee 
essential to know: 
1 • What factors make the Integrated Rural Developnient 
Planning necessary? 
2. What is its political importance? 
3. What are the approaches intended to achieve and what 
are the pitfalls which these approaches may have? 
4. Mhich aspects have been neglected in planning and 
where do critical weaknesses exist? 
3. Finally, what will be the desired approach to the 
Integrated Kural Area Development t'lanning and in what 
manner it should be implemented? 
^j ) 
A detailed study In this direction la necessary 
to give answers to these questions and therefore, we will 
take Bvry point step by step. 
Experience Indicates that a strong coomltment 
to Rural Development at the national level Is necessary 
If the Impact Is to be effective and broad-based. Technlnues 
aimed at ensuring a flow of new, field tested technolog:ical 
knowledge are essential for the success of Integrated Rural 
Area Development planning. Besearch and deC'Onstration 
facilitate the implementation of development technloues in 
all rural areas. 
Fundamentally» the Integrated Kural Area Development 
la focused on the resources and population of rural areas. 
To harness together all the possibilities of the natural 
and human resources in the rural areas is the crux of 
development. The outlook, attitudes and the skills of the 
rural people and their capacity to use the natural and 
economic potentials lying within their grasp are the single 
most factor for the Integrated iiural Area Development. 
Whatever stands In the way of growth of such capacities has 
to be removed. 
1. Singh, T,, Towards an Integrated Society. Orient 
Longmans Publication, Bombay, (969* p.313. 
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Al l the d i f f e r e n t main components of Integrated 
Rural Area Development are c l o s e l y i n t e r r e l a t e d and muat 
be b u i l t up together to the g r e a t e s t extent p o e s i b l e . 
The components and phasing must be formulated both to remove 
c o n s t r a i n t s and to support those forces preva i l ing in 
r u r a l areas which are favour-able t o nural 1/evelopment. 
These components make the i:iaral Development planning 
e s s e n t i a l . These are as f o l l o w s : 
(a ) s trengthening the phys ica l base; 
(b) i>trengthening the economic i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ; 
( c ) Accer lerat ing the t e c h n o l o g i c a l development; 
(d) atrengthening the s o c i a l base; and 
( e ) Community e f f o r t and u t i l i z a t i o n of man power. 
Planning f o r the Integrated Rural DevelOi:Mtent has 
p o l i t i c a l importance because i t r e f l e c t s the euccess or 
f a i l u r e of the Goverranent in the country. Hence Governirent 
plays large r o l e s in planning for the rural developcnent. 
In t h i s e f f o r t , the ro l e of d i f f e r e n t popular i n s t i t a t i o n e 
and adminis trat ive agencies funct ioning at the v i l l a g e l e v e l 
i s seen as being one of respons ib le partnership. 
1 . Rural Development; o e c t o r ir'olicy ii'aper. i^ubiished 
by the World Bank, February, 1975, p . 4 . 
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•strong co-ordination at the centre i s increasingly 
regarded as e s s e n t i a l to the saccessful implementation 
of the Integrated Rural Area Development prograame while 
co-ordination at the local l e v e l i s emphasised because 
loca l control provides the f l e x i b i l i t y needed for the 
proper integration and timing of a c t i v i t i e s » and for 
modification of programmes in response to changing conditions. 
Like any other branch of science and technology 
the principles and practices in rural planning^ are based 
on broadly accepted concepts, theories and experiments. 
Various approaches to rural development have been formulated 
which di f fer considerably. One of them ie Growth Centre 
Approach, I t refers to appropriate location of soc ia l and 
economic a c t i v i t i e s over the physical space. I t i s contended 
that a framework for decentralizing economic and soc ia l 
a c t i v i t i e s can be provided by locating spec i f ic functions 
at appropriate placesj such a net work of Growth Centres 
can provide a meaningful infrastructure which can attract 
and sustain diversi f ied growing economic a c t i v i t y . The 
ident i f i ca t ion of the Growth Centres and the provision of 
requis i te socio-economic infrastructure i s considered to 
be the crucial variable in Rural Area Development. However, 
1. Brahme, Sulabha, "Approach to Rural -^ rea Tevelopment", 
Indian Journal of Regional ^jcience. 
Vol.IV, No.1, 1972, p.8 . 
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thereare certain critical pointa in this approach which 
are as follovs: 
1. There hae not been proper selection of the centres; 
they have failed to stinulate growth in rural areas. 
2. The approach does not elaborate the Keehanism through 
which the Growth Centres would continue to grow, 
attracting new industies and other non-agricultural 
activities to the backward rural areas when side by 
side the presently developed centres are competing. 
3. And even if the centres develop* the process through 
which such implanted centres will transmit economic 
growth to the hinterland is not spelled out. In fact, 
if the complementaries between the centres and the 
hinterland are weak, there will not be any spread effect 
but instead an unfavourable polarisation effect will 
be manifest. 
A more comprehensive approach to Integrated Hural 
Area Development has been propounded wherein the basic 
variables vis. factors of production and their interactions 
have been considered. The areal unit accepted varies from 
a single village, or a group of villages, say, around a 
'^ mandi" centre to an entire District, hhere a village is 
K) i 
accepted as a unitt inventory of resources i s madef 
developnent potential assessed, employment needs Keasured 
and on the basis of the exist ing s i tuat ion , development 
schemes are suggested so as to increase the productive 
a c t i v i t y and to enlarge the employment base, buch schemes 
rooted in local problems can help in improvement of the 
loca l s i tuat ion . However» they have certain l imitat ions: 
1. Such schemes have a limited general appl icabi l i ty , and 
the implications of such schemes applied on vide scale 
may be quite different from those vhen they are applied 
in a few isolated places . 
2 . Although v i l l a g e s can be appropriate unit for detailed 
physical land-use planning, yet for drawing the to ta l 
development framework in which transport and 
communication system, industrial locat ions , agricultural , 
spec ia l i sat ion e tc . form an integral part, a wider 
canvas i s necessary. 
In d i s t r i c t development planning, the d i s t r i c t 
i s considered as the basic unit of planning, within the 
given socio-economic set-up the production plane are to be 
worked out to ensure that the in teres t s of various c lasses 
are harmoniously integrated in the plan. But this approach 
r, 
has several shortcomings: 
(a) The experience so far reveals that so long as there 
are basic contradictions in the interests of the 
different claBseSf the production plan worked out by 
the planning agency cannot serve the interests of 
all the classes and is more likely to safeguard the 
interests of the groups who formulate the plan, 
neglecting the backward and oppressed classes of the 
society. 
(b) The interests of the weaker sections do not figure 
as an integral part of the development planning but 
come only in the form of adhoc schemes as appendages 
with little chance of success since the basic socio* 
economic power structure remains undisturbed. 
(c) The district planning though comprehensive and 
integrated in approach, remains partial in the sense 
that it can reach limited sections of the society 
and cannot be an effective instrument for the 
transformation of rural society that alone can put the 
rural areas on the path of continuous development. 
Another approach to rural development IB the 
Kiinimum Package Approach. This alms to provide generally 
modest but broad-based improvements in levels of living 
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through Increased a g r i c u l t u r a l output . However, under 
some c r i t i c a l c o n d i t i o n s , prov is ion of Minimuiii t'acka^e 
f a c i l i t i e s tends to re su l t in r e l a t i v e l y few d i rec t 
b e n e f i c i a r i e s among the rural poor. 
A more oonprehensive approach t o rural developn.ent 
c o n s i s t s of Area Development i^chemea. Under these scheo^ee, 
an emphasis on area development i s common f o r agr icu l ture 
as we l l aa for liural Developmoit p r o j e c t s . Area Development 
P r o j e c t s focus on the needs of the rura l poor through 
d i v e r s i f i e d crops and integrated farming systems. But there 
are perhaps two major dangers i n such schemes: 
( 1 ) The schemes may concentrate a d i sproport ionate share 
of resources on providing b e n e f i t s to a groups that 
are r e l a t i v e l y small in r e l a t i o n t o the o v e r a l l s i z e 
o f the rural t arge t group. 
( 2) The schemes tend to s u f f e r from a programme design 
that i s too ambitious and complex, c a l l i n g for except ions 
leadership that cannot always be made ava i lab l e on 
a sustained b a s i s . 
Sec tor and Spec ia l Progresi^mes are usua l ly ort::anized 
on a nationwide b a s i s . They meet the s p e c i f i c needs of 
the rural poor. These programmes are Kural k'ublic Works, 
i^ J 
Education and Training Progranunes, and Credit bchemee. 
However, In practice, ouch programmes can rarely develop 
their full potential* The designs and implementation of 
these programmes have certain limitations: 
(a) Projects may be poorly selected and designed, 
resulting in high->cost Investment and low efficiency 
in terms of Income supplements to the meedy. 
(b) Influential groups may alter programmes so as to 
Increase their own benefits at the cost of the poor. 
(c) The appropriate blend of local initiative and 
decision aaicing with central control is difficult to 
achieve. 
The above mentioned approaches to rural development 
planning, though appropriate in some manner, have some 
limitations because no approach talces into consideration 
all aspects of rural development. Hence there are certain 
difficulties which arise in planning for rural development. 
These are as follows: 
(1) The planners do not have a thorough knowledge of the 
characteristics and proper background of the planning 
situation while it ie very necessary for the successful 
handling of the concept. Is it any worder that dame 
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Barbara Ward groanad, "What i r r i t a t e s ice about the 
s ituation in India i s the so-cal led experts who do 
not know the nation's pr ior i t i e s" . 
(2) In many cases some aspects or the others of different 
concepts are consciously and suboconsciouely incorporated 
in one solution without v isual i s ing the implications 
of such an approach. Such fa i lures can be attributed 
to the lack of basic studies for identifying the 
s ignif icant characterists of different planning 
s i tuations and deep analyses of each concept. 
(3) Huge amounts are bein£ spent on the organieation of 
planning a c t i v i t i e s and constructional projects but 
hardly any planned researches are in i t ia ted to provide 
pertinent and es sent ia l data. 
(4) Although different planning authorit ies have been 
conducting many adhoc surveys and s tudies , yet due to 
the lack of coherence in these invest igat ions very 
l i t t l e of the enormous data available could be readily 
used and converted into useful cumulative knowledge 
for the growth of planning sc iences . 
1. Datta, K.L., Hesearch Areas and Techniques in 
Physical Planning", Urban and Rural Planning 
Thought. Vol.XIV, Ho.3, July 1971, p.129. 
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(3 ) In the apparent at tenpt t o gain quick r e e u i t s , of ten 
i n s u f f i c i e n t a t t e n t i o n i e g iven to measures t o 
etren£;then the resource base i n rural a r e a s , f i r s t , 
by caking more e f f i c i e n t use of ex i s t ing , a s s e t s and, 
subsequent ly , by crea t ing new phys ica l a s s e t s . 
( 6 ) V i l l a g e s t u d i e s , represent ing the micro approach have, 
by and l a r g e , gone in to a s t a t i c routine and have 
become, in meoiy c a s e s , a mere mapping e x e r c i s e . 
( 7 ) Kost of our setbacks in s e t t i n g rura l economy on i t s 
l e g s have ar i sen on account of our try ing to apply 
readymade i^ethods, which have been devised for other 
lands and people , ^ome planners d i r e c t l y import and 
implant many of the growth inducing innovat ions 
experienced by the contemporary developed c o u n t r i e s , 
which cannot be d e s i r a b l e , and a l s o not f e a s i b l e in 
Indian condi t ions because of her deuiOgraphic 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and the imbalances between the s ec tors , 
(8) Rural planning i s l i k e b r i d g e - b u i l d i n g , so long as i t 
remains a theory i t does not get as anywhere; so lont: 
as i t i s only p a r t i a l l y completed i t does not ^et us 
1 . Ceshpande, C D , , "Regional Geography: A Trend deport", 
A Survey of Research in Geography; A Project 
bponsored by the Indian Cotmcii of S o c i a l sc ience 
Research. New De lh i , Popular Prakashan, 
Bombay, 1972, p .?79 . 
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anywhere. I t haa to be comprehenslYe and Implemented. 
But In our country a number of plane and schemes are 
thought out but few are implemented with a l l care and 
e f f o r t . 
( 9 ) Planning for rural development alao f a i l s i f the wishes 
of rural people are not taken in to account, ^ese 
o b v i o u s l y , perhaps, but with equal c e r t a i n t y , i t f a i l s 
un less the planners make p o s i t i v e arrangements to take 
those wishes f u l l y in to t h e i r c a l c u l a t i o n s and to see 
that the r e s u l t i n g plans r e f l e c t then.. 
(10) ir'ast experience about academic research regarding, 
plan-formulat ion i n d i c a t e s how s p e c i f i c a l l y the non-
recogni t ion of the value o r i e n t a t i o n of the innovators 
has f a i l e d to achieve the required hegemony of the 
planners in t h e i r task of inducing s o c i a l change. The 
whole process of development of Indian economy i s 
arrested because of the domination of monopoly c a p i t a l 
and fore ign i n t e r e s t s in industry and cemi-feudal 
economic r e l a t i o n s in a g r i c u l t u r e . In the absence of 
r a d i c a l change in the po l i cy and technique o r i e r t a t i o n 
at the n a t i o n a l l e v e l , a l l the d i s t r i c t or other 
rural area development schemes, neat ly work.ed out , can 
1 . Ashworth, G., "The Administrative s t ruc ture of the 
r'lanning". Journal of the Planning I n s t i t u t e . 
V o l . 5 5 , No.7, July-August 19b9, p . 2 9 1 . 
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achieve very l i t t l e to help placing the rural economy 
of the path of aelf-sustained growth. 
(11) The paucity of i n i t i a l means or of education in the 
case of rural people and the various ins t i tu t iona l and 
administrative hurdles are apt to leave a "gulf between 
acceptance (of planning) which i s easy and adoption 
which i s d i f f i c u l t " J 
(12) There i s a l so the lack of adequate knowledge about 
production potent ia l i t i e s and capacity of different 
s t a t e s to implement which would also depend upon the 
varying l eve l of development mindedness of farmers 
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affecting the adoption of programmes. 
(13) I t i s always dubious to make broad generalizations 
about economic and soc ia l change on the basis of a few 
selected d i s t r i c t s tudies . I t i s a l l the more risky 
with respect to India, where conditions di f fer not only 
from the d i s t r i c t to d i s t r i c t but also from block to 
block and even from v i l lage to v i l l a g e . 
But what should be the desired approach to uural 
Area Planning so that the rural economy can reach the stage 
of s e l f - sustained growth? A rural region can be set on 
1. Evaluation Report of iaecond Year's \»orK.ing of 
Community Pro.lects. Vol .1 . P.E.O., 1955. p.60. 
2 . Singh, S .P , , Centre- 3tate Relations in Agricultural 
Development, Vikas Publishing House, 
r e l h i , 1973, p.78. 
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the path of developioent I f there i s better u t i l i z a t i o n 
of natural reaources which would not be possible in the 
case of agriculture unless the land relations are radically 
a l tered . Under the exis t ing conditions large sections of 
rural population do not have adequate productive resources 
to match the human resources avai lable . For want of 
requis i te Inputs, at t i c e s , even the land available i s not 
optimally worked. At the other extreme the poss ib i l i ty 
of extensive cu l t ivat ion in the case of large landlords 
makes -for a sub-optimal use of land. For proper use of 
other resources available within the region such as pasture 
land» forests e t c . , i t would be necessary to draw up a 
common programme taking care of the needs of a large 
sec t ion of the xniral community. This would f a c i l i t a t e 
e n l i s t i n g participation of the local commiinity which i s a 
precondition for the conservation and development of 
resources. This in turn would create a base for expansion 
of non-agricultural work. 
Consequently the creation of large quantum of 
employed and increased Incomes wi l l expand the niarlcet 
a c t i v i t i e s . 3uch an expansion of the domestic marRet would 
create scope for the growth of local industry rovided i t 
i s not threatened by the national industry. If the local 
o 
industry adopts labour- intensive technology, there would 
be further scope for expansion of non-agricultural 
employcient. Thus, the areal development of riiral region 
can be possible on the basis of i t s internal dynaiLlsm. 
The internal dynamism w i l l not, however, be 
operative within the rural economy so long as It i s under 
the domination of the semi-feudal i n s t i t u t i o r a l set-up in 
agriculture and modem capitalism in ind'ostry. The modem 
industry in India has developed under the colonial 
domination and i s s t i l l under the domination of economic 
imperialism. I t i s organized on the basis of borrowed 
technology developed in economies that are labour scarce, 
and i s not in turn with our national factor endowment. 
Hence the industrial factor f a i l s to generate employment in 
non-agricultural sector . This in effect arrests the growth 
of domestic market which can provide a broad base for the 
growth of both the industrial and agricultural sector . 
This i s also necessary for success that the 
planning for rural development must aim at a natural balance 
amongst the resources euid their exploitation and th is 
implies the existence of necessary organization which wi l l 
increase the eff ic iency of u t i l i z a t i o n of the resources 
in rural areas. 
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In rural d«T«loainent planning how a thing i s done 
i s more important than what i s done and that i f the 'process' 
i s taken care of, the 'pz^duct' takes care of i t s e l f . If 
correct processes are followed, what i s to be done largely 
f o Hows • 
Effective rural planning c a l l s for enonBous e f for t s . 
I t should be based on well-established standards and 
standards can be rel iably fixed only after extensive 
research in th i s regard. Research studies should be 
undertaken to evolve simple techniaues for conducting such 
surveys and presenting their observations. Analyses of 
survey data also c a l l s for special ized background and i t 
would be of considerable value i f properly co-ordinated 
programmes of planning surveys can be in i t ia ted and their 
analysis oould be centrally organised. 
When the planner comes to the second phase of work, 
a vast background of different concepts, theories and 
planning approaches are needed to guide h i s thinking. Here 
too thorough invest igations into the current practices 
and c r i t i c a l reviews of new thoughts in planning are very 
e s s e n t i a l . Feedback studies can be of great help to avoid 
repeating the mistakes already committed. 
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The plan formulations can be auccessful in 
t h e i r implementation only when the innovation i s necessarily 
v i l l a g e r because the v i l l a g e r i s accustomed to his own 
s t y l e of adaptation of h i s physicalt economic and social 
environment and i s also not necessarily prepared to think 
beyond his ovn v i a b i l i t y . He can not be made to act for 
innovations not meaning^ful to his culture, even i f these 
are derived from the srost sophist icated, modem, and 
computarised research methodology. The point therefore i s 
to formulate the plans having meaning or relevance to the 
culture of the rural soc ie ty . The v i a b i l i t y of the 
individual farmer should be given due premium so that he 
may f u l f i l the planner's ambition by transforming, himself 
within his own conceptual frame as contributory to the 
process of attaining v i a b i l i t y at the sub-regional, regional, 
or national l e v e l s . 
The academic researchers engaged in the plan 
formulation processes, in order to establ ish their claims 
as promoters of soc ia l change through inducing innovations, 
must conciously admit the value- premises of the p o l i t i c a l 
process of planning in India. 
1 . Chakraborty, 3 .C . , "^ ome Considerations on the Research 
Objectives for Rural Area Development", Indian 
Journal of Regional ^jcience. Vol.IV, No.1, 
H7^, p.2. 
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With regard to research for Rural nrea Development 
we Bhould recognise the following fundamental constraints: 
(1) The f i r s t of these constraints i s related to 
recognition of the dominant role of physical, ecological 
constraints in agricultural production. Low technological 
base* tiny scale of operation, and hi^h incidence of 
consultption of farm products by the producers are the basis 
factors which penr^it the dominance of nature over hun^ an 
s o c i a l organisation. The se lec t ion of right technology 
involving minimal innovation in a culturally meaningful way 
can be ident i f ied more eas i ly through s k i l l of the academic 
researchers than by the behaviourial traps that the regional 
p o l i t i c a l e l i t e s have set for themselves. 
( 2) The second of these concerns the recognition of the 
impact of monetieation upon the rural economic scene, the 
expression of which i s found through temporal increcient 
of incidence of cash- wage, peasant preference for cash-crops, 
preparedness of the farmers to buy ancil lary services by 
cash- payment, e t c . This phenomenon of monetization i s 
an external expression of increasing [setropolitanization 
of the rural economy. However, i t i s necessary to remecber 
that the p o l i t i c s of monetization when not related to the 
proliferation of the productive capacity of the society 
b J 
often leads to struggle for narrow econcxnlsm between 
the contending social groups with no appreciation for the 
need of achieving hegemony in the task of inducing social 
change. If the academic researchers cannot combat such 
politics of narrow economism ideologicallyt they can at 
least reduce the possibility of such games within the 
planning schedules formulated by them. 
(3) The third of these constraints concerns recognition 
of an overall importance of the bureaucratice icachinery 
in the game of induced innovation for economic development. 
This is necessary therefore to prevent fusion of coneervati: i 
and liberalism through inevitbale collaboration between 
the bureaucrats and the mandarin elites of the establiehnent. 
The essential point in research for Rural Area Development 
is the conscious participation of the rural society. 
There are four general sets of inputs which are 
essential to achieve policy objectives in rural developcient. 
These are shown in Fig.1. 
Un October 9, 1977» a lecture was delivered at 
Dharwar under the auspices of the Xndism Institute of 
Socio-economic studies. The focal theme was "Growth with 
Stability - Techniques of Planning with Special Reference 
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to Rural Pevelop(&ent"t in which the appropriate techniquee 
for planning for rural development were emphasized. On 
the baais of the guidelines suggested in this lecture for 
the planning for rural development the following scheme 
can be suggested: 
(a) Centres for iiural Development 
We should have centres for rural development, 
one in each D i s t r i c t , more in course of time. Young bo^s 
and g i r l s would be trained here in agricultural operations, 
animal husbandry, cottage industr ies , sanitation and health 
provisions e t c . auch trainees would be drawn from rural 
areas and would be able to put into practice new ideas and 
methods in the ir own area, when they go back to work. They 
w i l l be expected not to seek jobs but be modern farmers, 
s e l f - r e l i a n t and progressive. 
The ex i s t ing agencies would be expected to 
co-operate with such centres. They could be self- i^ufficient, 
because the farms which would be attached to such centres 
w i l l y ie ld income. 
(b) Intensive Adult Training 
Whereas th i s w i l l be a long-term arrangeiLent, 
there should be also an intensive short- period trainin^^ 
r 
for adults. In each block a batch of young persons should 
be selected, say about 20, and they should be given 
IntenslTe training for rural development work for six to 
nine months. 
The existing agencies, university and college 
teachers and some retired persons in the area can be 
suitably utilised. Each such trainee would, in course of 
time, go to the villages to put into practice the new 
methods. 
Both the above two methods of training should be 
on a continuous basis. 
(c) Agricultural Polytechnics 
The exist ing ins t i tu t ions of higher education 
and research in agriculture, such as agricultural col leges 
and un ivers i t i e s , the Indian council of Agricultural 
fiesearch, the Indian Ins t i tu te of Agricultural iiesearch and 
so on, are meant for advanced work. 3uch advanced work 
should reach the farmer in rural area, which doee not 
happen at present. For this purpose, we should have changes 
in the education at the lower leve l in rural areas. 
Primary schools in rural areas should have an 
agricultural b ias , and at the same time, v;c should have 
r 
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agricultural polytechnicB, where tne pract ical aspects of 
Kodern agriculture can be taught. Thoae trained in such 
polytechnics would be the e f fec t ive intermediaries between 
the farmer and the higher ins t i tu t ions referred to above. 
Thus, i f the too l s and techniques of planning for 
the Integrated Rural Area Development are beieed on wel l -
established standards and at the same tiiEe» the psychology 
of the people changes for self-development by methods 
pointed above, we shal l have the necessary background for 
success . 
1. Vakil, C.N., "Growth with Stabi l i ty" , The Indian 
Express". October 10, 1977, col.3» P.9. 
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CHAPTER II 
ASPECra OF RURAL AREA DEVELQPKERT 
(a) Agricultural Extension and Development 
Agriculture la the l i f e - blood of India. I t l e 
the palladium of our nation's economy. It i s estimated 
that 75.4 per cent of a l l gainfully employed persons are 
engaged in agriculture. Hence advance in agricultural 
production provides the main focus and precondition for 
the Integrated Rural Area Development. 
I t i s now realized more and more with the passage 
of time that the develoimaent of Indian agriculture depends 
upon i t s technological change - a change in the parameter 
of production function result ing direct ly from the use of 
2 
new knowledge. In fact rapid growth of agriculture l i e s 
in continuous adjustment of farm organisation by ab80rbin£ 
improved technological innovation and ins t i tu t iona l 
co-operation on a profitable basis."^ 
Singh, K., "Rorth-Eastem Uttar Pradesh - A Vast 
Developing Slum", The Deccan Geographer. Vol.V, 
January- December 1967, Nos.l and 2, p.98. 
Kohammad, N., "Technological Change and Diffusion of 
Agricultural Innovations", The Geographer. 
Vol.XXIII, R0.I , Jan.1976, p.4. 
Behman, U., "Mechanisation of Farming and i t s Impact 
on Food Crop Productivity in Uttar Pradesh", 
The Geographer. Vol.XXIII, No,2, January 1976, 
p .43 . 
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Agricultural BxtenBlon; 
The extension of cultivated area has been largely 
taken up In recent years, when the grant of uncultivated 
land for cultivation to particular classes of people or 
to all applicants In general has been speeded up and the 
rules of disposal liberalised and very leurge areas have 
come under cultivation, 
iieed: 
I t I s necessaxy In the Interest of better 
agriculture that arrangements should be made for the 
systematic t e s t ing , mult ipl icat ion and distr ibution of 
Improved seed. The farmers should sov the best seed 
because the auallty and ouantun of crops depend on seed. 
The Rational Seed Corporation i s spreading I t s net work, 
nation wide both in production and marketing. World Bank 
has approved a project of over Rs.l20 crores for the growth 
of the Seed Industry In our country. 
F e r t i l i s e r : 
The use of f e r t i l i s e r Is an Index of adoption of 
modem technology In rural areas. Alth the Introduction 
of high yie lding var ie t i e s programme, f e r t i l i z e r consumption 
showed a remarkable Increase, reaching a l eve l of 3 .^ mill ion 
r 
tonnes in 1975-76 from 0.8 B i l l i o n tonnes in 1965-66, 
A seminar was held on Cecember 10-11* 1976 in 
Delhi. The focal theme vas "i^trategy for stimulating 
F e r t i l i s e r Consumption**. The idea was to analyse the 
various components of f e r t i l i s e r consumption and evolve 
suggestions for boosting f e r t i l i s e r consumption in a more 
appropriate manner. 
A programme for se t t ing up of 8 lakh "Gobar Gas 
Plants•* has been recently taken up. Agricultural and dairy 
s c i e n t i s t s in a seminar held at the university of Agricultural 
Science, Bangalore, have shown that waste slurry from 
"Gobar Qas Plant** can be used with fodder waste, weeds and 
2 dry leaves for compost. 
But several problems arise in the context of 
f e r t i l i s e r . For example, there are imbalances in f e r t i l i s e r 
consumption in the country. To check this tendency the 
agencies dealing with f e r t i l i s e r promotion should become 
more and more conscious and able to educate the farmers the 
proper methods of using s o i l nutrients .^ 
1 . FAl- FAG Seminar 1976 on w>trategy for stimulating 
F e r t i l i s e r Consumption", Agriculture and ijgro-lndustriee 
Journal, July 1976, Vol .9 , No,7, p.26. 
2 . Vinayak, A.K. and Sharma, P.K., ''Organic wastes 
V/i> Farm Wealth•*, Agriculture and A/gro-Industriee 
Journal. Vol .9 , No.6, June 1976, p .4 . 
3 . Shrivastava, V.K,, "Imbalances in Fer t i l i zer Consumption", 
The Indian Express. June 13, 1978, c o l . 8 , p.7. 
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Crop- J?rotectlon: 
The more obvious fon&s through which the loauea 
occur are consumption by pests , s p i l l a g e , faulty farm 
operations, poor storage and transportation f a c i l i t i e s . 
Improper grading and lack of knowledge about preaervation 
techniques. I t i s a fact that s ix f i e ld rate eat the food 
of one man. Therefore, adequate arrangements are being 
made in th i s direct ion. This w i l l aid the increased 
agricultural production. 
Agricultural Kachinery and Implements: 
The cul t ivat ion of high-yielding var ie t i e s and 
multiple cropping programme Involves a tight schedule of 
various farm operations and makes more exacting demands 
for motive power. As a r e s u l t , the use of tractors and 
power t i l l e r s has registered an increase. Adequate capacity 
has been created for the manufacture of hand-operated t o o l s , 
and improved animal and power-driven implements. The 
number of tractors in use for cult ivat ion in the covintry 
i s now estimated to be 2 lakhs. 
1. Shah, K., "Grain Is J^ ot For Kats", The Indian Express. 
Sept. 7 , 1978, c o l . 1 , p.7. 
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The main problem in the fabr i ca t ion of Indigenous 
Implements Is that the e l zea and sha.jes of t h e i r parte 
are not according to any standard. Therefore, the work 
of is;provement, development and s tandardizat ion of 
Indigenous implements should be carried out In a co-ordlnater: 
manner with due regard to the d i f f e r e n t B O I I S , c l l i t a t l c 
condi t ions and c u l t u r a l p r a c t i c e s in the various regions 
of the country. 
How Green the Revolution?: 
A p i l o t In tens ive Agr icu l tura l Development 
Programme vas launched in 1961. The o^aln d i s t r i c t s s e l ec t ed 
f o r t h i s programme are shown in i g . 2 . From 1966-67 a 
new s t r a t e g y for a g r i c u l t u r a l development was formulated 
and put i n t o a c t i o n . The new s t r a t e g y emphasised the 
increas ing a p p l i c a t i o n of s c i ence and technology to 
agr i cu l ture and included among i t s key eleoiente the 
c u l t i v a t i o n of high-yie lding, v a r i e t i e s of s e e d s , s o i l and 
water management, mul t ip le cropping, use of adequate 
q u a n t i t i e s of f e r t i l i z e r s , plant p r o t e c t i o n measures, and 
bui ld ing up of necessary in fras truc ture l i k e c r e d i t . 
1 . Indifenous Agricul tural Implements of Indip; An Al l 
India Survey. Indian COunciJ of Agr icu l tura l 
Researdi , New P e l h l , I960 , 0 ,355. 
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marketitxg, fanners' training and research. 
However, th i s new strategy accentuated dispari t ies 
between the large land owners and the majority of small 
farmers, tenants and agricultural labourers. The gains of 
2 the new technology have been very unevenly distributed. 
As the rich farmers have become richer and the 
small ones, engaged in outmoded farming, have become poorer, 
i t would be necessary to evolve out not only for raising 
the productivity of agricultural crops in general but also 
to foroiulate schemes for amelioration of the economic statue 
of small and marginal farmers and even landless labourers. 
The main thrust of the new agricultural strategy must be 
on extending the scope of area planning and on maximising 
the content of area development scheme. 
Bolstering Agriculture: 
What a i l s Indian agriculture? There are a number 
of factors in our country that discourage the farmer to 
adopt techniques for increasing production. To remedy the 
1. Thakur, D .3 . , "New Approach to Kural L«velopment", 
Afcriculture and Agro-Industries Journal. 
Vol .6 , No.10, October 1973, p.25. 
2 . Frankel, F.R,, India's Green Revolution; Economic 
Gains and P o l i t i c a l Costs. Princeton University 
Press , i-'rinceton. New Jersey, 1971, p. 191. 
3 . Thakur, i^., "ijearch for Economic x'oiicy", 
The Indian Express. October 10,1977, c o l . 5 , p.9. 
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sorry state of affairs and to bolster up agriculture, 
various measures should be adopted vhlch ax^ as follows: 
(1) The existing uncultivated lands must all be used for 
raising both food and cash crops. 
(2) Credit facilities should be provided to the fanners 
on a larger scale than at present. 
(3) The programaes of agricultural development should be 
labour Intensive. 
(4) Land distributed earlier should be redistributed 
among farmers vho already own "economic holding" so that 
they can increase production. 
Agricultural Development Programme: 
Agriculture as main part of the Integrated Rural 
Area Development ia getting a big boost in several Litatee 
in our country. 
An all- India co-ordinated Pulses i'roject is now 
under way. Uttar Pradesh is also on the path of 
agricultural development. The progress can be recognized 
by the Table I. 
1, Putehally, Z,, "The Problem of Pulses", The Indian 
Express. Kay 19» 1P78, col.6, p.?. 
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TABi.E I 
Agr icu l tura l Develofxnent in Uttar Pradesh 
Agr icu l tura l Development 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 
Production of Foodgraine 
( i .akhK. Tonnes) 194.56 194.24 215.00 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of F e r t i l i z e r s 
(i.akh Tonnes) 9 .74 14.58 17.70 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of Improved 
Seeds (000 o t l s . ) 89 105 150 
Thus we can say that i n s p i t e of being many problems» 
Indian agr i cu l ture has been progres s ive ly switching over 
from the t r a d i t i o n a l to the modem methods of c u l t i v a t i o n . 
As a r e s u l t t the production has got widened and an old time 
exhorta t ion - "Two ears of c o m in place of one" has now 
become a r e a l i t y because the s c i e n t i s t s have now given the 
farmers s e v e r a l s p e c i e s y i e l d i n g memy more ears than two. 
However, there are new peaks t o be sca led in agr icu l ture 
before the country's need can be adequately £uet. 
1 . India aince Independence. i?ublished by the Direc tor , 
P u b l i c a t i o n D i v i s i o n , K i n i s t r y o f Information and 
Broadcast ing, Government of India , New Delh i , 
July 1971, p .55. 
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(b) land Reforuii 
In phyalcal terme, land reform impllea preacrlptlon 
of maxima and minima In the 8lr.e of the operating farm 
u n i t . The land reform programmes have a place of special 
s ignif icance in a balanced and combined approach to the 
problems of rural development and soc ia l j u s t i c e . The 
problem of land reform in India i s basical ly a problem of 
reorganising the structure of holdingSt and thereby creatint 
an agrarian economy with high l e v e l s of eff iciency and 
productivity. The average holding in the country ifi very 
small , the population i s growing rapidly, while the area 
available for cul t ivat ion i s necessarily l imited. Therefore, 
the immediate task to which agrarian reforms have to 
address themselves are the reduction of d i spar i t i es in the 
ownership of land, checking of fragmentation, consolidation 
of exis t ing holdings, tenancy reform and ce l l ing on land 
holdings. 
The background of The Indian Land Reforms and Their (-Effects: 
The intermediary tenures such as Zamlndarl, 
Jaglrdarl and Inama prevailed in about 40 per cent of the 
area at the time of Independence in 1947. over 70 per cent 
of our agricultural population had no rights to land; two-
f i f t h s of i t were landless labourers and one-third dwarf •> 
bo 
holding labourers , both of them worked under s e r f - l i k e 
condi t ions on lands owned by a r e l a t i v e l y small number of 
land owners. This large body had no f i x i t y of tenure 
o r r e n t , or of income. 
The F i r s t Five-Year Plan abol ished the in teraed iary 
r i g h t s , protected tenants and made an attempt for the 
development of the production of small and middle owners. 
In making i t s recommendations on land pol icy in the F i r s t 
Five-Tear i ' lan, the Planning Commission drew a t t e n t i o n to 
the inadequate information a v a i l a b l e regarding the 
2 
d i s t r i b u t i o n and s i s e of the h o l d i n g s . Therefore, e f f o r t s 
were made in t h i s d i r e c t i o n . In the eight-round of 
Nat ional Sample Survey during July 1934 to larch 1935» an 
a l l India survey of ownership holdings was conducted on 
"5 
a sample bas is i n 1704 v i l l a g e s . The survey revealed that 
a l i t t l e over o n e - f i f t h o f households did not own any land 
and about one-fourth of a l l rural households had a small 
parce l of land l e s s than one acre in area . 
1. P a t e l , S . J , , The India We Want. Popular r^rakashan, 
Bombay, 1966, p .92 . 
2 . Pjpofcrees of Land Reform, Published by Governaent 
o f Ind ia , Planning Conmission, Delh i , 1963f p .111 . 
3 . Randhawa, K , 3 , , Agriculture And Animal Husbandry/ 
i n I n d i a . Published by Indian Coxincil of 
A g r i c u l t u r a l Hesearch, Kew Delhi , 1962, p .71 . 
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For fixing: a staxlxnuiB llinlt on the holding of 
the Individualt the Planning CommiBsion set up a panel of 
land reforms in 1935 and one of the sub-committeea appointed 
by i t vent into the iasue of s i ze of holdings. 
The proposals for land reform In the Liecond 
Five-Iear Flan related to the complete abol i t ion of 
intermediaries, tenancy reforms, ce i l ing on land holdings 
and consolidation of holdings. 
Inposition of ce i l ings on agricultural holdings 
has been considered to be an important instrument to osiniiLize 
the concentration of land ownership and to bring about a 
more egal i tarian distribution of land. The issue of 
ce i l ing as a whole was considered at the chief Kiniaters* 
conference on land reforms held on aeptember 26, 1970. 
The 34th Amendment of the conatitution passed in 1974 
insulated land c e i l i n g and land tenure reform laws against 
l i t i g a t i o n and removed legal hurdles. 
In India, most of the agricultural holdings are 
very small and widely scattered. Consolidation of holdings 
iE, therefore, a necessary pre-condition to the ra t iona l i s -
at ion of agricultural operations in the country. This ie 
1. iihinde, A.P. , "Land to The ^endless". Agriculture and 
Agro-Industries Journal, Vol ,6 , I«o,3, 
March 197% p.5. 
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pract ical ly a r«arrangeffl«nt of holdlnga in any area 
between several tenure holders In such a way as to make 
the holdings held by them more compact. This i s also the 
most direct method of curing the ev i l s of the fraga;entation 
of holdings. 
In most of the States* l eg i s la t ion for consolidation 
of holdings, e i ther compulsory or voluntarily* has been 
enacted. Though* in India, unlike other occidental 
countries , the "voluntaiy co-operation, has been preferred 
2 
to the compulsory l e g i s l a t i o n . 
Dilemma of Land Reforms at Present and I t s Solutions: 
The present Oovemment also has the anxiety to 
get the long-festering problem of land reforms out of tne 
way as early as possible but the following problems arise 
in the implementation of the programme: 
(1) The land reforms effected through ceiling; laws w i l l 
benefit about 30 lakh fami l ies , but they wil l be hardly a 
fract ion of the vast and growing numbers of our land-hungry 
1. Tiwari, S.K., "Land Consolidation and I t s Impact 
on Land Uti l izat ion", The Deccan Geographer. 
Vol .VIII , Nos. 1 and 2, Jan-Dec. 1970, p.89. 
2 . Sinha, B.N., "Fragmentation of Holdings in Orissa", 
The Deccan Geographer. Vol .1 , No.2, 
Jan.1963, p.116. 
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agricultural labourers and poor peaeants and will not 
bring about significant transformation of land relations 
in the countryside. 
Also, much of the surplus land passed on for 
redistribution under the ceiling laws is of poor quality 
and the beneficiaries will find it extremely arduous to 
bring it under cultivation unless credit and other 
supporting facilities are extended to theoi. 
(2) Satisfying the stirred->up land hunger of the masses 
leads to disintegration of the holdings and unprofitable 
farming. Therefore, this is a position which clearly calls 
for a closer and a more critical look at the whole question 
2 
of land reform. 
In short, we are rather playing a game of see-saw. 
The hard fact, however, remains that food production is 
not likely to be increased by the blind distribution of land 
amongst those who participate in cultivation, but intensified 
food production therefore calls for some other terms also. 
Farmers unable and unwilling to do the cultivation 
•5 
work should be dispossessed stredghtaway. Changes in the 
1. i'alissery, Jc*., ••Dilemma of A^ and Keforms", The Indian 
£xpresa. December 19»1977, col.2, p.9. 
2. I'iehta, B,, "Whither Land Reforms?", The Indian 
Express. July 14, 1978, col.3» p.^. 
3. tiarkar, F.C., The Planning of iUgriculture in India. 
Rotterdam University Press, Vol.5,1966, p.67. 
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l ega l fraiBowork should be considered where the ruling 
l ega l relations hamper a fru i t fu l approach to these 
matters. 
(c ) Irrigat ional F a c i l i t i e s 
Irrigation i s one of the most important aspects 
of the Integrated liural Area Development. Irrigation i s 
defined as the application of water, by human agency to 
2 
a s s i s t the growth of crops and grass . 
JDefects in Irrigat ional bystem and Remedies: 
han i s a criminal not only against forests but 
a l so against water-resources and t h i s aleo has i t s nei^esis. 
I t i s a fact that irr igat ion water when misused spoi l s the 
s o i l beyond repairs . There are various defects in 
Irr igat ional system in our country, for which remedies can 
be suggested. These defects and the ir remedies are as 
fol lows: 
(1) Though there are many rivers in India* big and aoiall, 
which can be used for i rr igat ion , precious l i t t l e has been 
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1. Samkalden, I . , "Land Tenure and Land Reform", Approaches 
To Community DeveloCTnent: A Symposium Introductory 
To Problems and K>etnods of Vil lage Welfare in 
Underdeveloped Areas. w.Van Haeve Ltd.. The Ha^ue, 
i^5ij. p.T^: 
2. Clarlc, C , The Economics of Irr igat ion. Pergamon i'ress, 
London, 1970, p.l". 
3 . Kukerjee, E . , The Kural Jgconomy of India. iiOngmana, 
G re en and Co. Ltd., iondon, 1927, p.l 65. 
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done to channel them because of the p o l i t i c a l wrangles 
affiong the s tates* For example» haxnesalng of water in the 
Haxmada Valley has been held up for years because of a 
dispute about the sharing of the benef i ts . Therefore, the 
progress in th i s direction i s now dependent more on a 
settlement of Inter-«;:itate squabbles than on oiere al locat ion 
of funds. There must be a national policy on the sharing 
or apportionment of river waters depending upon irr igat ion 
needs and intra- basin needs. 
(2) The problem of irr igat ion cannot be solved by 
evolying grandiose plans. Reliance must be primarily based 
on tubewells and small projects for the present. 
(3) There should be urgent e f for t s for the conservation 
of water which i s los t through seepage, because the 
Government's own canals and dis tr ibutories have been lined 
in most oases to prevent seepage loss of water as a result 
of which precolation and evaporation i s often as much as 
40 per cent . 
(4) I t i e s t i l l more necessary to raise irr igat ion 
potent ia l capable of providing water at reasonable rates to 
the entire sown area. The present use of irriitation i s 
generally wasteful and the users themselves pay the price 
1 . i irivatsa, i i , , "Bolstering Agriculture", The Indian 
Express, ^ay 9f 1978, c o l . 6 , p.9. 
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later. The management of the irrigation snould, therefore» 
be left to local Panchayats and the rate of the irrigation 
water should be proportional to the ability of farmers to 
pay. 
(5) In the absence of adequate funds and the capital 
intensive nature of irrigation projects, it is necessary 
that a reasonable contribution from the local manpower ia 
sought in the setting up of irrigation projects. It is 
possible that peasants might be induced to contribute 
voluntary labour in exchange for a certain amount of free 
2 
water for a number of years. 
(6) In addition, much of the difficulty ccaaes froiu the 
lack of knowledge and therefore, it can be rectified only 
by improved research. It is therefore obvious that a 
many->eided approach has to be adopted to achieve the speedy 
utilisation of irrigation facilities.'^ The hi^h quality 
of engineering talent which has been attracted by the high 
pay scales in irrigation, should not be lost. Besides 
this, to establish a highly efficient irrigation development 
1. Sethna, H«lj., "Siiurvey, Conservation and Utilisation 
of Resources", Focal Theme Discussed at 64th aession 
of The Indian Science Congress, aiubeneswar, 
Jan. 3-7, 1977, 
2. aarkar, P.C., The Planning of Agriculture in India. 
Rotterdam University Press, 1966, p.78. 
3. Singh, R,L,, "The Role of Applied Geography in National 
Planning in India", 21et International Geographical 
Congress. 1972, Vol,4, p.178. 
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organization, the planner or designer has to be responsible 
for all phases of irrigational development. 
sources of Irrigation: 
The Indian Irrigation Commission, 1901-1905 
classified the sources of irrigation into canals, tan^s, 
wells and other sources which included mainly bands for 
storage of rainfall» lift irrigation from rivers etc. 
Tubevells are of recent origin.Canals, dams and reservoirs 
constitute the major irrigation works and the minor 
irrigation includes all works that are completed within a 
short period and do not require large financial outlay. 
Major or medium irrigation schemes are generally 
more capable for withstanding the severity of droughts. 
The canals are the most important sources of irrigation 
because of their cheapness and the ease and certainty of 
supply. Canals also help in reducing the intensity of 
floods in the rivers, by opening up all their branches and 
distributories in flood time. Villages having the facility 
of irrigation by this source are becoming more and mox« 
prosperous. 
1. Z^ immernian, J.C., Irrijgation. John i^ iley and oons. 
Inc., New York, 1966, p.28. 
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To mak« fu l l u t i l i s a t i o n of the irr igat ion 
potent ia l , minor schemes are also of paramount importance. 
With the i n i t i a t i o n of the First Five-Year i'lan greater 
emphasis vas laid on minor irr igat ion works and finances 
were a l lot ted for extending them. 
The authorit ies responsible for agricultural 
development have realised the importance of pumpsets and 
tubewells. Their attempts and hopes are bolstered with 
a massive rural e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n programme that almost a l l 
the State Governments have undertaken. This has made i t 
poSBible to energise wel ls with e l ec t r i c motors and also 
to replace o i l engines. 
The Bamboo Tubewell has brought the tapping of 
Crround->water well within the means of small cu l t ivators . 
The material used are local ly available in v i l l ages and 
only sk i l l ed technician needed i s the v i l lage blacKsirith. 
Tantes are also the source of i rr igat ion , iibout 
18 per cent of the to ta l irrigated area of India Is accounted 
2 
for tank i rr igat ion . But tank irr igat ion suffers from 
uncertainty of ra infa l l Over most of the areas where 
Chattrapati, V.K., "The Bamboo Tubewell", Agriculture 
and Agro-Industries Journal. Vol,7» No.7, 
July 1974. p.3. 
Dubey, R.N. and Kegi, B.S, , Sconomlc Geography of 
India. Kitab Mahal, iillahabad, 1973f P. 139. 
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tanks are common. 
In Sprinkler Irrigat ion water ia sprayed throu^:h 
sprinkler nozsles and allowed to f a l l on the land surface 
in a uniform pattern. I t has made a good beginning in 
areas of undulating topography, shortage of water and 
cash crops. 
A new method which has been receiving considerable 
in teres t ie Drip or Trickle Irrigation which i s the 
application of water continually to the plant in a desirable 
2 
amount. It can use small streams of irr igat ion water 
e f f i c i e n t l y but requires to be studied under Indian conditions 
by irr igat ion research stat ions and water technology centres 
here. I t has ample scope in i rr igat ing fruit trees and 
vegetable crops in arid regions. 
Years of Achievement and Irrigat ional Develo{»ient: 
Irrigation ushers in an era of rural prosperity. 
The irrigated area has been almost doubled from 22 million 
hectares in 1930 to 44 mil l ion hectares by 1974. The area 
benefiting from minor i rr igat ion schemes has gone up froiL 
1. Kichael, A.K., i< ohan* 3^. and bwaminathan, K . A . , I^esign 
and iavaluation of Irrigation ^tethoda. sater 
Technology Centre, Indian Agricultural Research 
I n s t i t u t e , New Lelhi , 1972, p. 1. 
2 . Correia, J . F . , "Drip Irrigation iuisures Hich Crop of 
^-'otatoes". Agriculture and Agro-Induetriee Journal. 
Vo l .7 , Ko.3t i-erch 1974, p .3 . 
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129 lakh hectares in 1950-51 to nearly 190 iaith hec tares 
by 1968-69 and further to 235 lakh hec tares in 1975-74. 
The Gross I r r i g a t e d Area increased from the year 1950-51 to 
1973-74 as i t i s c l e a r by the fo l lowing t a b l e : 
TABLE II 
Gross I rr iga ted Area 
At the end of Total I rr iga ted 
t h e year Area (mln .hec t . ) 
1950-51 22 .6 
1968-69 35.0 
1971-72 38.6 
1973-74 43 .0 
Thust i t i s a w e l l known fac t that a good systetn 
of i r r i g a t i o n i m p l i e s peace* prosper i ty and high standard 
o f l i v i n g for the v i l l a g e - l i f e . Therefore, to take more 
s t e p s on the path of success and progress of rura l areas , 
the extens ion of e l e c t r i c i t y and p lan-prov i s ion of r i v e r 
l i f t s , obta in ing more surface r e s e r v o i r s and s t o r n ^ and 
c o n t r o l l i n g rain water are a l l the important measures that 
should be explored with a l l means. 
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(d) Iaprovm»ntB In Animal Husbandry 
India's economy being largely agricultural , the 
importance of l ivestock in the national economy needs no 
special emphasis. It i s impossible therefore, to think of 
improving agriculture in India without having fc-ood c a t t l e . 
They are indispensable for the rural economy. 
i^roblems Related to Cattle Improvement and their 
^olutioni 
The problems connected with c a t t l e improvement in 
rural areas may be considered under the following main 
heads: 
(a) Feeding; 
The majority of the Indian cattle are seriously 
underfedt particularly the cows in rural areas. The amount 
available in grazing is also inadequate because the grasslands 
in the country are hopelessly overstocked. 
As a remedy to the scarcity of fodder, it may be 
suggested that an increase in the production of fodder and 
straw should be made. The imitate Governments must undertake 
without delay the demarcation between lands for cultivation 
on the one hand, and for pasture and meadows on the other. 
A(H' No. ^ jk 
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and should entrust the supervision of the latter to 
the village i'anchayats. 
The cultivable wasteland may be utilized for the 
purpose of fodder crops. Towards this end a naBslve 
afforestation programme In hilly areas should be undertaken 
with enphasls on the planting of fodder trees Instead of 
species of trees which are coniDerclally lucrative. but 
when the afforestation of hills Is proposed, the peoule 
say,"where shall our cattle grase?" The answer is - on the 
Inferior unirrlgated land, which will no longer be used 
"5 
for crops. 
I t Is a l s o necessary that a balanced a g r i c u l t u r a l 
p o l i c y should be evolved In which the c u l t i v a t i o n of fodder 
crop f inds an appropriate place in the crop ro ta t ion 
programme. 
(b) Breeding: 
Good and s e l e c t i v e breeding i s the f i r s t and 
foremost r e q u i s i t e of c a t t l e improvement, i^ ut an Important 
1. Gupta, ^1., r'yoblems of Unemployment i n I n d i a . 
I n s t i t u t e of i ioc ia l s t u d i e s , The Hague, 1955, p.152, 
2 . Dogra, B.,"Himalayan V l l l a g e r e are Worse o f f After 
A l l The Planning Effort", The Indian Express. 
December 1, 1977, c o l . 8 , p . 9 . 
3 . Brayne, F . L , , The Remaking of V i l l a g e Ind ia . 
Oxford Univers i ty P r e s s , 1929, p . 6 1 . 
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cause for the deterioration of the quality of our cattle 
is the lack of good breeding stock. There are villages» 
where no breeding bulls are to be found and the result is 
that frequently the cultivators have to travel about 
6 to 3 stiles to take the advantage of good stud bull or a 
male buffalo. Secondly» the methods of scientific breeding, 
are unknown to Indian cultivatore. 
To solve the above mentioned problems the principle 
ought to be to breed from the best cows and the best bulls. 
Good breeding bulls should be kept in the important villages, 
cattle feeds like oil cakes, cotton seeds, and the like 
should be available for sale in the agricultural depots or 
co-operative stores, and the cultivation of fodder crops 
supplying green fodder should be encouraged. 
Artificial insemination has many advantages over 
natural insemination. 'i.e can increase the milk yield many 
2 
f o l d in the f i r s t generat ion progeny i t s e l f . Trained 
s t a f f may go about the v i l l a g e s with necessary k i t and 
inseminate the cows. 
1 . Aiyer , A.K.» Y.K., V i l l a g e Improvement and Agr icu l tura l 
Extens ion , The Bangalore Print ing and Publishing 
Co. Ltd . , Bangalore, 1934» p .70 . 
2 . Kumar, K. , "Get Rich Quick with Dairy Farcing", 
The Indian Kxpress, August 3 1 , 1978, 
c o l . 1 , p . 9 . 
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(e) Kanageaentt 
The poor quality of Indian c a t t l e i s because of 
the lack of adequate care. But, proper inanaeement can go 
a long way to increase the eff ic iency of c a t t l e , iietter 
management impliea impzx>ved feeding, housing and e f f i c ient 
exploi tat ion of by -products. 
The co-operative ca t t l e breeding s o c i e t i e s are 
2 the necessary vay to secure good c a t t l e . They encourage 
the breeding and rearing of cat t l e and solve many problems 
related with the improvement of c a t t l e . "If ca t t l e breeding 
and dairying", observes Brayne, "can be made profitable by 
improved markste for good stock and pure products and good 
prices for b u l l s , a l l e f forts to improve stock wi l l become 
very much easier".'^ 
The cattle policy should be such that there should 
be scope also for promoting suitable rural insurance schemes 
which enable the fanners to take care of their cattle 
without carrying debts. However, with cattle policy, as 
with every other aspect of our rural economic life, the 
1. Beckett, ik.Il., "The Development of Peasant Agriculture" 
Approaches to Community Develownent: A aymposiun 
Introductory to Problems and Methods of Yi" 
welfare fn Underdeveloped Areas. W.Van Hoe 
li££l 
ve Ltd., 
The Hague, p.139* 
2. 3harib, Z.H,, Problems of Rur&l Reconstruction in 
India with Special Reference to Uttar Pradesh. 
Tne Local Belt Government Institute Publication, 
Bombay, p.140. 
3. Bryne, P.L., Better Villages. Oxford University 
Press, 1929, p.94. 
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f i r s t need la to reorganize the very baeie upon which 
our agriculture ie conducted. 
(d) Disease Control: 
Disease among cat t l e i s an economic l o s s . These 
diseases are responsible for the decay in the quality of 
c a t t l e . In the Indian v i l l a g e s , c a t t l e suffer from a 
number of fa ta l d iseases . Therefore, both preventive and 
curative measures should be adooted. 
Live-stock Development Bchenes: 
Live-stock development i s stepped up throu^ 
specia l schemes. These are key v i l l age scheme, calf 
bearing > c^heme, Gaushala Development bcheme, Gosadan bcheoie, 
btray and Wild Cattle Catching Scheme, Fodder Development 
•Scheme, Hide Flaying, Curing and Carcass Ut i l izat ion ocheme 
and Nomadic Cattle Breeders iicheme. 
I t i s acknowledged on a l l hands that an appreciable 
spurt has been recorded in the milk production in the 
country during the las t few years. This has led to a r i se 
in the per capita consumption of milk in comparison to 
1. Singh, T,, Towards an Integrated Society. Orient 
Longmans Publication, Bombay, 1969, p.247. 
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previous years. At present there are 106 dairy plants 
in the country. Rural dairy centres are 52. The role of 
Dairy Development Corporation and Agricultural Corporation 
and the development projects of Panjab can be cited in 
t h i s context. The Dairy S c i e n t i s t s in the I.utrition 
Division at the National Dairy Research Inst i tute have 
provided a guide l ine to help dairymsm in the most e f f i c ient 
milk production. 
Thus* i t i s obvious that i t would be in f i tness 
of things to rea l i se the importance of the role of Aninial 
Husbandry in rural eccmomy and make concentrated e f for t s 
for development. This i s a f e l t need of the time and the 
e a r l i e r i t i s real ised by a l l concerned, the better i s . 
This w i l l prosper the v i l l a g e s and lead to the accelerated 
pace of development as a part of the Integrated liural 
Area Development giving the re l i e f to v i l l age economy. 
(e ) Rural Electr i f icat ion 
In a country l ike ours where agriculture constitutes 
a backbone of the national economy, rural e l ec t r i f i ca t ion 
1 . Sukekar, P.G.."Buffalo: Indian Dairy Industry, Hope 
Future", Agriculture and Agro-Industries Journal. 
Vo l .4 , Ko.2-3, Feb- March, 1971, p.42. 
2 . Shah, K., "Crucial Issues Before Voluntary Agencies 
in Kural Work", The Indian Express. i».ay 18, 1978, 
c o l . 6 , p .9 . 
3 . "Feeding for Kore Mlk i s not Costly", Agriculture and 
Agro^Industries Journal. Vol .9 , No.6, June 1976, ?.21. 
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has a crucial role to play. According to 1/r.B.Venkatappiah, 
who i s called "Father of s c i e n t i f i c Rural Electrif icat ion" 
and i s also the Chairman of hi:.C, the function of 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n in rural areas i s not only to bri^iaten the 
v i l l a g e s but also to highten the economy. Therefore, rural 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n provides the vezy base of the Integrated 
Rural Area DeTelofoient. 
Rural Electr i f icat ion Corporation and Financing 
for Electr i f icat ion: 
Rural Electr i f icat ion Corporation came into being 
in 1969f to cater the needs of massive progirammes of rural 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n . The object ives of RiiC are as follows: 
(1) To finance rural e l ec t r i f i ca t ion schemes in the 
Country. 
( 2) To subscribe to special rural e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n bonds 
that may be issued by the Utate :::lectricity Boards on 
conditions st ipulated from time to time. 
(3) To promote and finance the rural e l e c t r i c co-operatives 
in the country. 
(4) I t not only supplements the work of Elec tr ic i ty Doards 
but also imparts s c i e n t i f i c orientation to the entire 
1 . Kapadia* D.T,, "Rural Electr i f icat ion", Agriculture 
and Agro-Industries Journal. Vol.7, Ko.6, 
June 1974, p.4. 
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programne of power supply. 
KJ£C has guaranteed loans of over RB.800 crores 
and sanctioned about 1»930 projects . These have covered 
1.4 lakh v i l lagest energised 9 lakh pumpsete and provided 
power to 1.5 lakh industrial uni ts . REC advanced a to ta l 
loan of Rs.12.81 croree to the Rural Electric Co-operatives. 
The country has already acquired the necessary 
expertise and has achieved much in the f i e ld of rural 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n and th i s i s the reason that other developing 
countries are looking to India today for know-how in this 
f i e l d . 
( f) Kural Industrial izat ion 
Rural people torta bulk of our population and their 
emancipation from e v i l s aris ing from economic imbalances 
2 
would depend upon how best we divereifj' our rural economy. 
This can be achieved only by inducting industry in the 
rural sector in a big way. 
Industrial izat ion of rural areas i s not a new 
•5 
concept and was pursued long before independence. At present, 
1. Kenon, M.a.N,, "Rural i i l ec tr i f icat ion for Industrial ization' 
The Indian Express. August 26, 1978, c o l . 1 , p .9 . 
2 . Puranik, V.G.,"Agro-Industries and ficonorcic revelopir,ent", 
fgro-Industries in the 1-conomy of Uttar i^radesh; 
seminar Held under the Auspices of Faculty of 
Commerce, A.^.U., Aligarb, 1970, p .3 . 
3 . Nanjappa, K . I . , "Rural Industrial izat ion: Progress and 
L^rospects", Agriculture and Agro-Industries 
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hoveTer, rural Industr ia l i sat ion, in i t e broadest senaef 
cannotea an even spread of modem, viable small-scale 
industries based on local raw materials , s k i l l s and demands 
at as many Growth Centres and focal points in rural areas 
as poss ible . 
The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 s t i l l 
remains the basis of the current policy. Keeping in view 
the pressing needs of Hural Development the present 
Government has given a major sh i f t of p r i o r i t i e s within 
the industr ial sector with a view to substantially upgrading; 
the role of small-scale and v i l l age industries at the 
expense of ths large scale industr ies . 
Also, the Government proposes to "freese" capacity 
creation of capita l intensive enterprises t i l l fu l l 
employment i s achieved. New capacit ies in these spheres 
w i l l be allowed only in the decentralised sector and the 
organised sector w i l l be divested in a planned inanner during; 
2 
the ten years. 
But before our economy gets a f i l l i p through 
labour intensive I n d u s t r i e , there must be enough of fariij 
1. Thia^arajan, K., "Curing Industrial sickness", 
The Indian Kxpress. July 29, 1978, col.3» P.9. 
2 . Pandya, A., "Developing Village Sector for Prosperity", 
The Indian Express. July 1, 1978, col.3» p.9 . 
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Burpluaes^In other wordB* the ava i lab i l i ty of capital 
must be eaair . Thus more and more emphaeis niay have to 
be laid on agricultural development. 
fiural IndUBtrialiaation rejuvenates the rural 
econoiQy in the following ways: 
( a) K>odernisation of agriculture haa created great 
demand for agricultural inputs» good part of which hae to 
be met by establishing industr ial units at rural areas. 
(b) The small-«cale industrial plants established into 
the rural areas have already led to a rearrangement of the 
economic and soc ia l patterns in the areas in which they 
2 
were introduced. ' 
(c ) Small-»8cale and cottage industries solve the problem 
of landless workers by providing employment to them at their 
own places . 
(d) The process of rural industr ia l izat ion involves 
s o c i a l adjustments. 
Therefore, i t i s obvious that the industr ia l izat ion 
of rural India by the process of dispersal of industries 
1. Krishna, ^ . , "Industries to Rejuvenate Bural bconomy", 
The Indian Express, hay 10, 1978, c o l . 1 , p .9 . 
2. Kapadia, K.K. and P l l l a i , S.D., Industrial izat ion and 
Rural Society. Popular Prakashan, Bombay 1973* p.20, 
3 . U.H.Report. Process and Problems of Industrial ization 
i n Underdeveloped Countries, P.19. 
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with the aid of cheap power ie an urgent neceeaity. 
Several studies and surveys should be undertaken taking: 
different aspects of the rural industr ia l izat ion as the 
importance of conducting?: systematic survey with a view to 
co l l ec t re l iab le data about the exis t ing industries of the 
s t a t e s can hardly be over^emphasised. 
(g) Rural Finance. Co-oDeration and Marketing 
That the agriculturist cannot carry on his business 
2 
without outside finance i s a fac t . Agricultural development 
along with development of subsidiary occupations requires 
substantial capi ta l and short-term finances. 
One 8t\u&bling block i s the lack of money on the 
part of the small and poor farmers in our country. However, 
t h i s problem has been overcome now with the opening of 
rural credit banks. This year the Keserve Bank has called 
for the opening of at least 4 (300 branches of commercial 
Bank in rural areas. 
Finance also plays an important role in the 
agro-industrial development. The dtate Banks, Industrial 
Fineuice Corporations, Land Mortgage and State Cooperative 
1 . Development of Industries in Uttar Pradesh; t^rogress 
Review, Issued by The Directorate of Industries , 
Commercial Inte l l igence Section, J . P . , Feb.29, 1956,p.89. 
2 . Mamoria, C.B,, Agricultural Problems in India. 
Kitab Mahal, Allahabad, 1958, p.142. 
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Banks provide loane to the s m a l l - s c a l e and agro-based 
i n d u s t r i a l concerns . 
Two su^^gestions can be made to the rural finance 
which are as f o l l o w s : 
( 1 ) The moneylenders' business should be l i censed and the 
r a t e of i n t e r e s t should be l i m i t e d . 
( 2) Agricul tural cred i t should be granted at a low rate 
of i n t e r e s t and i t should be placed in the hands of the 
Direc tors which have received s p e c i a l t ra in ing and had 
a c t u a l banking experience . 
The Co-operative ;L>ocieties are the bet t agencies 
f o r rural development. They are the best agenc ies for 
he lp ing the farmers, small i n d u s t r i a l i s t s and a r t i s a n s in 
general and the weaker s e c t i o n s in p a r t i c u l a r . Farmer 
Co-operat ives have been accepted and proven as one of the 
major c l a s s e s of business in d i s t r i b u t i n g to f a m e r s 
products required for the operat ion of a farm. 
In our country* today these s o c i e t i e s are on 
road to t o t a l r e v o l u t i o n . They are to a large extent o t a t e 
partnered and i i tate managed and depend heav i ly on the 
1 . Abrahamsen, 2>i.A. and 3croggs , C.L. ( e d s . ) » 
Agr icu l tura l Co-operation. Central book Depot. , 
Allahabad, 1969, p .323 . 
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f inancial and personal reaourcee of the o tate . But the 
movement nuet grow to be self-supporting:. Caste-feeling 
must be forgotten and reorganizational s k i l l and receptive 
should grow, tiuch a co-operative enterprise wi l l bring 
fvreater happiness and prosperity to v i l lages and v i l l agers . 
An isiproved system of marketing a c t i v i t i e s enables 
each v i l lage to become an organic unit in the to ta l economic 
structure of an area and a veil-balanced approach in this 
d irect ion may be useful for the Integrated Kural Area 
JDevelopment. 
Various defects are found in agricultural iLancetin^^ 
system in our country which are as follows: 
(a) Lack of organisation 
(b) Forced sales 
(c) Superfluous middlemen 
(d) Un-regulated markets and mult ipl ic i ty of market 
charges 
(e) Lack of standard weights and measures 
( f ) Lack of inforDistion regarding prices 
(g) Inadequate storage f a c i l i t i e s 
(h) Undeveloped trans portational system. 
1. Pandey, H.K,, "Glimpses of Co-operative i ovement in 
l>*dia«, A^:riculture and Agro 
V o l . 7 , No.7, July 1974, p . 9 . 
India" ro-Industries Journal. 
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The above mentioned defects can be removed by 
the following measures: 
(a) Regulated markets 
(b) Keduction and retaliation of icark.etin^ charges 
(c) Early provision of standard weights 
(d) Provision of market news 
(e) Provision of better transportational f a c i l i t i e s 
( f ) StabiliKation of agricultural pr ices . 
Thus, an improved system of agricultural martieting 
which w i l l secure for the cult ivator a large portion of 
consumer's price i s e s sent ia l for agricultural development 
in India. Better dissemination of market news and informatlor 
might go a long way to help agricultural marketing;. 
(h) Rural Transport and Commwuaicatlonal Development 
Transportation i s a measure of the relat ions 
between areas and i s therefore an essent ia l aspect of 
2 Geography. The routes along which men, materials and 
messages move bind a society together. ' 
1. Ghonasgi, B.D., ''Agricultural Marketing in India", 
The Strategy of Food and Agriculture in India, 
ia lvani PuViishing House, Bombay, 1969, p.156. 
2 . Ullman, £:. L.,"Transportation Geography", American 
Geography -•• Inventory and Prospects. Syracuse, 
3 . Wagner, ? .L, , The Human Jse of the Earth. I l l i n o i s , 
1962, pp.129-30. 
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The importance of good and e f f i c i e n t means of 
rural transport for a country l ike India needs hardly be 
s tressed. Transport works as a catalyst to bring about 
agricultural development as v e i l as rural industrial 
deyelopment. 
Vi l lage Koads: 
The v i l lage roads sseet the requireo^ente of rural 
population. They connect v i l l a g e s and groups of v i l lages 
to one another and to the nearest d i s t r i c t road, highway, 
railway or r iver ghat. An extensive system of roads i s a 
pre-requisite function in the modern agricultural development, 
They are the v i t a l ar ter ies for pumping in iicproved agrarian 
inputs and s c i e n t i f i c and agronomic expertise and syphoninf 
out the marketable surplus. 
Though the development of roads in India has been 
the main cause of rural development, yet the v i l lage road 
system i s not wel l developed here, host of the v i l lage 
roads are ' f a i r weather roads' , iniith the arrival of 
monsoons, they are turned into mud pools of dirty water 
and rendered unusable. For t h i s , these ' f a i r weather roads' 
should be converted into'al l-weather roads*as and when 
finances permit. Probably the most important aspect i s the 
need for protecting the surface by periodical e f fect ive 
repairs . 
Railways: 
It must be admitted that the roade and railways 
are alternative and competitive in some reepecta and in BOKe 
ways they are complementary and mutually helpful. The 
road system links up the cultivator's holding with the local 
markets and the nearest railway station, while the railway 
provides the connection between the area of production and 
consumer at a distance and between the manufacturer in the 
town and the cultivator, who purchases hie ploughs, hie 
fertilizers or his cloth. Thus the villages which are 
near the railway station have many conveniences and utilise 
railway service. 
Bullock Cart: 
In most parts of the country, the bulk of the 
rural produce is transported to the mandis by bullock carts. 
Bullock cart is the major means of transportation among 
villages and between villages and towns. Fven in the 
inaccessible villages and in places where there are no 
all-weather roads, the bullock cart patiently plods alon^ ., 
moving commodities from villages to nearest towns. This 
is the cheapest mode of transport and helps to cater to the 
essential needs of the farmer. It does not create air 
pollution problem. 
So 
I t i s estimated that 13 mill ion bullock carte 
are operating in the country* and the investment loade i s 
about K8.3,000 crores, an amount too far behind the to ta l 
investment in Indian Railways. About 20 mil l ion people 
get direct or indirect employment in thie transportational 
system and an informed guess puts the figure of the to ta l 
quantum of goods carried as 10*000 mil l ion tonnes. 
The Indian Inst i tute of Management in i:»angalore 
suggested some years ago the changes in the design of the 
bullock cart to ensure eas ier mobility and lower weight 
of the yoke which does not rule the bullock's neck, another 
improvement has been the introduction of rubber tyres on 
a large sca le . 
It has been estimated than an improved aullocK. 
Cart would cost anywhere between 4,500 and Rs.7,000 but i t 
would ensure a return of 20 or 30 per cent of the investment, 
toith the improved design, transport capacity would double, 
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as net earnings t reb le . 
Taneja, D.li. and Arora, O.K., "Improved Design to the 
xJullock Cart", iUicriculture and Ait ro-Ind us t r i e s 
Journal. Vol .9 , No.7, July 1976, p.11. 
Kamaswamy, N.b. ("KiOdernisation of the iiullock Cart 
Transportation System", Science and Integrated 
Rural Development. Focal Theme Discusaed at 
63rd session of Indian Science Congress, 
Jan. 3-7, 1976, p.149. 
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ThuSf in order to maJce the life of our peasant 
gay» healthy and bright. It la necessary that the rural 
areas should be provided with efficient oieans of transpurtatlo 
Faster Hural Development can thus be assured. 
By and large, comnunlcatlon means exchange of 
Information through message. iNhen this message has a 
mission, it becomes mass communication which Induces people 
to action. 
If the mass communication Is to achieve significant 
success. It must realize that Its most Important area of 
operation Is the rural sector. Different means of 
communication can bring about better knowledge and adoption 
of desirable Innovations in rural areas. These are as 
follows: 
(1) Radio Kural Broadcasting and Forum 
(2 ) Film 
(3) Television 
(4) Animation Treatment 
(5) Literacy- reading prograaiiLes 
(6} Slogans 
(7) Individual contacts 
1, Bhattacharya, V.R,, Communication in H Global Vi l lage , 
Chetna Publications, New Delhi, 1976, p.1, 
^;.) 
(8) Propaganda Meetings 
(9) Kxhibitione and conferences 
The moet popular medium of mass communication 
in rural areas where majority of inhabitants are illiterate 
ia radio. According to a study made by the Indian 
Institute of Public Opinion (June 1964)f about 42 per cent 
villagers listen to rural prograiDmes. But It is essential 
for the success that the prograames should be varied, what 
causes violencef communal and caste tensions should be 
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discussed impartially. 
Though each method of communication has its vast 
potential for Rural Development, it is a fact that no single 
medium is self-sufficient to communicate the rural people; 
each has its own limitations. Therefore, a "media mix'* 
consisting of Judicious assortirent of Radio, blide shows, 
and demonstrations can supplement the indigenous channels 
of communication. This will be a mixture of old and new 
and together they can become a dynairic force for the 
socio-economic development of villages. 
1. Fradhan, H.C.,"Poor Kedia Fare For Village", 
The Indian Kxpress. aept. 7, 1976, col.1, p.7 
2. Chowla, N.ii., ''^blic Access to iiroadcasting". 
The Indian Express, hay 31t 1978, col.7, p.4. 
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( i ) Probleaa of Kural Unemplpygigpt. ir'overty etnd 
Indebtedngaa 
Unefflployiuent ie a familiar phenomena. Most of 
UB know that there are large groups of men not at work 
and that the number of these varies from season to season 
and year to year. The problem of vmemployment i s much 
more grave in rural areas. 
The types of unemployment that prevail in rural 
areas are Seasonal Unemployment and Disguised Unemployment. 
Seasonal unemployment may be defined as the lack of 
productive work during some periods of the years or as just 
seasonal idleness and Disguised Unemployment means that a 
part of employed labour force i s redundant; in the sense 
that i t can be removed from the work in which i t i s 
engaged without any adverse effect on to ta l output. ::3urplu8 
manpower in agriculture i s often described as Disguised 
2 Unemployment or Jnder-employment and i s also characterised 
3 
as "over population". 
Today there are 30 mil l ion jobless in India. 
Therefore i t i s e s sent ia l for us to discover ways and means 
1. Douglas, P.H, and Director, A., The froblem of 
Unemployment. The Nacmillan Company, Rew York, 
1931, P.3. 
2 . Kazumdar, D., "-arginal Productivity, Theory of Wages 
and Disguised Unemployment, The Review of i^conomic 
Studies . June 1959, p.4. 
3 . San/rhvi, P. .Surp lus Manpower in Agriculture and 
Kconomic Development. Asia Publishing House. 
1969, p.9. 
of employing the Idle labour force with a view to IncreaBing 
the pace of economic development. These ways are aa 
f o l l o v e : 
( a) One of the meaeuree to generate employoient i s the 
promotion of small and cot tage i n d u s t r i e s , 
(b) A r a t i o n a l population p o l i c y should be adopted and 
one aspect of * reduction of unemployment' pol icy should 
be the 'reduct ion of b i r t h r a t e ' . 
( c) Basic Keeds Programme ought to occupy a pre-eminent 
p lace i n an employment s t r a t e g y . 
(d) The employment must be an instruitent rather them 
d i s t a n t o b j e c t i v e of development. For t h i s the strong 
organizat ion and microplanning i s e s s e n t i a l . 
The incidence o f poverty in our Kural India i s a 
h ighly pervas ive feature of the country. About 40 per cent 
o f the rural population i s l i v i n g below the poverty l i n e . 
According to the National iiample Survey 26 per cent of 
t o t a l rural populat ion i s below the d e s t i t u t i o n l e v e l while 
2 46 per cent i s below the poverty l i n e . 
1 . Verghese, E.G. , "Kaping Capital of ^.abour", 
The Indian gxpress . Kay 15, 1968, c o l . 2 , p . 5 . 
2 . Ramachandram, K , 3 . , "A Hard Task", The Indian Express . 
July 20 , 1978, c o l . 4 , p . 9 . 
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Even a f t e r about ao roany years of planning ve find 
t h a t there i s a very s l o v dec l ine in the proportion of 
people below the poverty l i n e . This can be seen in the 
fo l l owing t a b l e : 
TABLK I I I 
Percentage and Nuiiiber of People Below Kinioium 
Level of Living - Rural India 1 
Year Below 
K8,240 per 
annuals at 
1960-61 
p r i c e s 
M i l l i o n s Below 
R8.200 per 
annuiB at 
1960-61 
p r i c e s 
Mi l l i ons 
1956-57 65.00 
1957-58 63.2 
1958-61 59.4 
1961-62 56.4 
1963-64 57,8 
iq64-65 51.6 
1967-68 5 0 . 6 
215 
212 
211 
206 
221 
202 
210 
52 .4 
50 .2 
46 .0 
43 .6 
44 .2 
39 .3 
37.1 
173 
169 
164 
159 
169 
154 
154 
1 . Bose, P.K. , ''Approaches t o Employment Problems in 
Rural Areas of India' ' , Science and Integrated 
Rural Development. Focal Theme Discussed at 
o3rd ^Session of Indian ;3cience Congress, 
J a n . , 3 -7 , 1976, p .78 . 
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What an Irony that a country vhlch today boasts 
of an acute varehousing problem to stock I t s 22 mill ion 
tonnage of surplus food grains should allow i t s people to 
s trrve to death just because they cannot buy i t . Curing 
most of the year the poor people have to depend upon coarse 
cerea l s . Their houses are congested and daap structures 
made of bamboo and thatch. Clean drinking water i s available 
2 
only in a few houses of the rich in the v i l l a g e s . 
Rural indebtedness and rural poverty are inseparable. 
The extension of rural indebtedness i s estimated to be 
R8.6»000 crores. The local amount of indebtedness varies 
at different times of year; especial ly that i t i s higher 
before the Rabi i s cut than after. ' ' 
I t i s therefore log ica l to attack the problems of 
poverty and indebtedness by taking the following steps: 
(1) A micro-level planning strategy can be adopted in this 
direct ion to generate employment and e f fec t ive demand in 
ruz>al areas. 
1. Jugal, B.K., '•Famine i s iiere". The Indian tixpress. 
October 13, 1977, col.3» p .9 . 
2. rogra, B. , "Cake for the Rich and Crumbs for the Poor", 
The Indian Express. October 13» 1977, c o l . 7 , p.9. 
3 . Rehru, a.ii. and Mukerjee, R,, Caste and 9redit in 
Rural Ayefis. Longmans, Green Co. Ltd., 
Calcutta, 1932, p.94. 
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(2) Rural Growth Centres should be started in the villaf^ ea. 
(3) The primary purpose of industrial planning should 
also be the bringing down of the prices of industrial ^ :ood8 
to rural consumers, thereby stimulating additional 
domestic demand. 
Thus the present is the moat congenial time for 
the effective and vigorous implementation of the measures 
to remove the rural poverty and indebtedness in India. 
Proscrastination in this regard will be perilous. 
( j) Rural Sanitation. Disease Control and Health 
Progrsmmes 
"Health is Wealth" is a hard fact of life. This 
is also true in the context of rural life, but it is no 
secret that the rural people and their progeny present a 
spectable of diseased poverty and for them, a high infant 
mortality, malnutrition and infectious diseases are all 
too common facts of life. The bitter irony is that they 
have been the moat neglected in our system of health care. 
Even if the rural poor can get to a doctor, the medicines 
2 
remain beyond their reach. 
1. Balasubramaniam, V.,'*Big Plus omall is Beautiful", 
The Hindustan Times. August 17, 1976, col.2, p.7. 
2. Tripathi, ii», "The Health Care that India Needs", 
The Indian xixpress. August 4, 1978, col.1, p.8. 
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Therefore, the need for providing iriedlcal r e l i e f 
and preventive and promotive health care to over 80 per cent 
of the people l iv ing in rural India i s as great as that of 
urban population . Promotive steps should be taken in the 
following f i e l d s : 
(a) Village sanitation 
(b) Provision of drinking water and housing improvement 
(c) Restriction to the bogus physians in the rural areas 
as they do not have any knowledge and thus play «!ith the 
life of patients, 
(d) Family planning and child welfare 
(e) Growth of rural health services and centres 
(f) Kutritional problems and their solution. 
It must be noted that the health of rural community 
depends upon the higher standard of living and education, 
an organised rural health service and a number of health 
schemes on the part of Government, but what is the most 
necessary for the success of measures is the hearty 
co-operation and willing assistance of the people themselves. 
Only then the story of our country can be of a healthy nation 
comprising healthy and prosperous rural nasses. 
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(k) Rural Education and Women^ Welfare 
One of the Imperative neceaaitiee for rapid rural 
development is a proper channelisation of motive power 
among the rural population becauae "rapid economic growth 
is impossible without certain social and psychlogical 
change". And this is possible only by educating the rural 
masses* 
Primary Education: 
The promotion of universal compulsory primary 
education for children is the most important part of the 
rural education. But the teachers are reluctant to go to 
the villages. Therefore, the authorities should try to 
create what may be called the pull factors - reasonable 
salaries and proper school building etc. to attract 
teachers to where they are needed the most. 
Adult Education: 
The importance of adult education, it must be 
understood, is great and far reaching. In our countryt 
therefore, steps have to be taken or intensified where 
work has already been initiated for adult education at 
1 . ainha, D,, Indian Villages in Transition. 
Associated Fui>lishing House, ^ew DeIhi, 
1969, p.216. 
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v i l l a g e l e v e l . Though the National Adult Jiducation 
Prograame (KAKF) has been inaugurated on October 2, this 
year, yet i t appears to be undergoing fundaciental 
modifications in i t s concept as well as in the method of 
i t s implementation. 
Agriculture and Rural Education: 
The subject of agricultural education has naturally 
to takes an important place in the schemes of rural 
development as agriculture forms the main occupation of the 
rural people. In most of the States there are agricultural 
c o l l e g e s , un ivers i t i e s and schools . 
In sp i te of several d i f f i c u l t i e s in educating the 
rural masses i t i s appreciable that dumb and mute in rural 
India have found their voice back and have begun to recc^ni^ i^e 
the values of reading and writing. Everywhere there are 
new hopes and aspirations; as rural India ie seeKing to 
bui l t up a new l i f e for i t s e l f . 
Another important issue i s that the education of 
g i r l s should be as important as that of boys. For th is 
widows should be engaged for training as teachers and the 
1. Krishnamachari, V.T. , Community Development in India. 
Publication Division, Government of India, 
1958, p,2. 
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women's i n s t i t u t i o n s ce r t a in ly deserve puehin^. The 
woifienfolk can thas revolut ionize v i l l a g e l i f e in Ind ia . 
(1) Sural Development Administration 
Kural Development Administration i s an important 
aspect of Government. The adminis t ra t ive s t r u c t u r e occupies 
a matter of highest iitport«nce in Integrated dural DevelopBient 
Programme as i t i s the machinery through which various 
schemes and measures for Hural Development are carr ied out 
and ass i s ted e f f i c i e n t l y , smoothly and speedi ly . 
In the country there are 214,967 Vil lage t'anchayats 
covering 98 per cent of the v i l l a g e s , 5»297 Psnchayati 
3amit ies and 254 2:ila Par ishads . 
In order to recons t ruc t India on peaceful and 
democratic foundations and for sound In tegra ted Kural Area 
Development, i t i s de s i r ab l e to modify these v i l l age 
fanchayats to s u i t the modem condi t ions because they have 
assigned a great importance in the c o n s t i t u t i o n a l s t r u c t u r e 
of our country* 
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CHAPTEH I I I 
SUHVKY. COKbEBVATIOK AND UTILlZATICh 
OF RESOURCES 
(A) THE KATUHE OF RESOURCES 
( i ) Def in i t ion and Characterlgat lon of KeBOurcee 
Before men learned t o use the natural environment 
t o further t h e i r ovn purposes , the environment had no 
economic s i g n i f i c a n c e ; afterwards the same mater ia l 
phenomenon became a valuable resource . Cf course , a Kan-
l e s s universe i s devoid of resources; for resources are 
inseparable from a an and h i s wants. They are "the 
environment in the s erv i ce of man". Usefulness to man, 
capac i ty to s a t i s f y human wants, stamps environmental 
aspect s as re sources . 
The human environment i s made up of natural 
re sources of the earth and man's c u l t u r a l modi f icat ions of 
them. The l a t t e r are natural resources that have been 
2 processed , changed or arranged for the use of man. I t could 
once be said that natural resources were those m a t e r i a l s . 
1 . Zimmermann, i i . f t , , ^orld Resources and I n d u s t r i e s . 
Harper and Brothers i?ublishers. New Xoxkt 1955, P.5« 
2 . Dasmann, R .F . , Environmental Conservation. John «i ley 
and oons , t n c , New York, 1^68, p.!3. 
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a r e a s , or l i v i n g th ings considered use fu l or of value 
t o a par t i cu lar human c u l t u r e . Today, however, everythine 
on ear th , from the polar i c e caps to the tops of equator ia l 
mountains and from the depths of the sea to the l i m i t s of 
a s t ra tosphere , i s use fu l or of value to oian and consequently 
a natural resource . 
Wind was of l i t t l e use u n t i l someone invented the 
s a i l i n g ship and l a t e r the windmil l . Coal had no r e a l 
s i g n i f i c a n c e before the invent ion of the steam engine , 
i i taterfalls have long been used to turn wooden i r i l l wheels 
but becanie much more valuable when harnessed to generate 
e l e c t r i c i t y . A by- product of gold mining ca l l ed arani\ini 
was thrown away as u s e l e s s waste u n t i l a few years ago when 
i t suddenly becasie immensely sought a f t e r , though not for 
l ong . In s h o r t , whether the natural ob jec t i s a use fu l 
resource depends upon man's ingenuity or , in more s o p h i s t i -
cated language, on the current l e v e l of technology. 
There are three aspec t s re la ted to the d e f i n i t i o n 
of resources which are as fo l l ows : 
( 1} subjec t i ve aspect 
(2) Relative aspect 
(3) Functional aspect 
1 . Yates , x^.L., "Resource Re la t ionsh ips Among Countries of 
Vie s t e m Europe", Katural ivesources and In ternat iona l 
Development (Clawson, K. ( e d . ) . The Johns Hopkins 
P r e s s , Washington, 1965, p .239 . 
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The environment and its parts or features are 
not reaources; they become resources only it they are capable 
of serving nan's needs. In other wordst the word "resource" 
is an expression of appraisal and* hence, a purely 
''subjective" concept. Coal cannot be a resource without 
iLen whose wants and capabilities invest it with utility. 
The resource appraisal proceeds from human wants and human 
powers to use; both wants and powers are "subjective" 
attributes of the appraiser. Coal, simply because of its 
physical structure or chemical composition, would not be a 
resource; but it becomes one because man possesses wants 
which can be satisfied by releasing its stored- up energy 
and turning it into heat or work or some other usable fora, 
and because man possesses the power to utilize coal in that 
manner. To be considered for its resources, the environment 
must be brought into "relationship" to man. hence, the 
resource concept is "relative". 
The relativity is two fold because the reaource 
aspects of the environment vary not only according to human 
wants, but also according to the abilities of man to ita^ e 
use of his environment and to shape it to fit his designs. 
Furthermore, the environment must "function" in the j)roce86 
of human want satisfaction. One could also say that the 
IC 
environment viewed as reeources i s a function of humarj 
wants and a b i l i t i e s . Hence, the resource concept is a lso 
"functional". 
According: to emphasis on the subjective, the 
r e l a t i v e , or functional aspects , resources can be defined 
in different ways: 
(a) Resources are the environment "appraised" as to i t s 
usefulness to man. 
(b) Kesources are the environment viewed in i t s "relation" 
to human wants and a b i l i t i e s . 
(c) Resources are the environment "functioning:" to 
sa t i s fy human wants. 
To the ^-leographer "resources" may be defined as 
that part of man's physical environment on which he dei)ends 
for support in obtaining the means to attain certain needs. 
In a broad sense, then, resources would encompass a l l the 
natural material phenomenon that occur within the zone of 
man's a c t i v i t i e s about 12 miles above the surface of the 
earth and 4 miles below i t . The association of these 
elements of land, a i r , sea, and s i tuat ion in a single area 
1 . Zimmeruiann, K., "Vhat Vie Kean by Resources", 
Texas Looks Ahead (Drunsmond, L. ( e d . ) , . u s t i n , 
University of Texas, 1944, chapter 1. 
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commonly Is identified ae its "resource base" or 
"resource endowment". 
This definition is misleading, however, in that 
it assumes a complete knowledge of the ways in which the 
physical environment may be utilised. This knowledge is 
in no sense complete, and, in the words of Zimmermann, 
much of the environment is in fact composed of "neutral 
stuff" awaiting awareness of its possibilities and the 
development of technologies which can exploit it effectively. 
The dimensions of these understandings and the abilities 
to exploit the resource base, however defined, vary with 
"cultures", with "time", and with "space". It la necessary, 
therefore, to distinguish between resource potentialities 
and a resource endowment both available and understood. 
Variety of resources reflects not only differences 
in natural environments but also functional differences in 
forms of civilisations. The resources for small self-
sufficient agricultural communities are different from those 
of modem nations dependent on international trade for their 
living. The environmental aspects most highly valued by 
pastoral nomads are altogether different froa> those on which 
a sedentary peasant people depend for their existence. 
1. Zimjnen&smn, E.ii>;, op. cit., p.B. 
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In the t ine dimension» resource variations are 
i l lu s t ra ted by the Great P la ins , the rich grasslands, s o i l s 
of which were almost entirely neglected by the Plains 
Indians and which now are one of the great granaries of 
the world* Variations in time also may re f l ec t the 
exhaustion of a given resource. 
Existing resources may remain in the potential 
category also because of i n a c c e s s i b i l i t y . In-^ecceesibllity 
may re f l ec t a technical inabi l i ty to withdraw a material 
from i t s matrix of associated elements, as u n t i l recently 
in the case of titanium, one of the new wonder metals. 
Or i t may ref lect a simple lack of external economies, as 
in the ease of some ten per cent of Japan's forest reserves 
which remain unexploited because of a lack of transportation 
f a c i l i t i e s . 
I t must be noted that i f a given resource i s not 
access ib le , i t can not be described as "freely given** 
because i t cannot be exploited without investment of 
"capital** in one of i t s several forms. The qual i f icat ion 
may be extended to almost a l l the resources, since they 
must be acted upon in order to become useful to men. It 
1. Ginsburg, N. , "Natural Resources and Economic 
Development**. Annals of the Association of 
Ameri^p GeogTOpheye, Vol.47, Ro.3, 
September 1957, p.205. 
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fol lows that many resourcea as they come into use, are 
no more "natural" than they are "cultural". 
Tvo other characterist ics of resources remain 
to be noted which are as fol lows: 
(1) Substitutability of Resources: 
Changes in technology mean changes in resource 
uses and in a sense competition among resources for given 
uses . ?or example* at one time the tin-can was Diade of t in 
plate* that is» sheet s t e e l dipped into molten t in; at a 
l a t e r stage e l e c t r o l y t i c t in -p la t ing permitted major savings 
in t i n through much thinner t i n coatings over the s t e e l ; 
now many so-cal led "tin-cans" are coated with a fine film 
of t i n only on the outride and are lined with p las t i c on 
the ins ide . 
In addition* glass containers compete with the 
"tin-can" as a means for packaging foodstuffs , oubst i tut-
a b i l i t y has i t s geographic aspects as wel l . Besides t h i s , 
a given resource in one area that cannot bear the costs of 
distant transport may be substituted for in another by a 
more abundant resource. 
(2) Complementarity of Resources: 
fieeources tend to complement each other, to be 
linked in a chain of u t i l i s a t i o n patterns of productive 
11.. 
proceaBea. For examplet th« mining and use of iron ore 
in ateel manufacturing demanda limestone and coal; the 
atripHuining of coal destroya valuable farm land in 
southern Illinoia or south-eastern Kansas; and the clean 
cutting of timber in Japan is reflected in the ailtine of 
reservoirs downstream. 
Not only Bay resources be linked into a complex 
of productive processes, but alao, as colby has stiggeated, 
the development of facilities for the exploitation of any 
one resource may make possible the utilisation of an 
entirely unrelated resources. For example, the branchea of 
the Southern Pacific Railway from Ogden to San Francisco 
were constructed to provide access to the gold, silver 
and copper ores of Hevada, but it also made possible the 
development of a profitable grazing Industry centring in 
Oaais - like settlements along the lower flanks of the 
mountain ranges crossed or paralleled by them. 
Thus the term "resource" does not refer solely to 
the substance and the things that ii;ake up physical environment, 
but rather to the functions of satisfying certain human 
needs. That is, the concept of resources, in the last 
analysis, reflects human appraisal as it relates to human 
wanta. 
11.. 
Resources are more than stocks of a given physical 
volume awaiting exploitation and use. They are dynamic 
and shifting; and their scarcity or abundance, and 
consequently their value, depend on time and place,technology 
and discoveries, cultural attitudes of the people exploiting 
natural resources, and changes in tastes, at home or abroad, 
iihifts in any of these variables may cause a country to be 
better or vorse off in terms of resources even if the 
2 
physical quantities of resources per capita remain unaltered. 
(ii) Types of Resources 
Ve can classify resources into tvo categories: 
(1) Renewable Resources: 
Renewable resources are living or biotic resources. 
They are also called "Plow Resources". These resources are 
able to reproduce or replace themselves and to increase. 
With these resoxirces and good management, we can have a 
supply that will last indefinitely. For example, in a forest 
managed for timber, trees can be cut each year, and yet 
there will alwaiys be trees in the future. 
1. fepelasis, A., hears, L. and Adelman, 1., liconomic 
Development: Analysis and Case studies. Universal 
2. A good example is given in the article by Viner, J., 
The Poorer Cotmtries Problem", stability and Progress 
in The World Kconomy (Hague, D. ed.), Tne First Congress 
of the International Kconomio Association, 
London, 1956, p.49. 
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The renewable resources are interrelated. If a 
forest i s cut and burned, not only the timber la affected 
but the s o i l can be damaged and water relationships altered. 
Stream flow and underground water supplies may thus be 
influenced and f ish l i f e in the waters and animal l i f e on 
the land nay be destroyed and changed markedly. These 
resources can be put under the following sub-categories: 
(a) Flow not s igni f icant ly affected by human action. 
Examples} 3olar and other Cosmic radiation; t ides ; 
winds. 
(b) Flow s igni f icant ly affected by human action: 
( i ) Reversibi l i ty of a decrease in flow not characterized 
by a c r i t i c a l zone. 
fizamplest i 'recipitation; specia l locations that form 
the basis of s i t e valxte; services from a species of 
durable producer and consiimer goods. 
( i i ) Reversibi l i ty of a decrease in flow characterized 
by a c r i t i c a l zone. 
Szamplest animals and plants* scenic resources. 
( 2) Non-renewable Resources: 
These are non-living things such as minerals and 
f o s s i l f u e l s . These are a lso called '*l:>tock Kesources". 
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They do not replace themaelves and do so at such a rate 
that i t iB not uaeful to consider in terms of human l i f e -
t imes. Once a non->renevable resource i s consumed, I t i s 
gone. We must then find a substitute or do without. 
Non-renewable resources are not inter>related. 
KemoTlng the coal fron an area w i l l not necessari ly 
influence the minerals in other underground deposits . We 
can put these resources under the following sub-categories: 
(a) Stock not s igni f icant ly affected by natural 
deteriorat ion. 
Bzamplest metal orest coal» c lays , stones. 
(b) Stock s igni f icant ly affected by natural deterioration. 
Bzamples: refined metals subject to oxidation; o i l 
and gas in cases of seepage and blowoff; plant 
nutrients subject to leaching; radio-active substances 
in process of nuclear dis integrat ion. 
However, the boundaries between the above mentioned 
two c lasses have become mixed and interwoven ae we have 
learned more about the nature of environment. They two 
become closely related through man's a c t i v i t i e s . For example, 
when we use coal or petroleum for fue l , we spare timber but 
at the same time we may pollute the a i r so that tree growth 
i s retarted. 
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(B) IiBi4AYI0H3mi' BJgrWiiiJi hAN AKD UlU JatiVlHOKi'iasil 
There le an intii&ate and unique relationship 
between man and hie environment. Frevioue to the emergence 
of man* the environment had no value* but it became 
"resources" when man emerged and used it* i^ ince then* of 
course, the environment became economically significant. 
Beginning with the activities of gathering and 
hunting man through the ages gradually built our present 
day complex structure with all of its varied and inter-
locking activities. He brought changes in the natural 
landscape through these activities emd rendered the natural 
landscape more adaptable for his use and thus created a 
"cultural landscape". An understanding of this growth 
greatljr facilitates an understanding of present man-
environment relationship. 
Kian is a social and a technical animal; his place 
in nature is peculiar because of the artificial environments 
2 
he is able to create. He is a potent geographical factor, 
as is evidenced by his clearing forests* replacing prairies 
with fields of grain, impounding waters to form lakes. 
1. Detwyler, T.H. (ed.), Man's Impact on environment 
(editor's comment), McGraw Hill Company, 
New York, 1975, p.10. 
2. Wagner, P.L., The Human Use of the Earth. The Free 
Press of Glencoe, London, i9^, p.25. 
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tunneling through mountain» and by changing the course 
of streamB, Man say use ex is t ing reeourcea constructively, 
or he may allow them to renain dormant* as he did for so 
many ages. 
The environmental factors that affect man and 
h is work are numerous and varied in the ir nature and economic 
e f f e c t s . !^ an on his part also af fects the environment in 
various ways* Hence the relationships between man and the 
environment are most direct and intimate. These relationships 
contribute to the "regional di f ferent iat ion of the earth's 
surface" through the local izat ion of particular kinds of 
human work and "the union of a fragment of earth with a 
2 group of humanity**• 
However» now the interactions of man and environment 
are being intens i f ied primarily for meeting the ever-
increasing demands of human soc ie ty on the natural resources. 
Besides, in the wake of technological developments, the 
forms of the interactions are also continuously acouirin^ 
more complex character. 
Cultural influence have materially altered the 
or ig ina l simple and s traight- l ine relationship between man 
1. Gregor, i l .F . , Environment and JSconomic l i i ff . B.Van 
Nostrand Company, I n c . , New York, 19o3ff P.5. 
2 . Hartshrone, C.f The Nature of Geography. 1938» p.468. 
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and his onyiroiUB«nt. Th« slnpllclty and dlreotnaaa of 
the original relationship is shown in the diagram. The 
explanation of diagram is as follows: 
Primitive man, living in small kinship groups, 
satisfied his creature wants ( a- ) by using hie native 
physical strength and brain power ( a->^  } to overcome the 
resistances ( b- ) and to exploit or to appropriate the 
resources ( b-f ) of nature. Resistances may be turned into 
resources. 
As time went on, groups became larger and more 
complex and the wants of some individuals clashed with 
those of others and conflicted with group aims or social 
objectives. Thus the natural landscape became encumbered 
with and altered by cultural superstnictures, and the 
directness of the relationship of man to environment was 
lost in a mass of cultural forces. 
Recent technological developoent and the population 
explosion have far- reaching influence on the natural 
environment. Over wide areas man's influence has been 
detrimental axMl he has destroyed the important renewable 
1 • Amiran, D.H.£., "Geographical Management of the 
Environment", 2T8t International Geographical 
Congress. India, 1968, Yol.4, Hational Committee 
for Geography, Calcutta, 1972, p.33. 
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resources of his own livelihood and enjoyment, iixamples 
are land destruction through agricultural practices 
unsuited to the olinate, soil and slope; extinction of 
animal and plant species through huntingt fishing and 
disturbance of habitat; replacement of valuable plant 
associations or ranges through inappropriate degree or 
timing of grasing and many others. In our country also, 
the eoologists are warning us that indiscriminate 
deforestation spells disaster in many ways. The disasterous 
floods in the Bhagirathi river this year have attracted 
2 
nationwide attent ion. The flood vas due to the deforestation 
in the Himalayas, 
The second experience brings the rea l i sat ion that 
"nonrenewable" resources on which modem man depends, 
e spec ia l ly fuels and metals, are being depleted at a rate 
which i s fast increasing absolutely. In the opinion of many 
inves t igators , some of these resources w i l l soon be exhausted. 
Neither of these experiences are new. History 
shows examples, especia l ly under arid and eemiarid climates, 
in which land, fauna, and f lora were destroyed by man, who 
thereby undermined h is own existence.' ' Likewise the 
1. Tripsthi , a . , "Pine Forest Bleeding to Death", The Indian 
ISxpress. October 7» 1977, c o l , 3 , p ,7 . 
2 . Dogra, B . , "A Man Kade Disaster in Uttarkashi", 
The Hindustan Times. August 27» 1978, c o l , 6 , p . l , 
3 . Marsh, 6 . P , , Man And Kature. Charles i^cribner and Co., 
New York, 1871, p.577. 
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exhaustion of nonr«nevabl« resouroes, such aa copper* 
iron, gold and s i l v e r deposits* has sometimes led to 
far-reaohiDg changes in the econcmic and p o l i t i c a l development 
of countries or part of countries. 
Therefore, i t should be accepted by a l l that the 
growing technological infliMnee of man's action on nature 
and improperly planned ac t iv i ty resulting from increasing 
population pressure make professional geographical guidance 
e s s e n t i a l for planning* 
(C) FACTORS IHfLUEBCIliG RBSOURCE OSE 
A number of factors have the ir consequences on 
resource use . These are technological development * soc io -
oultural factors , and economic conditions of a country. 
The use of resources, and the role they play in 
the eoonooBic l i f e of the people, depend on among other 
th ings , the form of adaptation to the given environment; 
that i s to say, on technology. The relationship of resources 
to the kind and l e v e l of technology i s very intimate. One 
does not have to go back very far in History to find that 
an item currently as valuable as petroleum was of l i t t l e or 
no s igni f icance . I t i s only recently that the various 
radioactive elements have come to be regarded as valuable. 
i:::.. 
In many und«rdeT»lop«d •conomles th«r« art* no doubt, 
deposits of many minsrals that are not baing used bacauia 
of tachnologloal def lc lenclaa. 
iUlvancaa in electronical ultraaonice, synthetic 
f i b r e s , high polymer chemistry* agriculture, and metallurgy, 
e t c . have been changing every phase of economic ac t iv i ty ; 
and they i l l u s t r a t e the ever-expanding frontier of industrial 
resource creation. Kany dramatic developments in technology 
in the las t tvo centuries represent new ways in which 
"neutral stuff" has been brought under control and converted 
in to resources, and exis t ing resources have been put into 
higher eff ic iency uses . 
A country i s not limited to i t s own technology. 
I t can, of course, import and use the technology of more 
advanced countries, fiew techniques can be introduced into 
a l e s s developed economy by trade contact or by foreign 
personnel bringing about search and exploitat ion of resources. 
The values, use and exploi tat ion of natural 
resources are direct ly affected by the soc io-cul tural 
environment. In pre l i t erate and in some pre-industrial 
s o c i e t i e s , resource exploitat ion i s not an act that separates 
1. CipoUa, C.K., ^ . Economies and Population. 
Baltimore, Penguin, 1961, Chapter 2. 
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man from nature but occurs v l th ln a framevork of unity 
among man* hie values, h i s gods, and nature. Nature i s 
looked upon as something mysterious and incomprehensible. 
Katerial wants are confined to basic needs. In th i s type 
of culture , man does not aim at rational exploitat ion of 
the resources of h i s natural world. On the other hand, 
i n the industr ia l soc iety resources are there to be 
discovered, expanded and controlled, and to provide man's 
ever expanding needs and material aspirat ions . Mas has 
despir i tual ised and stripped nature. He has decomposed i t 
in to a realm of objects to be controlled by science and 
technology, which have widened immensely the resource 
2 
horieon. 
Specific social attitudes and institutional forces 
also determine resource availability and use. For example, 
the defects in the agrarian structure of underdeveloped 
economies, their land tenure arrangements, population 
pressure agcdnst land resources and failure to control the 
misuse of land resources are responsible for low agricultural 
productivity* 
1. ^poehr, A., "Cultural Differences in the Interpretation 
of Katural Resources", Man* s Role in Changing 
the Pace of ^>yth. (william L. Thomas - ed.). 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1956, p.97. 
2. Barrett, *,, Irrational Kan. Hew York, 1958, p.X). 
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£ooBOBic conditions may also be rssponsibls for 
the disorepaney between the optinuffi and the actual use of 
resources, fiesourees nay l i e i d l e or not be used to the 
f u l l because the necessary co<-operating factors are not 
avai lable or wasted in other l e s s productive usee. Absence 
of the pattern of market organisation may also affect 
resource u t i l i s a t i o n . In general, any resource known to be 
available can be economically exploited only i f the real 
cost of extraction i s anticipated to be covered. 
Besides the above mentioned factors , there may be 
many other factors a l so affecting the resource use but they 
need not to be explained here. 
(D) aURYBY, COKaBRVATIOS AUD UTILIZATIQS OF RESQURCSa 
The strength of nations - s o c i a l , economic or 
p o l i t i c a l - i s chief ly determined by the resources they 
command and the ir capacity to u t i l i s e and conserve the ir 
resources. When we speak of the evolution of c i v i l i s a t i o n s , 
we normally think in teros of the advances made in their 
capacity to u t i l i s e resources and the induced s o c i a l , economic, 
cultural and p o l i t i c a l changes. 
1 . Sethna, H.N., "i^urvey. Conservation and Ut i l i sa t ion 
o f Kesources" (Presidential Address), ^ixty> Fourth 
Session of the Indian Science Conitress, 
Bhubaneswar, January 5-7, 1977, pVi. 
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CountrlM haTtt been less developed because they 
could not adequately develop the capacity to exploit the 
resources placed at their disposal by nature, fhe social 
and economic institutions which involved in the frastevork 
of inadequate utilisation of resources, in turn, becaae 
obstacles in the path of development of underdeveloped 
countries. Today* nost of the countries are paying serious 
attention to the probleai of resources ^ to their assessment, 
to their conservation and to their utilisation. The reasons 
for this are different for developing countries from those 
of developed countries. For developing countries it is 
the problem of more efficient and higher utilisation of 
resources and their distribution amongst the masses of their 
population. 
There is a great relationship between natural 
resources and economic growth of country. The techniques, 
policies, institutions making wise resource management 
control usability of resources and thus can contribute to 
the economic growth of a nation. Resource management is the 
combination of apperception of possibilities, goal definition 
institutional arrangements, and controls utilised by a 
country*s decision makers, great and small, to govern the 
2o 
physical aepeots of economio actlvltlas. Innovations 
and coBAunlcatlona; value syateaa; econoDic, education and 
adminietratlT* organizations; and mechanisas of motivation 
and coercion enter into resource aanagement. 
Vise resource nanagement leads to the resource 
development. The resource developaent is a process in 
which the natural endowments of an area and its populations 
are captured by appz^priate management, productive skills, 
and technology. Resource develofnnent aims at proper 
utilisation and optimum conservation of the resources, so 
2 
that maximum benefit accrues to the community. 
As we are concerned here with the study of survey, 
conservation and utilisation of resources, it must be noted 
the Geological and Geographical survey or assessment of 
natural resources of a oountzy is prerequisite for making, 
the resource based develo{»ient planning in that country. 
Resource Geography plays an important role here which is 
concerned with quantitative and regional surveys of natural 
wealth, for analysing and mapping the situation of resource 
utilization with reference to the overall system and 
1. Shimkin, 0.B., "Resource Developsent and Utilization 
in the Soviet Economy", Natural Resources and 
International pevelopstent (Clawson. M. « ed.) 
The Johns Hopkins Press, Maryland, U.b,A.,1965,p.157. 
2. Sinha, R.L.P.,"Resource Frontier Region: Concept, 
Techniques of Delineation and i^ trategy for 
Development", Indian Journal of Regional science. 
Vol.1, No.2, 1969, p.207. 
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organisation of the economic growth of a nation. 
Beaidas tha individual afforta and worka of tha 
Boholara in different fiald8» yarioua govemisant ins t i tutea 
and a^anciaa alao icaka extenaiya atudiaa of tha natural 
wealth in a country and co l l e c t enornoua and valuable 
infornation on the quantity and quality of reaourea potential 
in that ooxmtry. In our country the contribution of the 
Geographera, Geographical Societ iee or Organisatione to an 
underatanding of reaourcaa haa eapecial ly been aubatantial. 
"conaarvation of natural reaourcea" la another 
inportant aapaet for reaourea baaed development in a 
country* During the nineteenth century man'a effeotivenees 
in changing hia envlronnent for better or vorae increaaed 
many-fold. Reaulting conaervatlon problem beceune eapecially 
2 
acute for renewable reaourcea* "Economy of natural 
reaourcea" preceded the term "conservation of natural 
•5 
reaourcea"*'^ The main factor which poaea the problem of 
conaervation in i ta modem font ia the great increaae in 
tha rate of population growth* 
1* Shafif M*t "Heaource Geography} A Trend Keport", 
A Survey of Reaearch in Geography. A Project 
Sponaored by the Indian Council of iiocial 
Science Reaearchr New Delhi, ir^opular jfrakaahan, 
Bombay, 1972, p .51 . 
2* Wantrup, S.V.C., Reaouroa Conaervation» £conomice and 
P o l i t i c a . Univaraity of California Preea, 
California, 1952, p .4 . 
3 . Allen, S.W., Conaerving Hatural Reaouroae. KcGraw . 
H i l l fiook Company, I n c . , New York, 1959, p*8. 
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Actually* the word "conaervatlon" la defined aa 
the rational use of the reaouroea to provide a high quality 
of l iv ing of mankind. I t involvea the planning for and 
control of aan'a use of hia reaouroea with a consideration 
of the long-range future of the human race and with a view to 
providing environment auitable to the sat iafact ion of the 
wideat poasible range of human aapirationa. Havemeyer 
definea "conaervation" in the following manner: 
"Conaervation i s the elimination of needleaa 
waate ao far aa poaaible conaiatent with 
2 
reaaonable economic uae". 
Eric I^ffey givea hia views about "conservation" 
in the following manner: 
"Juat aa the farmer carefully retaina a 
proportion of hia harveat to plant the next 
aeaaon, ao we muat tzy to anticipate the 
capacity of OMT environment to meet the needa 
of expanding populationa. Thia i s what 
conaervation ia about "•'^  
"Uti l isat ion of reaouroea** ie the third main 
aapeot related to the "reaouroea". I t ia noticable that 
1. Daamann, R.F.» Environmental Conaervation. John 
Wiley and Sona, I n c . , New Ior]c/l96d» p.6. 
2 . Havemeyer, L. ( e d . ) , Conservation of our Mature 
Reaource. The KaomiUan Company, Hew 7ork, 
H50, p:i9. 
3* Duffey, £ • , Conaervation of Kature. Collins i^iblishers, 
London, 1970, p.7. 
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a h l ^ rate of productivity is not an accident, but it 
is the result of planned and effective utilization of 
resources. The application of human resources of technology 
to the natural resources of an area can multiply its 
capacity to support population and* at the same time, raises 
the standard of living. 
The nature of resource utilisation in any society 
reflects upon the nature of the economic development that 
is taking place within it. It is only the rational 
utilization of resources that can induce the economic 
development of a nation or a region. The interest planners 
have in the development of analytical systems is the hope 
that such models will enable them to make more accurate 
forecasts and more intelligent decisions on the use of 
resources for regional economic develoi»aent. 
In fact, survey, conservation and utilization are 
three interlinked aspects of resources and cannot be 
considered in isolation. Geological and geographical survey 
enables us to idoatify the available resources, their 
concentration and their geographical distribution. This 
1. Leven, C.L., "Establishing Goals for Regional Economic 
Development", Regional Planning: Concepts. 
Techniques. Policies and Case Studies. (Edited by 
Kiisra, R.P., Masood, M.S. and Mahadev, P.D.), 
Prasaranga, The University of Mysore, 1969» p.73. 
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ooBblned with the knowledge of the distribution of demand 
for these resources acroas the country can help us in working 
out the economics of their extraction, establishing the 
need for conservation and developing the technology for 
their optinuB utilisation. It may be prudent to develop 
a technology of extraction which sinultaneously tackles 
with the problem of utilization and conservation of resources. 
This requires an integrated approach to resource planning. 
For, otherwise there is a risk of unintelligent over-
exploitation of resources as happened in the advanced 
countries, or under-utilization of resources as in the 
developing countries. 
In India there is the under-^utilization of resources. 
Here the per capita consumption of natural resources and 
hence the levels of living are miserably low as compared to 
the advanced countries. All the efforts for exploration 
developsent and conservation of natural resources have been 
meagre here and an integrated approach to long term resource 
planning has been practically absent. It was only in a 
crisis situation that an adequate attention was paid to the 
resources and this necessarily resulted in short term 
resource planning which did not have any corresponding long 
term plans in which it could fit in. Absence of fuller 
knowledge, development, utilisation and conservation of 
l o . 
natural r«0ouro«s» In turn, i s tha cauea of our inabi l i ty 
to generate powerful foroaa of modamization undar vhoaa 
thrust alona tha axiating blockadaa can ba torn apart. 
To find aatisfactory aolutions to the vide array 
of our unaolved problema* we* therefore, need to adopt an 
integrated approach to the taak of higher and e f fec t i re 
u t i l i s a t i o n of reaourcas. The objectivea for which the 
plan needs to be made to make rational use of our resources, 
may be z^t ional i ty , develoi«ent and development planning, 
r iae of productivity, r ise of levela of l i v ing , soc ia l and 
economic equal isat ion, improved inat i tut iona and att i tudea, 
national ae l f re l iance , soc ia l d i sc ip l ine , and participation 
of the people in the taak of nation • building, AS the 
desired goals are approached, the chemged aocial order w i l l , 
in turn, accelerate the rate at which reaourcea can be 
u t i l i z e d or conaerved. 
Conservation and e f f i c i e n t u t i l i z a t i o n of reaourcea 
could be through appropriate technological reforma, recycling 
of waste, matching of the objectivea of organization engaged 
in reaource exploitation with the national objectivea, 
reform of the soc ia l i n s t i t u t i o n s , and education of our 
people in new techniques of resource development and 
u t i l i z a t i o n . 
1''' 
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Th«r« ar« certain apecif io resources v i t a l to 
our national develo|Mcent plan which need survey, conservation 
and u t i l i s a t i o n e f f i c i e n t l y . These are as follows: 
(1) Human Resources 
Human beings themselves are resources and i f 
adequately developed are capable of unleashing an unprecedented 
scale of productive forces, let, t h i s probably i s the a.08t 
under-uti l ised resource in our country. A s izable part of 
our labour force does not engage in any form of work and 
most of those who do work, work only for a fraction of a 
day, week, month and year, and that too not e f f i c i e n t l y . 
Even i f more employment i s genex^ted in the small 
sca le and cottage Industries , they are unlikely to absorb 
a sizeable portion of our underutilized or under-utilised 
labour force which must, thez^fore, find work in the 
agricultural sector . Fortunately, there are certain 
Important features of the agricultural sector which keep 
our hopes al ive and pertrilt us to s tate with certainly that 
a large part of our labour force can be productively 
absorbed in the sector. 
The concept of "Investment in Kan" i s of recent 
origin but has not been accorded due recognition in our 
i:u. 
p o l i c i e s and prograBmes. Ther« l e a need to define the 
problem store e x p l i c i t l y , to assees the need for Investi&ent 
In human beings for each region and to develop appropriate 
theory baaed on empirical atudles and to set up Inst i tut ions 
vhleh could Implement our education and health plans as 
we know that our tradit ional soc ia l Inst i tut ions and 
at t i tudes are In no way conducive for rapid development 
and u t i l i s a t i o n of our resources. This le the s ingle most 
Important area which w i l l have far reaching consequences 
on the conservation and u t i l i z a t i o n of our resources* The 
major attention of the planner should be drawn towards the 
human resources of his community or area and the ir 
develoin&ent. 
(2) Agricultural Resources 
There Is an urgent need to evolve s trateg ies for 
exploration, develofxi.ent aoid conservation of our agricultural 
resources whose potential has hardly been tapped. The 
low y ie lds per acre are particularly remarkable when we 
consider that about 70 per cent of the population of India 
iB agricultural and has not been able to produce the country's 
1. Finney, G.i3,» "Community and Human Heeource Planning", 
Regional Planning: Challenges and Prospects 
(Hufschmidt, K.M. - e d i t o r ) , Frederick A. 
JPraeger, Publishers, New York, 1969* p.261. 
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entire food neede. Hence, the productiylty of land and 
labour is low here. 
Therefore, the urgent steps are required for 
improving agricultural productivity throu^ intensive 
irrigation, raising the quality and potentiality of soil, 
adoption of improved technology and a speedy implementation 
of land reform legislations. The idle man-power can be 
used in other labour intensive works and in keeping the 
village clean. But it will not be possible to transplant 
western agricultural technology which is oriented to save 
labour inputs, into the Indian agricultural scene. 
Increasing the productivity of farmers and of farm 
land requires not only the the application of other natural 
resources, particularly water, but requires human development, 
capital and organization at the production points. 
Agricultural development encouraged by suitable 
regional price stabilisation baaed on crop shortage and cx>op 
insurance schemes both in grain and cash-crop farming are 
also crucial for growth. Farmers must be protected against 
the short- run vagaries of free markets and the vagaries 
1. Perloff, H.S,, "Regional Planning in Less Developed 
Countries". Regional Planning; Challenges and 
Prospects (Hufschmidt, M.M. - editor), 
Frederick A. Praeger Publishers, Kew York, 
1969, p.325. 
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of nature i f th«y are to adopt c o s t l i e r but more production 
aysterns. 
(3) Water Reeourcea 
Our water reouirement for i rr igat ion , drinking, 
industr ia l use and power generation ie mainly met by ra infa l l 
and ground water natural reserves. The c r i t i o a l i t y of 
water resources underscores the fact that i f immediate 
act ion at the national l eve l for conservation and ef fect ive 
u t i l i s a t i o n of water resource i s paralysed due to whatever 
reason, a delay of decades may be caused in the economic 
develoiHBent of the nation. 
We need to intensify explorations to identi fy 
potent ia l ground water resources and take urgent steps for 
the conservation of water which i s lost through seepage, 
evaporation and evapo-transportatlon. Constx^otion of dams 
should not take place for flood control alone but should 
be planned in such a way that the water can be fu l ly used 
for the purpose of irr igat ing downstream land a l so . Work 
on the construction of d i s tr ibutor ies , water courses, and 
1. Lefeber, L«, "Regional Allocation of Resources in 
India", Regional Planning: Concepts. TechnJQuee. 
P o l i c i e s and case s tud ies . (Edited by Misra.R.P. 
nasood, K,3, and Mahadev, P .D. ) , Prasaranga, 
The University of Mysore, 1969t p.382. 
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f i e l d channels should proceed In step with the construction 
of dam and the reservoir. 
Correct landuse p o l i c i e s w i l l incidently also 
include the conversion of naturally low-lying area into 
permanent lakes and ponds so that these may support a 
flourishing inland f i sher ies industry to further improve 
the country's dietary. 
(4) M££aL 
An energy deficient society i s always economically 
weak. According to Nathaniel B. Guyol» the data on energy 
consumption afford one means of comparing levels of economic 
2 development* h i s tor ica l ly and geographically. 
In our country, there i s fragmentation and 
inef f ic iency in the production, distr ibution and consumption 
of energy. Urban areas consume energy in a larger measure 
than rural areas. Hence, in rural areas we need to make 
use of loca l ly avadlable sources of energy. Greater 
productivity from the s o i l can also help to solve many of 
our energy problems by increasing the ava i lab i l i ty of 
1. Vohra, h,ii*t "Kanaging Land euad Water Resources", 
The Indian JSxoress. September, 13, 1978, Col.6, p .6 . 
2 . Guyol, S .B. , **£nergy Consumption and Bconomic 
Development**, Essays on Geography and Kconomic 
Development. Chicago, I l l i n o i s , U.^.A., 
^960, p. 65. 
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firewood and biogas aa well aa by prolonging the l i f e of 
our hydel projecta* 
Hovever, there haa been a remarkable progreaa in 
thia direction in recent yeara. We hare recognleed the 
important role of atomic energy in meeting the future pover 
requirement and tovarda thia end* ve have been concentrating 
our efforte on the development of fast breeder technology 
which would generate more fuel than what ia conaumed in the 
reactor. While conaervation, optimum uae and creation of 
a l ternat ive aourcea of energy have been explored poaitive 
action in reusing energy alao has been taken to an extent. 
(5) Science and Technology 
The goal of ae l f -re l iance can be achieved only by 
the application and development of appropriate acience and 
technology. I t ia particularly important for a country l ike 
India to know the nature and extent of her phyaical reaourcea 
through effect ive aurveying and to develop and implement 
the acience and technology plana aucceaafully accompanied 
with aocial reforma. 
For a amooth and rapid progreaa in the f i e l d of 
indigenoua acience and technology what ia icoat important ia 
1. Eawar, N.V,, "Conaervation of Energy", The Indian 
Expreee. iseptember 16, 1978, col,5» p.9. 
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to forge links amongst research said educational institutions» 
national laboratories and government agencies In the field 
of science and technology* Industry and agriculture. 
Concrete steps should be taken to motivate scientists. 
(6) Non-renewable natural Resources 
The optlmun exploration» u t i l i s a t i o n and conservation 
of non-renevable natural resources In our country can be 
affected only through organised machinery whose actions 
can be subjected to co-ordination and which la capable of 
developing an Integrated approach to non-renewable resource 
Banagement. 
Bnphasls should be on the export of higher value 
added products Instead of Just ores or raw materials and 
to check the pollution generated by chemical plants , waste 
can be treated chemically and used as a raw material. 
(7) Industr ia l i sat ion Issue 
Increased efforts are also required for maximur 
utilization of already established capacity in the industrial 
sector in our country. This can be achieved through the 
establishment of rural Industries, increased research and 
development, better maintenance of Industrial plants, efficien 
management, change of product and possibly change of designs. 
1 .^ J 
The 64ttx Ssssion of the Indian i^iclence Congress 
held at Bhubaneswar during January 1977t set^p a group of 
s c i e n t i e t e and agencies to take pos i t ive action to hasten 
the survey* conservation and u t i l i s a t i o n of natural 
resources in the country. The group suggested that further 
studies on survey, conservation and u t i l i z a t i o n of resources 
must be undertaken by the s p e c i a l i s t s froir a l l d i sc ip l ines . 
Such studies would be useful not only obtaining a deeper 
ins ight into the exis t ing pattern of u t i l i z a t i o n and 
conservation of resources, but could also be used in arriving 
at an integrated approach to exploration, conservation 
and u t i l i z a t i o n of the resources of the coimtry. 
(E) RESOURCE BAShiP PEVfiLQPKEBT PLAKKIKG 
Resource based develofnent planning i s e s sent ia l 
in India where regional contrasts in the distr ibution of 
resources and l eve l s of development are quite sharp. Hex^ e 
"the need for a regional approach to resource development 
has been accepted as a part of the national planning policy". 
Resource based development planning i s the means 
for securing with the utmost possible speed a high rate of 
growth of national economy and soc ia l l i f e involving the 
1. Rao, V.L.S.P. and Bhat, L.S. , "Regional Framewoxi: for 
Resource Development", Bombay Geographical Kagagine. 
Vol.X, No. l , December 1963» p.37. 
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formulation ot co«>ordinated and conBldeved pTogratnn.ee 
to attain or spaed up development for vhlch the maximum 
but proper u t i l i z a t i o n of natural and hiunan resources Is 
e s sent ia l . Such planning i s a mechanlem for dealing with 
resource development problems. This planning thus should 
be seen as a means to organize human society so that It 
can adjust I t s e l f to the changing soclo-technlcai environment 
and can use this environment to maximize the welfare of 
i t s members. It involves policy interventions to accomplish 
economic, soc ia l and ins t i tu t iona l reforms on the one hand 
and econottic growth on the other. In the formulation and 
implementation ot development plans, object ives and 
2 techniques have often to be subordinated to soc ia l pol icy. 
The spatial patterns and variations of resource 
structure and problems of develo|«ient bring out the necessity 
for "regional approach" to planning. To achieve the maximuni 
rate of growth in the shortest possible time, we have to 
demarcate regions on the basis of resource potent ials and 
and the ex i s t ing stock of huiTian, infrastructural , and capital 
resources. These regions include some which have potential 
1 . Kyrdal, G,, Asian Drama. Kew York, 1968, 
Appendix 2 , p.100. 
2. Lewis, A. , gevelopcent Planning! The s s sent la l s 
of Bconbmic Pol icy. London. 1<»66. p. 10. 
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development and others which are not likely to develop 
in the future given the existing set up. An example of such 
a division into regions is found in the scheme presented 
by P.sen Gupta and G. Sdasyuk. According to this scheme 
the country can be divided into the following sets of 
macro-economic regions: 
(a) Dynamic regions 
(b) Prospective regions 
(c) Problem regions 
Development planning envisages examination and 
analysis of resources and delineation of homogenous unite 
as far as poss ib le . Each region makes unique contribution 
2 
to the regional and national economy and life. Considering 
of what constitutes a region and how the national economy 
may be subdivided into a system of regional economies would 
be one of the prerequisite for the analysis of the spatial 
dimensions of a national development plan. 
1. Gupta* P.3, and bdasyuk, G*» ''Economic Kegionalisation 
of India: Problems and Approaches"» Census of 
India. Monograph Series, Vol.1, No.8, 1968, p.5. 
2. Kyastha, S,L, and Misra* S.N., ''^ub-regions for 
Planning and Develoi»aent in t^ onpar (U.P.): 
A Case iJtudy", Regional Planning: Concepts. 
Techniques. Policies and Case studies. 
(Edited by Misra, R.P., Kasood, X.a. and 
Mahadev, P.D.), Praaaranga, The University of 
Mysore, 1969, p.476. 
^ 
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Delineation of resource regions in terms of 
physical and hunan resourcea, pattern of the ir interaction 
and the perspective of growth during an operationally 
defined period of t ine i i s of great importance in a developing 
s o c i e t y , through planned change. Underlying the delineation 
of resource regions i s the rea l i zat ion that the developisent 
of t e r r i t o r i e s does not take place in i s o l a t i o n , but through 
interlinked processes, the nature of which i s not always 
obvious. 
( i ) Pevelopcient Planning in India 
Planning has been established in India since 1950, 
when the Planning Coisi&ission was setjup. There are striking 
regional contrasts in the distribution of resources and 
l eve l s of economic development in India. The regional 
iOibalances that have developed in the country during the 
l a s t few decades have demonstrated clearly an Increaalnf: 
demand that the development programmes in the country a.uet 
be conceived in terms of spat ia l regions, defined by econ<»nlc, 
s o c i a l and geographical considerations. As the definit ion 
of the 'regions* takes into account both p o s s i b i l i t i e s and 
l imitat ions of the resources, the regional approach w i l l 
1. Nath, v . , "Development Planning in India", 21ot 
Intenaational Geographical Congress. India, 
1908, Vol .4 , Katlonai Committee for Geography, 
Calcutta, 1972, p.149. 
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br ing about maximization of benef i t s from the reeources 
fo r the i nhab i t an t s of p a r t i c u l a r areas as well as for the 
na t ion as a whole. 3uch a conceptual d iv is ion of India 
i n t o regions for resource planning can be mainly for the 
purpose of s p a t i a l planning and the ibtate p o l i t i c a l d iv i s ions 
w i l l have to continue to be the plan programming and plan 
implementing u n i t s . 
The concept of planning region l i k e the regional 
concept i t s e l f implies a regional hierarchy and t h i s i s 
important in resource planning fo r a country l ike India 
with uneven d i s t r i b u t i o n of resources and sharp con t ra s t s 
i n regional c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and problems of development. 
The idea of evolving such un i t s fo r the organizat ion of 
planning so t h a t "the r e l a t i onsh ip between the ne tu ra l 
resources and the people explo i t ing them w i l l secure the 
maximum re turns with the l e a s t f r ic t ion^not only adminis tra-
t i v e f r i c t i on bu t , as i t were, the f r i c t i o n of man with 
h i s environment" was mooted in 1956 in t h e x'lanning 
Commission at a conference on Regional Purvey and i lanning 
(Delh i , 19-20th of October, 1956). This conference recognizee 
t ha t i t would be necessary to conceive planning regions for 
1. i ipate, O.H.K., hemorandum of Geographical s t ud i e s 
i n Relat ion to Planning in I n d i a . 28 November 
(I'.imeographed), ^956. 
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t he country a t three l e v e l s , namely tcacrOf meeo and micro. 
Severa l o ther pe r eona l i t l e s also attempted to de l lnea t 
planning reg ions . 
In sug^est in^ a s u i t a b l e regional framework for 
resource development i t i s necesaary to understand the 
p a t t e r n s of d i s t r i b u t i o n of resources and t h e i r causal 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s . I t v i l l be necessary for each planning: 
region to consider the na tu ra l resource endowments of the 
a r ea , the present l eve l of economic, s o c i a l , and physical 
development, and the p o t e n t i a l for future development. In 
o t h e r words, a planning region should have an assured 
economic and soc ia l v i a b i l i t y , developed or developable, 
based on resources within the region or outs ide i t . 
A planning region must a l so aim a t a n a t u r a l balance 
o r "ecologica l balance" amongst the resources and t h e i r 
e x p l o i t a t i o n . Besides t h i s , regions for resource planning 
must remain f l ex ib le as t h e i r charac te r changes during the 
phase of economic development, emd the changing technological 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s and development p o l i c i e s . 
Dependint^ on the geographical scope within which 
various developmental programmes can be e f fec t ive ly organized 
1. Bhat, L . o , , Kegiopal i^lannin^ in I n d i a . L>tati8t ical 
l u b l i s h i n g Socie ty , Calcut ta , 1972, p .15 . 
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and implementedt i t i e p o s s i b l e to v i s u a l i z e three uajor 
area l e v e l s of operat ion: uacrot meso and micro, on t h i s 
b a s i s , i t would be pos s ib l e to derive planning regions of 
various taxonomic ranks by grouping areas according, to the 
purpose and s c a l e of development. The coontxy divided into 
a net work of economic regions from micro to ii»acro l e v e l s 
g i v e s comprehensive d e t a i l s of resources with Indicat ions 
f o r i t s economic development in perspec t ive plan- period. 
Regions of three l e v e l s are as fo l lows: 
(1) Macro- Hegions: 
At the i racro- leve l , the programmes rcouirinf^ 
i n t e r r e l a t e d so lu t ions and c a l l i n g for compreher.sive resource 
developir.ent d e c i s i o n s would be those r e l a t i n g to the 
development of hydrographic re sources , food s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y , 
power supply, 8up.:>ly of i n d u s t r i a l f u e l s , l o c a t i o n of 
i n d u s t r i e s of na t iona l importance and transport deveiopment. 
u ince the s c a l e o f these problems may transcend . . tate and 
l o c a l governmental J u r i s d i c t i o n s , the planning u n i t s 
envisaged at t h i s l e v e l may inc lude areas invo lv ing more than 
one i i tate or parts of two or more s t a t e s , so that they 
1. Gupta, i*.L»., "The x^rinciples and Techniques of 
Regional l^lanning". The Geographer. Vol.XIV, 
1967, p. 34. 
2 . Chandrashekhara» C o . and Chatterjee , .^. i ' . , 'Vlannin^: 
Regions in India", 21st In ternat iona l Geographical 
Congress. Ind ia , 19^8, V o l , 4 , l a t i o n a l Oonurittee 
f o r Geography, Calcut ta , 1972, p .55 . 
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provide the planner with a s p a t i a l framework» s a f f i c i e n t l y 
l a rge to grapple with the iBSues involved in the icoBt 
e f f ec t i ve manner. There are the following aasuibptiona 
concerning the macro- regions : 
( a ) The macro-regions should have within t h e i r confines 
a complete matrix of a l l e s s e n t i a l resources for in tegra ted 
development. 
(b) Resource development implies the exis tence of the 
necessary organizat ion which w i l l increase the efficiency 
of u t i l i z a t i o n of the resource . This c a l l s for the eniergence 
of a c e n t r a l place of a high order in each macro-region. 
(c) There should be resources and economic spec i a l i z a t i cn 
wi th in each macro-region involving economic t i e s within 
the region and i t s economic connections with the r e s t of 
the country. 
(d) The macro-region should possess a h i ^ degree of 
s e l f - su f f i c i ency in a l l ma t t e r s . 
(2) heso- Regions; 
The meso- regions are sub-d iv is ions of macro-regions, 
They r e a l l y form the primary economic un i t e fo r the purpose 
of planning. The main objec t ive of de l inea t ing meso-repions 
14 u 
i s to carve out viabl© areal units for ef fect ive exploitation 
conservation and u t i l i za t ion of resources, economic 
v i a b i l i t y at the miniinuni l eve l i s the primary consideration 
for grouping areas to form me so-regions. J^uch economic 
v i a b i l i t y implies that a meso-region has adeouate resource 
potent ial to establ ish a production pattern suff ic ient to 
meet the employment needs of the people in that unit over 
a period of time and at the same time produce enough food 
or offer goods- which can be exchanged for food to meet 
minimum consumption needs. 
The resource pattern of the meso-region may be 
cuch as to lend i t s e l f for specia l izat ion in some major 
means of production. This can be achieved by £rouping areas 
characterized by a certain associat ion of resources and 
complementary characterist ics or tied by extensive intra-
areal act iv i ty or flows. 
(3) Micro-level Begions; 
The micro-regions are intended to be suitable 
units for formulation of area development plans, as they 
w i l l be suf f ic ient ly close to the ^rass-roots , affording/ 
opportunities for direct interaction between the c i t i zens 
and the administration to decide the key issues in area 
14 J 
developiLent. They can be of three broad types: 
(a) They i&ay be nodal regions consisting of urban centres 
and the influence areas around them. 
(b) The micro-regions may also be primarily rural areas 
with a number of minor nodes without any organisational 
hierarchy Influencing the entire area. Here they may be 
conceived es sent ia l ly as service area centred around potent 
growth points which may subseouently develop into one or 
more systems. 
(c ) I t i s a lso possible for micro-regions to be e s sent ia l ly 
problem areas or backward areas* such as a coal b e l t , a 
famine prone area or a reclamation area. 
Kicro-level planning at the grass-roots level 
needs to be undertaken systematically by taking various 
aspects into consideration l ike location study to determine 
the lowest l eve l of planning, the need for providing 
growth impulses to generate economic development* provision 
of serv ices iriiioh can ef fect ive ly reach the v i l lage 
community and other socio-economic forces sifi'ecting the 
micro-level plan. Lack of this systematic approach, probably 
1. Viswanath, K.» **Planning Needs hev Approach**, 
The Indian Express. October 24, 1978, co l .7 , p.9. 
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not attempted due to the magnitude of the task involved, 
i s mainly responsible for our fai lure to bring about 
self-generating growth in rural areas. 
I t i s also noticeable that development planning 
has two es sent ia l dimensions - the sectoral and the spat ia l . 
These are i l lus trated in Fig .6 . 
( i i ) Various Aspects of Resource Based Development 
Planning 
The role of resource based development planning, 
i n national planning i s of great importance. I t covers 
the following aspects: 
(1) Agricultural Planning: 
India i s an agricultural country, therefore 
agriculture c a l l s for planned e f for t . "To produce as naich 
as possible with the minimum of effort i s the aim of economic 
behaviour" wrote the physiacrat quesnay, and whatever the 
economic structure, any woz^hwhile scheme of developnent 
must work towards th is goal . Kew technioues of agriculture 
can be developed. 
1, Dumont, K,, ^ypes of Rural Economy: Studies in world 
Agriculture. Methuen and Co. ^td . . 1Q57. p.12. 
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The differexicea among the districts in soil 
fertility status and other natural resource Midownent 
facilities such as irrigational facilities and cliniatic 
conditions are responsible for differential rates of 
agricultural productivity per acre. In this diversity of 
factor endowments, grouping of smaller units like districts 
in a State would be a prerequisite for agricultural planning 
and development. 
( 2) Industrial Planning: 
Industrial planning is an instrument of rapid 
economic developnent. India which is endowed with adenuate 
mineral, power, agricultural and hue an resources has great 
potentials for long strides in industrialization, though 
shortages in capital and technical know- how have put a 
2 
constant drag. In the predominantly agrarian setting of 
the countryt small scale and cottage industries assume 
significance as they absorb the surplus rural population, 
provide it dependable means of livelihood and support it 
1. Sharma, i'.V., "Kegionalization for Agricultural 
Development in Andhra Pradesh", Indian Journf1 
of Regional acience. Vol.VI, Ko.2, 1974, p.137. 
2. Singh, fi.L., "The Role of Applied Geography in 
National Planning in India", 21st International 
Geographical Congress. India, 1966, Vol.4, 
I^ational Committee for Geography, Calcutta, 
1972, p.179. 
U..: 
i n years of oalaoilty. 
I t has sometloies bssn suggested that one way of 
planning the industrial aspects of d i s t r i c t economies i s 
e i ther to base industrial development on the resource 
endowment of the local area or to plan for industries 
2 
around larger investments made by the national plan. 
(3) Natural Resource Planning: 
The role of correct soc ia l and economic po l i c i e s 
in the conservation, u t i l i s a t i o n and development of resources 
i s important. Such po l i c i e s ca l l for continuous collaboration 
between government agencies at the cmitre and in the s tates 
and leading ins t i tu t ions engaged in sc ient i f i c» economic 
and soc ia l research. 
(4) Urban and Bural Planning: 
Development planning has the aim to integrate the 
programmes for industrial and agricultural development, by 
strengthening the economic linkages betve«i the urban an 
rural economies. In this process the ro le of intermediate 
1. iJhafi, M,, "Industrial Geography: A Trend Report", 
A Survey of Research in Geography; A Project 
Sponsored by the Indian Covuicil of Social Science 
Research, New Delhi, Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 
1972, p .71 . 
2 . Alagh, Y.K., "Regional Planning for Industrial Aspects 
of the Indian Economy", Indian Journal of Ivegional 
Science. Vol.V, No.2, I973t p.159. 
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centres ia important. These centres would act as aervlce 
centres to the surrounding v i l l a g e s . Thus, on the one 
hand they would transmit growth impulses originating from 
regional centres and on the other they would help to exploit 
the resource potential of the hinterland. Also, an advance 
to higher l iv ing Btandar<?s requires the promotion of trade 
and development of productive function part iculsr ly to 
attain specia l izat ion in the use of the resources of the 
2 
region concerned. 
(3) Human Resource Planning: 
A central concern for the development of human 
3 
resource l i e s at the very heart of the planninc^ process. 
The real power behind develo^nient i s "manpower". Fianpower 
does not mean mere numbers* the population. We can ca l l 
them only ''human resources" in the same sense as i^aterial 
resources. Human resources have to be developed into 
Singh, A.K,, "A Policy Pramewort: for Ketropolitan 
Eegional Development", Indian Journal of Regional 
Science. T o l . l , Ho.2, 1969, p.194. 
Kaithani, B.P. , "Method to Rationalise Fare and Freight 
Rate Differences within and Between Hegions", 
Indian Journal of Regional Science. Vol.VI, Ko.2, 
Finney, G.£5., "Community and Human Resource Planning", 
Regional Planning? Challenges and Prospects 
(edited by HufscnEidt, K.K.), Frederick A. Praeger 
Publishers, New York, 1969, p.251. 
iJharma, Om, "Manpower Planning, Key to Kconomic 
Development", The Indian Express. Kay 23, 1978, 
c o l . 5, P.9. 
"real maQpover". What const i tutes th is pover Is the values, 
a t t i tudes , general orientation of the people and the Knowledge 
In real ten&s. That alone determines the quantity of 
manpower and In consequence the economic development of 
a country* 
Geographers' participation In resource planning 
In India was quite limited In the early years. I t was 
confined to work on resource surveys of particular regions 
and basic mapping. But I t has Increased slowly In the las t 
few years. 
Now geographers have given their contribution to 
s e t goals and object ives for development making optimum use 
of various resources as they know that, "goals are broad 
Indications of the general direction of planning policy In 
the area". 
Thus, the resource based development planning can 
only be conducted In the framework of National t'lanning. 
The time has come now In India to reco^^nise the Importance 
of t h i s new dimension of plannlzig. 
1. Cowling, T.M, and atee ley , G . C , aub^Reglonal flannlnf: 
Studies; An Evolution, Fergamon i'ress, 0xford, 
1973, P. 91. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COKCSPTUA^  FRA^ iEWORK AKD KCDBxS OF REGIOIJAL 
BCOBOMIC DfiVSLOPMBNT 
(a) Regional Economic Development; Conceptvial Framework 
The regional concept has been known in Geography 
for at l eas t 150 years . The region has been both the 
s tart ing point and the end product of the survey of an area, 
analys is of spat ica l patterns and variations and synthesis . 
In the study of man-environment relationship the regional 
concept was well founded and the region has been considered 
as an organic ent i ty with d is t inct regional structure and 
space relationships both internal and external, i^ecause of 
the inter-relat ionship between different structures of the 
region and i t s external relationship regions are considered 
to exis t not In i so la t ion but as an interdependent system 
in a hierarchic pattern* while recognising the regions as 
ex i s t ing r e a l i t i e s geographers have been regarding; them as 
f l e x i b l e and changing. 
The modem concept of an economic region came much 
l a t e r in the wake of the growing need for the recognition of 
1. Bhat, L . 3 . , "Regional Concept and Plannln£ Hegione 
with Special Keference to Planning in India"* 
Regional Planning: Concepts. Technioues. Pol ic ies 
and Case Studies (edited by ^iisra« K.P., Kasood.K.; 
and Kahadev, ?.!)•)» Prasaranga* University of 
Mysore, t969, p.73. 
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the ragion-BicUcing elements In the soc ia l and economic 
spheres. The sum t o t a l of a l l the attr ibutes of an economic 
region const i tutes i t s **eoonomic regionalieation". 
I t i s necessary to reca l l here that geography i s a 
synthetic philosophy and a synoptic science and as such has 
to deal with a great variety of fac tors , elements and facts 
pertaining to physioalt b io logical and socio-economic f i e lds 
of knowledge and a c t i v i t y . And yet a l l geographic studies 
are basical ly area bound. A region i s therefore created out 
of an area or a number of areas with reference to a particular 
2 
fact of geographic study. The regional method discovers 
and analyses the various geographical components and their 
associations and interactions in a discrete area. In fact 
area is only an arbitrary concept indicating a portion of 
the earth surface having some length and bz>eadth whereas a 
region is more specific and tangible possessing a personality 
which is determineable and is well determined on the basis 
of the particular facts of the study. 
The facts of study which are current and relevant 
in geography are classifiable according to the recognised 
1. Chatterjee» .^i'.f "Region, Regionalism and Economic 
Regionalization**, The Geographer. Vol.XIV, 
1967, p.1. 
2. Rafiullah, 3.K,, "Regionalism in Geography", 
The Geographer. Vol.XIV, 1967, p.58. 
specific sciences. For instance, in the fields of Physical 
Geography, facts of study may pertain to such syetematic 
fields as Qeology, Oeomorphology, Meteorology, Oceanography 
etc., and in the field of cultural and Hunan Geography to a 
variety of economic proceeses of resource creation such as 
a^^riculture, industry, commerce etc., and to relevant aspects 
of Demography and Sociology. ?or the geographic study of 
such facts or aspects regions are to be created to emphasize 
the spatial pattern and the characteristic landscaje of 
that particular aspect. 
Region being an areal unit, its concept occupies 
an important position in geographic research. Various 
personalities have defined a "region" but we will take up 
only a few examples in this direction, G.T. Menner has 
defined regions as: 
''Regions are genuine entities, each of which 
expresses both natural and cultural 
differentiation from its neighbours". 
B.E. Picklnson gives his views in the following 
manner: 
"PJvery region has its uniaue character to 
which contribute the features of soil, 
atmosphere, plants and man". 
1.(Quoted Prom) Minehull, R,, Regional Geography; Theory 
and Practice. Hutchinson and Co. Ltd.7 london, 
1968, p. 26. 
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On the other hand K.Ii. Gopal, a noted economist 
of India BUffiiBed up his concept of region in the following: 
terns: 
"I sha l l tentat ively define a "region" as 
operationally the most convenient and 
economically the most gainful , spatial» 
sectoral or/ and temporal unit for resource 
a l locat ion , taking planning as merely a 
process growth as the economic result and 
welfare as the ultimate goal". 
In fact , the term "region" i s i t s e l f "nebulous" 
in character and thus has been defined in various ways. It 
i s often said that i t i s easy to describe a region rather 
than to define i t . Therefore, there has always been a 
controversy regarding the regional concept and the net are of 
the planning regions. Different s e t s of regions are used 
for different purposes. Obviously a l l the types of regions 
have one or other l imitations to be used as planning regions. 
Therefore, the types of region useful in planning have become 
controversial . The controversies are partly because of the 
use of different types of regions for planning in different 
countries according to the i r "needs". 
1. Pathak, O.K. and Kundu, A., "Regionalisation and 
Regional Planning «> An Axiomatic Appz*oach", 
Indian Journal of Regional Science. Vol.V, 
No72, 1973, P.167. 
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Por a rational organisation of regional etudlaa 
three dlatlnct categories of regions may be recognized -
Homogenous Region* ^odal Region and Ad-Hoc Legion. 
If only physical characteristics; of land such as 
landforms, climate, soll» vegetation etc. form the basis 
for delineation, we get ''rhyslcal Geog]:*aphlc i^ eglons". When 
dominant economic activities are con; Idered as criteria, ve 
arrive at "Economic Regions". And when purely cultural 
factors like language, religion, etc. are considered as bases 
of classification we get "iJoclo-cultural Regions", when 
all the factors are together taken Into account we get a 
"conpage". All these regions are based on the "concept of 
Areal Homogeneity** which give rise to what are known as 
'*Foztaal Keglons" or ''Homogenous Regions'*. Uoiuogenous Heglons 
are defined by considering the stable elements of the 
landscape. 
Keglonallzatlon has also been attempted on the basis 
of the concept of areal linkages. In contrast to areal 
homogeneity. Here It 1B the network of Inter-conneotlons 
which gives Is a region its unity. It has a nodal or focal 
point around which the activities of the region as a whole 
revolve. It is called a "Nodal or Metropolitan Region". 
Kodal regions are also called "Functional Regions", originating 
from the "Functional Integration Approach". These l-^ inctional 
IC. 
Keglone are defined by taking dynamic elements into account 
as well. 
In addition to these there are "Ad^Hoc £e£ion'* 
which can be delineated for certain specific purposes, such 
as the development of water resources, mineral resources 
etc. A tentative hierarchy of regional units of different 
types is given in the following figure: 
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i '^tropol i tan Axia l 
T 
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Natural Economic Cul tura l Others 
Hesource Planning 
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Others 
All types of regions such as the physical complexes, 
crop regions, resource regions ars important in planning: 
and these belong to the category of "Formal Regions'* as 
IC 
diat lnot from "Functional Regions'* or "Kodal Regions" 
which are really comprehensiTe regions at a l l l eve ls In 
the hierarchy. Therefore, vh i l e ve use the different types 
of Poraal Regions to understand the resource base, present 
patterns of development and to y isual iee the future goals 
wherever poss ib le , a scheme of Functional Hegions has to 
be evolved based on these considerations. The exis t ing 
Nodal Regions provide clues wherever the nodality has stronf, 
correlation with the formal structure (particularly the 
resource structure) . The nodal regions most useful in the 
context of planning in India are ''^  acro-economlc Regions 
(possibly in capable of economic se l f - suf f ic lency to certain 
extent) larger than the s i s e of l i n g u i s t i c s t a t e s , "Economic 
iaub-regions" (comparable to a re la t ive ly developed i^tate 
l i k e Tamil Kadu or Wester Uttar t'radesh or parts of different 
s t a t e s having a diversi f ied and interrelated resource base) 
and "Economic Areas or Units" (comparable to groups of 
Tahsils or Di s tr i c t s within a S ta te ) . 
The variations of resource structure and problems 
of development bring about the necessity for regional 
approach to planning and then the planning i s called "Regional 
Planning". Regional i:;cience supplies the theoretical basis 
IC 
for regional plasnlng* 
I t may be appreciated here that geoeraphy poeaeBBea 
a great potential for providing useful help in planning 
programoiea. 1^ providing rational regional frai&evork 
geography may ful ly justify the tribute that i t provides the 
neoeaeary regional corrective to the log ica l abstractlorn 
of economics. 
There are several reasons why a regional approach 
to planning i s needed. The most universal ones are: 
(a) The space in which human beings l ive and work i s real . 
To Ignore space and i t s continuity in our planning i s to 
Ignore a basic r e a l i t y . 
(b) Space, when seen in tbree dimensions i s synonymous 
with environment. Spatial planning therefore involves 
environmental planning. 
(c) Space being a common denominator in a l l human 
a c t i v i t i e s , spat ia l planning cuts across and integrates a l l 
human a c t i v i t i e s . Hence i t i s easy to operate even a sectoral 
plan within a spat ia l framework but d i f f i cu l t to do the 
opposite . 
1. Israd, \K. and Chatterjce, M., ' ' i 'otentialit ie of t\egional 
Science Methods and Technique in Attacking Indian 
Regional Problems", Regional iPlaPnlngt Concepts. 
TechnlQUea. Pol ic ies and Case Studies, (edited bv 
tiiaraLf R,F, and others) , Prasaranga, fly so re , 
1969, p.12. 
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(d) Resources are space bound. Plazming for resource 
development has* therefore, to be spatial planning. 
(e) Human activities and natural resource at any given 
stage of development are maldistributed. This distribution 
itself is a cause as well as an effect of the evolving 
spatial structure of human activities. To minimise the 
adverse effects of maldistribution, ve have to plan for a 
nev structure of human activities, which can offset the 
natural disadvantages of the backward areas. 
The search for this optimal strategy within the 
framework of national goals and objectives is the task of 
regional planning. 
The concept of regional planning has emerged out of 
need for implementing a balanced growth in a country with 
marked regional disparity level of development. It may be 
said that the basic goal of regional planning is to contribute 
towards the rapid integration of the national territory in 
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terms of i t s p o l i t i c a l , soc ia l and econ<»nic spaces. 
Regional planning i s a process of rational decision 
making and optimization of the combination of a c t i v i t i e s in 
1. Oupta* P .S , , "The Principles and Techniques of Regional 
Planning", The Geographer. Vol.XIV, 1967, p.29. 
2 . Friedmann, J . , "Regional Planning and Kation Building: 
An Agenda for International Research", iiilconomic 
Develolatent and Cultural Change. Vol,16, Ko.1, 
October 1967, p.120. 
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a Bpeoifio ar«a l«ve l with the al locat ion of available 
and potential resourcas. One of the implied purpoaee of 
regional planning i s the imposition of man's wi l l on the 
landscape, as crysta l l ized in h i s d ic i s ione . Planning, 
therefore, aims at the formulation of co-ordinated and 
considered progz>ammes for regional economic development. 
Regional economic development meGuis the most 
benef ic ia l u t i l i z a t i o n of resources - physical, human and 
f inancial - without being bogged down to areas and sectors 
or occupations and i t i s a corrective process to even out 
the differences in the degree of economic development in 
different parts of the country, these differences being 
manifested in per capita income, employment pattern, l iv ing 
standard, household expenditure, extent of saving, rate of 
cap i ta l formulation, growth rate in production, sector 
education and soc ia l progress. This creates balanced 
development which means "balance of return from overall 
national Investment - public and private - in relat ion to 
short and long-term goals end not necessari ly with reference 
2 to any particular areas, a c t i v i t i e s . States and so on". 
Amiran, D.H.X., "Regional Planning: Some Geographical 
Considerations of Objectives and i^roceduree", 
Indian Journal of Regional bcience, Vol .1 , Ko,2, 
1969, P.1 . 
Kisra, R.?• , "On the Concept of Region and regional 
Planning", Regional Planning: Concepts. Techniques. 
Po l i c i e s and Case Studies, (edited by Miera. R.P. 
an^ others) Prasaranga, University of kysore, 
1969, P . I3 . 
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The basic reaaon for internal discontent i s the 
uneven developnent of the state or region and consequently 
the widening of gulf between the l e s s developed and the 
more developed areas. I t i s often observed that some 
parts of the country progress for economic development with 
accelerating speed* while others» in spite of the ir 
potent ia l i ty in natural resources* remain backward. 
ConoentrBtion of entrepreneurs, technical s k i l l and income 
in few regions has generated a great imbalance in spat ia l 
economic structure of India. The normal operation of economic 
forces always overwhelmingly weight in favour of areas which 
are already developed and continue to get an increasing 
share of country's industrial prosperity leading to substantial 
d i f f e r e n t i a l s in the development rate , standard of l iv ing 
and investment. Regional imbalances and lopsided growth 
are not conducive to econcKnic s t a b i l i t y and may well result 
in under-ut i l i sat ion or even non-ut i l izat ion of natural and 
human resources and in that process deny the common man hie 
natural heritage in the country's share of ^vroeperity. 
The concept of regional development leads to the 
removal of these dispari t ies in the l eve l of economic 
development eind necessarily involves appropriate and 
1 . A l i , i"., "Regional Imbalance and I t s Correctives", 
Banker. Vol,16, No.2, February 1970, ?.771. 
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systematic planning for ensuring e f f i c i en t exploitation of 
resources of the oountz7» increasing; production and stepping 
up of economic a c t i v i t y . A long-term s c i e n t i f i c regional 
planning provides a base for manufacturing counteracting 
the imbalances of development in a country. I t i s a planning 
ef fort for bringing about the f u l l e s t development of natural 
resources through production spec i l i za t ion in regions for 
which they have unique advantages. It envolves the development 
of c i t i e s , towns and the countrysides consist ing of many 
Isolated fragments as parts of a complete nationwide pattern 
comprising a number of organised u n i t s . 
In our country we are faced with two problems with 
reference to regional planning: f i r s t there i s a need to 
evolve a modified approach to regional planning suited to 
democratic way of planning in the federal system of governv^ent; 
and second» the co l l ec t ion and processing of data by 
appropriate authorit ies at different area l eve l s have be 
started forthwith to private spat ia l dimension to the 
development model. Case studies must also be made in 
se lec ted regions, to chart sequences of growth and identifying 
factors inducing or retarding growth. For example, i t i s 
necessary to understand better re lat ive roles of location 
1 . Bhat, L.S. , "Regional Planning in India: Problems 
and Prospects", Bombay Geoiarraphical Kagazine. 
Vol.XIII, No.1, December 1965, p.77. 
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of large projects and creation of soc ia l overhead capital 
in the growth of regions. 
The reduction of regional income di f ferent ia ls i s 
c learly one of the major goals of regional develooment 
planning. While other {^oals such as the wish to open up 
new land areas, integrate regions more firmly into the 
national economy and reduce the pressures building up in 
metropolitan areas also msy be espoused, income equalisation 
i s often the key regional object ive . 
Some confusion has arisen between the concept of 
balanced growth and objectives of balanced regional development 
Balanced growth essent ia l ly refers to a s ingle economic 
system with i t s different components of development, v i z . , 
agriculture, industry, transport or serv ices . The balanced 
growth stresses the need for different parts of such an 
economic system to remain in step with one another to avoid 
supply d i f f i c u l t i e s . Industry must not get too far ahead 
of agriculture; basic f a c i l i t i e s in transport, power, water 
supply e t c . should be in adequate supply to support and 
stimulate the growth of industry; emd so on. Where such a 
balance i s not establ ished, i t has been argued that those 
1 . Gilbert , A.G. and Goodman, D.£ . , "Regional income 
P i spar i t i e s and Economic Development: A Critique' 
Pfy?3-op'PfPt, j'^ftnni^ and apfttial^^^ru^tuyy, 
(edited by Gilbert, A . } , John iniley and Sons, 
London, 1976, p.113. 
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factors vhleh have developed ahead of others must end In 
f a i l u r e . A supposition of th i s type would lead to the 
Inevitable conclusion that I t Is necessary for development 
to s tart on a l l fronts at one and seme tlme» but the theory 
of balanced growth has not found general acceptance In 
developing countries because there are neither the Investment 
resources nor the s k i l l to make such simultaneous attack 
on a l l fronts; thus developing countries must need to accept 
the concept of the leading sector and the following sectors . 
In actual pract ice , the Idea of balanced growth i s followed 
with the gaps between different sectors being kept within 
such l imi t s as to fflinimise adverse reactions on one another. 
Balanced regional development* however, has a 
to ta l l y different approach. This e s sent ia l ly deals with the 
difference in the l eve l of economy achieved in different 
parts of the covtntry or a big region and the d i spar i t i e s 
which give r i se to s tresses and strains in both econoiLlc and 
p o l i t i c a l f i e l d s . The existence of backward are>as in a 
country i s always a problem for the econ(»ny as a whole and 
the bedyo p o l i t i c s . Such d i spar i t i es arise on account of 
natural and sometimes man- made reasons and once they are 
1 . Chandraeekhara, C.S., ''Balanced Regional Development 
and Planning Regione", Economic and iiocio-cultural 
Dimensions of Regional1sation - An Indo- U.O.L.R. 
Collaborative Study, Census of India. 1971, 
Ponograph lio.7. New Delhi, p.60. 
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there , they get accentuated, as higher l eve l of development 
always at tracts more a c t i v i t i e s on acco\int of the obvious 
advantages and a natural attract ion which the a c t i v i t i e s 
w i l l receive by being located in areas which are already 
advanced. Thus once the disparity i s established, i t w i l l 
continue to widen unless corrective steps are inst i tuted 
through eoonoffiic and f i s c a l measures. 
Regional economic development and dispersal of 
economic a c t i v i t i e s are c lose ly inter -re la ted . Growth 
d ivers i f i cat ion and economic a c t i v i t i e s in under- developed 
areas can take place only i f the required infrastructure 
i s provided followed by suf f i c i ent ly high l eve l development 
of natural resources. 
In a country of the s iee and developmental 
complexity as of India, where there are strilcing regional 
constrasts in the distribution of resources and leve ls of 
economic development, economic planning has necessarily to 
concern i t s e l f not only with the aggregate sectoral al location 
of resources and f i s c a l programming but a l so with the a l l 
round progress of the different regions within the country. 
The reasons for the d i spar i t i e s in economic l eve l s 
of different areas in our country may be stated to be three 
namely; ( i ) h i s tor i ca l growth based on natural advantages 
such as in the case of Calcutta and Bombay, ( i i ) non-uniform 
distr ibut ion of basic natural resources, for example the 
IV. 
oocurrane« of coal and Iron deposits and (ill) high 
concsntration of rssources as in the case of the coal-steel 
belt. These factors hare caused some areas to get ahead 
on start in industrial development and once industrialization 
has taken place they have attracted more and more industries. 
Areas vith little or no resources have languished and 
without an initial impetus towards economic growth they have 
continued to stagnate and the gap has become wider and 
wider. 
These regional imbalances developed in the country 
have brought out clearly that regional oone!derations in the 
investment pattern are as important as sectoral consider-
ations. There has been an increasing demand that the 
development programmes in the country must be conceived in 
terms of "planning regions^t defined by economic, social 
and geographic considerations. As the definition of the 
"regions" will take into account both the possibilities and 
limitations of the resources, the regional approach will 
bring about maximisation of benefits from the resources for 
the inhabitants of the particular area as well as for the 
nation as a whole. Such a conceptual division of India 
into "planning regions'* can be mainly for the purpose of 
spatial planning; the State political divisions will have 
to continue to be the plan programming and plan impleicenting 
units. 
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Hach type of development prograxttme has i t s own 
unique characterlet lcs and I t may be aseunied that the 
Bolutlons are most e f f i c i en t ly sought on the scale that 
allows for the most ef fect ive grappling with the issues 
involved. Thus, depending on the geographical scope within 
which various development programmes can be e f fec t ive ly 
organized and implemented, there can be four leve ls of 
plazmlng regions and hence four t i er s of regional plans in 
a country l ike India. These are: 
yjTPffff of Pefjiop Types of Regional 
Lannlng 
1. Hacroo functional Region Kacro-Reglonal ir'lanning 
2. Keso- functional Region Fieso-Regional i'lannin^: 
3 , Klcro-functlonal or 
Problem Region 
4 . Locale 
Klcro-Regional Planning or 
Area Planning 
Local or Village . evel 
Planning 
The extent to which the macro-regional planning 
w i l l succeed w i l l be determined by the success at xeso, 
micro and local leve l planning processes. The planning at 
higher l eve l s may disregard the p o l i t i c a l boundaries, bat 
one at the micro and v i l lage l eve l s w i l l work within the 
framework of the p o l i t i c a l and administrative boundaries. 
The ideal s i tuat ion w i l l be one In which the aditinistrative 
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boundaries follow the planning region boundariea. m t 
i t i s d i f f i cu l t to achieve for at leaat two reasons: 
(1) Administrative boundaries have acauired a sort of 
permanency. The administrative set-up requires considerable 
changes, i f such boundaries are altered. 
(2) The planning region boundaries are not permanent 
one. Planning i t s e l f being a dynamic process, i t cannot 
have fixed areal l imi t s . 
A planning region at the loca l and micro-levels 
has to work within the framework of administrative boundaries. 
The benefits derived from changing the boundaries do not 
jus t i fy the cost involved in doing so . 
The general approach to regional development in 
India w i l l , thus, stimulate economic growth through implanta-
t ion of modem technology and infusion of capital in 
backward regions. Besides, the choice of strategy for 
develoFD<>nt of a region has to be made in the context of the 
basic economic structure of a given region, v i z . , the land 
re la t ions , the resource pos i t ion , the stage of development 
of industry e t c . A stereotype strategy worked out centrally 
and applied ixniformly to regions with different economic 
set-up can hardly pay any dividends. I t must be emphasised 
here that, considerable amount of spec i f i c and intensive 
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research vork 1B called for, in order to understand the 
working of the traditional economy and the processes of 
structural modifications in the rural economy. 
Thusy regional development planning in India can 
become meaningful* only if the wox4c on regionalization is 
oriented towards unravelling the socio-economic procesees 
in the given region and formulating strategies appropriate 
for generating internal dynamism which alone can create 
conditions conducive to constructive transformation of the 
regional economy and set the region on the path of sustained 
economic growth. 
(b) Models of Regional Boonomic Development 
The goals of planning have been basically economic* 
and hence the social and environmental dimensions of 
development have not stood out clearly. Therefore, there 
is an urgent need to suggest an alternative strategy for 
regional development helping to achieve the triple goals of 
national development - economic growth, social justice, and 
environmental quality. The foundation of this strategy lies 
in several hypotheses and theories about the spatial 
organisation of human activities. 
1. Brahme, ii. t "Regional Planning in India", Kconomic and 
;)Ooio-culturel Dimensions of itegionalization -
An Indo - U.'o.iJ.R, Collaborative btudy, Census of 
India. 1971t Monograph No.?, New Delhi, p.57. 
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Therefoire, an attempt to review the relevant 
theories and concepts about the organisation of space i s 
e s s e n t i a l here. Such a review v i l l help in evolving an 
appropriate strategy for regional development planning which 
can help our nation to plan for a future in consonance with 
the goals se t before i t . These theories emd concepts are 
as follows: 
Von Thunen*8 Concentric Ring Wodel: 
Von Thunen was the harbinger of the theorists 
who have attempted to explain the organization of space 
through a woricable model. He attempted to construct a 
theoret ica l model of the land-use pattern, given a particular 
arrangement of towns and v i l l ages in a s i tuat ion experienced 
in Mecklenburg* an agricultural region of Germany. To 
reduce the variables to a manageable l e v e l , he assumed that: 
(1) the quality of the land was uniform; 
(2) the transport network in the region <- both roads 
and navigational cemals - was poor and the cost of transport 
increased at a constant rate; and 
(3) a large town existed in the centre of the 
agricultural land which had no countermagnets in i t s v ic in i ty 
1 . Von Thunen was an estate farmer in Kecklenburg. His 
academic training was in Kathematics, Economics, 
Philosophy and Agricultural Science. 
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On the basia of these asBumptlons, Von Thunen 
constructed a model of land utilization having a number of 
concentric belts around each town (Pig.7). The arrangement 
of his model vas in the following manner: 
(a) The perishable bulky and heavy products would 
be produced in the belts near the town. 
(b) The more distant belts would specialize in 
products which were less in weight and volume but fetched 
higher prices in the market, as they could afford to bear 
relatively higher transportation costs. 
(c) The final model was conceived as consisting of 
a nunber of concentric rings around the town, each ring 
specializing in the production of those agricultural 
commodities for which it was best suited. 
Von Thunen*s concept ia open to a lot of criticise 
which are as follows: 
(1) The catalytic factor in Von Thunen's iLodel was 
transport cost and the most unrealistic assumption wae the 
existence of an "isolated estate" which was the term he 
used in the book in which he enunciated his concept. 
1 . An English translation of Von Thunen*8 book (written in 
German language) has been presented by C.I^i. Wartenburgh, 
which has been published under the title "Von Thunen*s 
Isolated ^tate". Oxford Book Co., 1966. 
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(2) Ula weakness lay In his neglect of the changing 
demand functions of agricultural products and the fact that 
h i s generalisation i s based purely on a micro study of the 
phenomenon. 
(3) His rather dogmatic approach to the rural-urban 
continuum and bias in favour of large towns was eaually 
unreal is t ic* even though he recognized in his later writings 
that diseconomies of scale set in after a town attempted a 
certain s i ze and that "the increasing distance between towns* 
a corollary of their growth in s i z e , i s a drawback for the 
country". 
Chris ta l ler ' s Central Place Theory; 
Christal ler was the greatest among Von Thunen's 
students and his central Place Theoxy was inspired by 
Von Thunen's concept. But Christal ler was not very concerned 
about what went on around the towns; he was Interested in 
finding out the general principles which determined the 
number* size* and distribution of human settlements - rural 
and urban. 
Christal ler assumed a homogenous plain with an 
even distribution of natural resources, population, consumer 
1. Berry, J.L, Berry and Pred, A., Central r l^ace otudies -
A Bibliography of Theory an?" Applications. 
Philadelphia, 1965. 
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preferences, and production t«chnlquee for each and every 
product. Human activities were presumed to be essentially 
space- utilising. Ue also assuKed that transport costs» 
demand functionst and economies of scale vould vary froai 
product to product and hence the spatial range of goods and 
services produced vould also vary. 
in formulating his central place concept, Christaller 
began with the goods having the greatest range, ^uch goods, 
he postulated, vould be produced at the centre of the systect 
of centres. Goods of the next range vould be produced both 
at the main centre and at several other centres at the 
corners of the market for the main centre. The next class 
of goods vould be produced in several third order centres 
located at the gravity points of the triangles formed by 
these centres, as well as in the tvo classes of centres 
already determined. This ordering of centres continues 
until goods of the lovest range are taken into account. 
To sum up, the central place Theory postulates 
that in the assumed frame of reference: 
(i) A region can be served by goods of various types, 
if the central places producing different ranges of goods 
are evenly distributed. 
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(ii) These central places will be regularly spaced 
clusters located within hexagonal trading areas and will 
together form triangular lattices. Lower order centres will 
be located at the gravity centres of the triangles formed 
by the next higher order centres. 
(iii) The distances separating the centres will be 
greater in the case of higher order centres and proportionally 
less in the case of lower order centres. 
(iv) All the central places constitute a hierarchy from 
the smallest villages to the largest towns of national 
importance. 
(v) The numerical relationship between the higher and 
lower order centres will be as follows: (a) two central 
places of next lower order for each central place of 
immediate higher order, if the principle of optimum supply 
to the complementary region predc»Dinates; (b) three central 
places of next lower order for each central place of 
immediate higher order if the principle of optimum market 
and traffic flow predominates; and (c) six central places 
of next lower order for each central place of immediate 
higher order, if the principle of optimum administration 
predominates. 
The basic weakness of Christaller's Central i'lace 
Theory is obvious. His assumptions are unreal, but it would 
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be unfair to give up the theory on th is ground because 
theories and models are not meant to describe rea l i ty . 
Criticism of Chrlstal ler's theory has, therefore» 
to be directed as I t s appl icabi l i ty only to the service 
sector* which Is only a part of the t o t a l economy. Had 
Chrlstal ler allowed the central places to specia l ize In 
a c t i v i t i e s other than those assumed In h i s theory* he could 
perhaps have broadened I t to Incorporate non-agricultural 
a c t i v i t i e s and the external economies and div is ion of labour 
that go with them. His theox7» however, s t i l l provides the 
only general framework for spat ia l analysis and planning In 
areas which resemble those which he assumed. 
(c) The Loschlan Concept of Economic .uandscape 
Chrlstal ler 's theory was taken by Losch as a basis* 
on which he bu i l t a hierarchy of central places* starting 
from the lowest order and Incorporating non-service 
a c t i v i t i e s In I t s functions. He did not specify the number 
of lower order centres which can be served by a next higher 
order centre* nore did he put l imits on the s ize of markets 
In the way Chrlstal ler did. 
In sximmary* the result ing clustering of spat ia l 
a c t i v i t i e s and the Inter-relat ions among them* through various 
1 • An English translation of A. Losch*e book has been 
made by W.P, Stolper* as "The Economics of vocation. 
New Haven* 1954. 
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Bises of central places In the Loschlan model* will be 
as follows: 
(1) There is one superior centre where all goods 
are produced. 
(2) There is real specialization, division of labour 
and trade between centres, i.e., smaller centres supply 
larger centres with their specialized products. 
(3) There is a concentration of centres in "city-rich" 
sectors separated by interstitial sectors which are less 
densely packed with centres. 
(4) Nothing can* without further assumptions, be said 
about the relative sizes of centres, except that the superior 
one will be larger than all others. Centres with the same 
number of functions do not necessarily provide the same 
kinds of function. 
(3) Assxuning that size of centres is proportional to the 
number of plants, it can be shown that within "city-rich" 
sectors, the size of centres increases with distance from the 
central place and that smaller centres tend to be located 
about half-way in between larger ones. 
(6) Although Losch asserts that the vertical organization 
would be hierarchical, this is doubtful and cannot be proved 
without assumptions. On the contrary it seems to follow from 
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the model that the s ize distr ibution i s continuous. 
Losoh treated the smallest nucleated agricultural 
v i l l a g e s t located in a uniformly distributed nucleated 
populationt as his s tart ing point* AS one of these v i l l ages 
embarks on some sort of manufacturing act iv i ty» i t seeks 
a market outside. Eventually* i t w i l l have a hexagonal 
market area. If the production of non-farm goods further 
expands» i t w i l l invade the area of influence of other 
competing production centres, e i ther by rotating the hexagon 
or by enlarging i t , or by both. 
In the LoBchian model, there i s no hierarchy of 
central places, but rather a moving eauilibrium of locations 
under perfect competition and hence free entry conditions. 
This moving equilibrium wi l l ultimately distort the ideal 
pattern of the economic landscape structured in hexa^^onal 
n e t s , mainly because of variations in the transport and other 
f a c i l i t i e s , and thus a few sectors w i l l have more settlements 
than others. 
Further, Losch considered the s ize of the hexagon 
not only in re lat ion to a geographical centre, but a l so , and 
perhaps more importantly, in relat ion to the goods produced. 
Thus a particular centre may have several hexagonal markets 
for I t s different products. The inter-l inkages among the 
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industries vill, however, generate tendencies for these 
various hexagons to coverage to a single point, thus giving: 
rise to a system of producing centres. 
It must be noted that Loech is more concerned with 
the secondary activities and the functioning, of the spatial 
economy at the micro-level, while Christaller starts from 
the macrolevel and lets his system precolate to the micro-
level. Both the models are neglectful of the supply of and 
demand for agricultural inputs and outputs, although they 
were formulated for European economies which were essentially 
agricultural. 
The hexagonal market or catchment area evolved by 
Losch resembles in many respects that evolved by Christaller. 
In the Loachian scheme, the central places need net to be 
hierarchical and hence centres of the same size do not 
necessarily have the same range of goods. The Loachian 
system is not as schematic as that of Christaller. 
(d) The Growth Pole Hypothesis 
Growth centre strategies have long been practised 
by governments of less- developed countries without being 
dignified by the name as such. But actually the concept of 
1. Appalraju, J. and ;Safier, h,, "Growth-centre otrategiee 
in Less- Developed Countries", Development ir'-Lannin^  
and Spatial structure, (edited by Gilbert,A.), 
John Wiley and Sons, London, 1976, p.143. 
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OroWth Poles and Growth Centres was evolved in the economic 
environment of weetem societies. This concept is based 
on certain assumptions about the real »orld. These are 
as follows: 
(a) Human activities must Cluster together to generate 
internal and external economies of scale; 
(b) at the same time, if clustering is allowed to ^ o 
its own way, it may entail heavy social costs in terms of 
congestion, diseconomies of scale, and spatial imbalances in 
social and economic development; 
(c) the autonomous processes which generate clustering 
of human activities and, thereby create spatial imbalances in 
economic develofH&ent, can be directed through policy inter-
ventions to generate growth foci in areas where they do 
not exist. 
The concept of Growth Pole was introduced first by 
Perroux in 1955. Growth Pole theory provides the stimulatine 
hypothesis that development is polarised in geographical 
space around nodes which we may call "Growth Centres". By 
a Growth Pole, Perroux meant a centre in abstract economic 
space '*from which centrifugal forces emanate and to which 
1. Kosetey, K.J., Growth Centres in opatiftl .i^ -lanningt 
Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1974, P.Q. 
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centr ipeta l forces are attracted**. Rach centre being a 
centre of attraction and repulsion has i t s own field of 
other centres . The forces which are conceived wei*e 
e s sent ia l l y economic and the generators of these forces were 
to be basically firms and industries . 
One of the basic object ives of i^erroux'e hypotheuis 
i s to advance a dynamic theory of economic growth, taking 
the bchumpeterian concept of innovative firms ae the starting 
point. He c a l l s these economic units (innovative firice} as 
dynamic propulsive firms. A dynamic firm i s one which i s 
re la t ive ly large and innovative. It belongs to a rapidly 
growing sector and generates growth impulses in i t s 
environment. 
In the same way Perroux evolves a concept of leading 
propulsive industr ies . A leading industry i s one which ie 
new, technologically advanced, and operating in » high incon.e 
e l a s t i c i t y market for i t s products. It exerts i t s influence 
on the economy through inter- industr ia l l inkages, i t s e l f 
playing a leading and innovative role through backward and 
forward l inkages. Without explaining how the leading industry 
with strong inter-industry linkages finds a location at which 
to fozn a nucleus around which other industries c luster , he 
concludes that such c lusters w i l l become Growth roles i f 
several leading and propulsive industries come together to 
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form a complex large enough to exert a detemining influence 
over i t s industrial environment. 
ii'erroux in the early stages emphasized the 
Schumpeterian framework for his theory and gave inportance 
to inter-industry l inkages. But in a la ter a r t i c l e , he 
leaned more heavily on a Leontief- type input- output table 
as his main too l . I t i s presumed that once inter-industry 
linkages are well-established» developmental a c t i v i t i e s wi l l 
spread out automatically. This» however» does not necessarily 
happen. 
There are certain conceptual and operational 
problems making Growth Pole theory as weak and unhelpful in 
development planning. These are as follows: 
(1) The close association of the theory with i-eontief's 
i n t e r - Industry model gives i t a s t a t i c character whereas 
development processes are dynamic. 
(2) It i s no longer the innovative character of the 
firm or industry which gives r i se to a Growth i'ole, but ratner 
i t s s i s e and i t s high mult ip l ier . The newly established 
industr ia l complexes do not contain a dynamic core capable 
generating and transmitting innovations that would sticiulate 
the emergence of new industries and new inter-dependencies. 
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BoudeviUe strengthened the geographical content 
of the Perrouxian Growth Pole Hypothesis and emphasized the 
regional character of economic space. Taking a region as 
a continuous area localized in geographical space, he 
conceived three types of regions: 
(a) HoKOgenous Region, which is deterciined by homogeneity 
in the distribution of a particular property. 
(b) Polarized Region, which is determined on the basis 
of inter-dependencies between various elements and the 
hierarchical character of clusters of human activities. 
(c) Planning Keglon, which is characterized by a common 
decision- making authority with the task of attaining 
definite development goals. 
Boudevlll's theory suffers from certain limitations 
which are as follows: 
(1) Like Perroux, BoudeviUe fails to carry his theory 
to its logical conclusions. If a Growth Pole is supposed to 
have an innovative, and dominating influence over its 
environment and if this character is dynamic enough to keep 
the pole functioning, there can ultimately be only one 
Geogz>aphical Pole in the whole country. 
1 . Hermansen, "Development Poles and Development Centres 
in National and Regional Development: i':lement8 of 
a Theoretical Framework for a Synthetical Approach" 
(mimeographed). The United Nations Institute for 
;Jocial Development, Geneva, December 1969* 
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(2) The presumption that developmental waves will 
move out to the hinterland from the Growth ^oles is also 
questionable. This can happen only if the hinterland is 
ready to participate in the innovative processes started 
at the poles. 
Hirschman extends the Growth t'ole Hypothesis to 
the process of economic development in general. In his 
view , then, the Growth Pole becomes a development Pole and 
diffuses development impulses not so much throug;h inter-
industry linkages as through social interaction processes. 
2 
Myrdal gives his theory of cumulative causation. 
To develop a backward region, according to him, one has to 
evolve a deliberate policy invention to neutralize the 
backwash effects. This invention has to be made while the 
economy is still in its developnent stage, for unless regional 
equilibrium is achieved at this stage it will be far more 
difficult to achieve later on and thus the economy as a 
« 
whole may not be able to achieve its development goals. But 
Myrdal is not very realistic in its approach to change 
because many governments in developed parts of the world are 
not adequate to manage the change generated by the '*big bang". 
1. Uirschman, A.O., The strategy of Economic Developmentt 
New Haven, I9b9. 
2. Myrdal, G,, gconomic Theory and Underdeveloped 
Reglons, 1967, London. 
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It must be noted here that the concept of Growth 
Poles and Growth Centres vas evolved in the economic 
environment of veetem societies and hence, this concept 
In Its present form exhibits four main weaknesses when It 
Is applied to Developing Societies. These weaknesses are 
as follows: 
(a) Growth Pole Hypothesis cannot be capable of the 
development of well-populated and resource- rich backward 
regions, metro-polltan regions and Industrially advanced 
regions. 
(b) Functional rigidities associated with the 
hypothesis. 
(c) Lack of skill-over machanlsm. 
(d) Disregard of the hypothesis for envlrons-ental 
quality and the future design of human society. 
Thus, the weaknesses of the current Growth i^ ole 
concept point to the fact that this hypothesis cannot be 
used as a basis for regional planning In the developing 
countries. As a solution, we will have to derive a hypothesis 
from the integration of Central Place theory, the Growth i'ole 
theory and the Spatial Diffusion theory and such derived 
hypothesis can yield a new concept which may be called the 
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concept of Growth Foci or Development Foci. I t w i l l become 
new channels for the propsigation of '^innovations'*. 
There are several important points in th i s context 
which are as follows: 
(1) The Growth Foci vary in s i ze and function to su i t 
the specif ic regional needs and sca le . 
(2) The Growth Foci form a hierarchy; the lowest- level 
f oc i serve the micro-regions» the next level serve the 
meso-regionSf and the h ighes t - l eve l serve the meso-re^ions. 
There can be as many leve l s in the hierarchy as economic 
rat ional i ty and s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l considerations demand. 
(3) The lowest- level growth foci provide for a l l the 
basic needs of the local community. 
(4) The lower-level growth foci w i l l generally have 
only processing and "footloose" industries , unless there are 
favourable locational or other factors for more complex 
manufacturing enterprises . Kost of these industries w i l l be 
agriculture-based. 
{3) The s ize of the lowest- level region for which the 
lowest l eve l growth focus i s selected should be suff ic ient 
to generate the necessary demand and supply for the services 
and a c t i v i t i e s . 
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(6) Th« intermediate-level growth foci w i l l have a l l 
the amenities that the loweat-level growth foci have, but 
at a larger sca le . They should poasesa "secondary 
aanufactaring". 
(7) The intermediate- l eve l growth foci w i l l be f u l l -
grown c i t i e s and the ir conversion into Growth Centres wi l l 
lead to the removal of those def ic ienc ies which stand In 
the way of the ir se l f - susta ing growth. 
(8) The h ighes t - l eve l growth foci w i l l serve macro-
regions. These foci wi l l possess s t i l l better and greater 
amenities than those possessed by the intermediate-level 
f o c i . They wi l l have "tertiary manufacturing". 
In the context of Indian conditions, we envisage 
a f i v e - t i e r hierarchy of Growth Foci such as: 
(a) Central Vil lages at the loca l l eve l . 
(b) i5ervice centres at the micro-regional l e v e l . 
(c) Growth Points at the sub-regional l e v e l . 
(d) Growth centres at the regional l e v e l . 
(e) Growth Poles at the national l e v e l . 
Thus, the concept of Growth Foci may remove the 
problems of the over-urbanisation and under-urbanization and 
provide the healthy ins t i tu t iona l infrastructure to the 
v i l l a g e s for the ir socio-economic development. 
s. 
CHAPTER V 
MEAaUREFiEMT OF RBGIORAL £C0«0KIC Dii.VKLOl'MJiHT 
(a ) Concept and Typee of Keaeurement 
The world i s f u l l of f a c t e and f i g u r e s . Kvery 
newspaper reader la da i ly a s s a i l e d with e t a t i s t i c a , 
comparative trends and other panopl ies of ouant i f ied 
information lay ing claim to s i g n i f i c a n c e and v a l i d i t y . 
According to Myrdal every study i s and must be ieterciined 
2 by v a l u a t i o n . iiere comes in mind the word "meusuresient". 
AS o r i g i n a l l y conceived by phys ica l B c i e n t i s t s , the 
concept of measui^ment was r e s t r i c t e d to the assignment of 
numerals t o propert i e s of o b j e c t s or e v e n t s , the behaviour 
o f which could be described meaningfully by the operat ions 
of the rea l number system inc luding the operat ion of 
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a d d i t i o n . The idea o f measurement was l a t e r extended by 
p h y s i c i s t s to s e l e c t i v e non-addi t ive phys ica l propert ies 
such CLS dens i ty , which can be ordered s e r i a l l y on the bas i s 
o f prec i se funct iona l r e l a t i o n s h i p s with measurable cardinal 
p r o p e r t i e s . In the behavioural s c i e n c e s , formal measurement 
1 . Lengyel, P, ( e d i t o r ) , Approaches t o the i>>cience of 
Socio-economic Development. UKKSCO. Par is . 
1971, p .14 . 
2 . Kyrdal, G,, Asian Drama. V o l . l , Penguin, 1967, p .32 . 
5 . Campbell, N . , "What i s Sc ience?" , London Dover 
P u b l i c a t i o n s , 1921, chapter 6 . 
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proc«dur«a have be«n applied to an even wider range of 
non-addltlve psychological and peychophyelcal a t tr ibutes . 
Recently, with increase in the sophist ication and 
f l e x i b i l i t y of s t a t i s t i c a l techniques for handling non-
additive data* the concept of measurement has f ina l ly been 
widened to encompass the f u l l range of non-additive and 
even non«ordarable typological data. Thus measurement in 
practice in the behavioural and soc ia l sciences i s now 
approaching the widest meaning of the theoret ical concept 
of measurement* as encompassing '*most of those acts of 
ident i f i ca t ion , del imitat ion, comparison, present in everyday 
thoi;ight and practice," 
Measurement i s the assignment of numbers of the 
properties of empirical objects or events in such a way that 
a one-to-one correspondence i s maintained between the 
relat ions among the properties measvired and the character-
i s t i c s of the numbers assigned. 
Measurement i s a f ru i t fu l f i e ld for study and 
research as the extent of development at the national and 
regional l eve l s can be judged more and more in t h i s term. 
1. Nagel, £• , "Measurement" In Arthur Danto and Sidney 
Morgenbesser ( e d s , ) . Philosophy of Science. 
New York, Meridian, I960, p .7 . 
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Regiona 1 economic development la a complex 
phenomena but can be identified and measured. The time is 
vhen it is essential for each country to assess the rate 
and degree of her development- process and obviously this 
process can be veil analysed in terms of "regions". 
The study of regional economic development requires, 
above all, an interdisciplinary approach; variables fron 
different disciplines which could atleast in principle 
affect the course of economic development must be permitted 
to enter the analysis. These variables measure the extent 
and degree of economic development. These variables or as 
ve call them "indicators" are not substitute for research 
but a tool of research. 
It is a matter of fact that before one tries to 
measure the regional economic development, one should have 
a good and full knowledge of the concept of "measurement" 
and only then he or she can be successful in the application 
of any method of measurement as well as in choosing the 
indices to measure the regional economic development. 
Keasurement of regional economic development 
consists of the following points: 
(1) Choice of indicators to measure the level of 
economic development. Here it is necessary to know- what 
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i s expr«8Bed by "level of development". The expreeeion 
"level of developffient" represents three related nations: 
f i r s t l y , the average l e v e l of l iv ing; secondly, per capita 
income and i t s rate of change; and thirdly, the pattern of 
production, services and economic ac t iv i ty generally. These 
elements in the l eve l of development could be auseeeed, 
both separately and Jointly for different regions, and for 
urban and rural areas. Corresponding to l e v e l of development 
one might explore areas of greater and smaller economic 
development. 
(2) As the measurement of the leve l of economic 
development w i l l bring about the l e s s developed and more 
developed areas, our planning emphasis would be needed in the 
less-developed areas and a higher degree share of investment 
would be allocated to these areas, i f our objective i s to 
reduce regional disparity in development. The experiences 
of more-developed areas can also be useful then for an 
improvement poss ib i l i ty of less-developed areas. 
I t i s generally accepted that theory i s essent ia l 
to the aggregation of component elements into indices 
representing multidimensional phenomena* In soc ia l science, 
as in physical sc ience, theory plays a key role in linkin^^ 
1. Singh, T. , Towards an Integrated 3ociety. Orient 
Longmans, Bombay, 1969, p.269> 
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the raw data of recorded observation with the more complex 
underlying concepts or characteidst ics which are usually 
the focus of interest of the invest igator . 
But the appropriate data i s often not available 
and also the core d i f f i c u l t i e s l i e rather in the conceptual-
issation and def in i t ion of phenomena for which there are no 
theor ies as pivcise and acceptable as those on which other 
qual i tat ive economic measures are based. Furthermore, efforts 
at def init ion are constrained by the frequent necessity to 
uss indirect rather than direct evidence. This i s because 
major improvements in data require better concepts, and 
conceptualization to be use- ful , requires knowledge of the 
re lat ionship involved in the phenomena being conceptualized. 
Types of Measurementt 
Three kinds of measurement may be distinguished: 
(a) Fundamental or Direct Measurement: i s based 
exclusively on principles re lat ing to different amounts of 
a s ingle property to each other without involving other 
properties . In establ ishing a scale for length, for e . g . , 
the relationships between different lengths can be shown 
1. Adelman, I . and Morris, C.T., "Analysis of Variance 
Techniques for the Study of Kconomic development", 
The Joumsl of Develoanent s tud ie s . Vol.8, Ko.l , 
October 1977, p.100. 
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to approximate the model of a cardinal scale by the actual 
super-ifflposition and combination of objects of various 
lengths . I t i s limited primarily to weight and length 
element. 
(b) Derived Measurement: i s based upon precise functional 
relationshipsI between the property measured and other, 
fundamentally measured properties . This measurement i s 
rare in practice because economic theories seldom provide 
exact functional relationship between fundamentally measured 
magnitudes and concepts or properties not capable of 
measurement on fundamental s ca l e s . 
(c) Keasurement by Fiat or Definition: i s a form of 
indirect measurement by means of operations prescriptions 
based neither on fundamental procedures nor upon precise 
functional relationship with fundamental magnitudes. I t 
includes measurement by indices and typologies and i s 
widespread for the measurement of multi»dimensional theore-
t i c a l concepts for which neither fundamental nor deriviate 
procedures aure presently f eas ib l e . 
four kinds of measurement scales may be distinguished: 
(1) Nominal scales 
(2) Simple ordinal scales 
(3) Ordered metric scales 
(4) Cordinal scales 
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These scales can without arbitrariness, be subjected 
to a wide variety of statistical manifpulations including 
the calculation of standard deviations, product-moment-
coznrelations and so forth. 
(b) Choice of Indicators and Problem of Keaeureaent 
The term "indicator" has been very much in use 
practically as well as in statistical and economic literature, 
but it has not apparently been defined in a precise manner. 
The standard dictionaries do not usually go beyond describing 
an indicator as one that indicates, shows or points out. 
An indicator represents the development analysis, 
general diagnosis of developmental conditions and needs ajid 
general evaluation of progress. A development indicator 
represents some aspect of development, such as industria-
lization, equality, health or many others. Thus an indicator 
is an attempt to quantify some conception or definition of 
development, 
A general index of regional economic development 
aims to compare different areas as to their degree of 
development, and to examine whether there is a regional 
1. Adelman, I. and Korris, C.T. , "The Keasurement of 
Institutional Characteristics of Nations", 
Journal of Development Studies. Vol.8, No,3, 
April 1972, p.t12. 
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grouping of areas with respect to the degree and nature of 
deyelopment. This index can be used in planning to reduce 
the disparity of regional development. 
An indicator is also called 'indice', 'base', 
' criteria'f 'index', 'measure', 'determinant' or 'weightage*. 
All these terms are used to determine the levels of 
development in different areas and reflect the development 
phenomenon. They are chosen after a great and true 
information of -^ r^ious types. 
Oxford and Webster Dictionary telle us, "An 
indicator is something that points out something else". When 
an economic and social variable is used as an indicator, 
it is not an indicator of itself, and it is also not an 
"operational definition" of that to which it points. The 
temperature accurately given by use of a clinical thermometer 
is not an indicator of body temperature but it is an 
indicator of sickness. Similarly death rates do not indicate 
relative numbers of deaths but may indicate public health 
levels. 
In economic forecasting, ord^ prs in durable goods 
and plant and equipment contracts serve as indicators for 
detecting broad movement of the economy but they are not 
indicators of what they directly measure. In other words. 
20. 
• conoBiic and soc ia l IndicatorB are not einiply s t a t i a t i c s , 
and Btat lat lca are not 'Ipsofacto indicatora'- unleaa aooie 
theory or aaaumptlon makea them ao by relating the Indicator 
variable to a phenomenon that la what It direct ly and ful ly 
measure. 
A development Indicator commonly means that I t 
represents some factor that la part of the process of 
development. This In turn Implies a def init ion or theory 
as to vhat constitutes development. Since development 
tends to be an Interdependent processt a good Indicator in 
fact re f l ec t s t In varying degree» many more things than I t 
d irect ly measures. For example, agricultural productivity 
(per adult male agricultural worker) Is conditioned by and 
r e f l e c t s a country's l eve l of technology, l eve l of education, 
communications, e t c . , and In turn I t s e l f conditions a number 
of factors . Life expectation re f l ec t s not only the leve l of 
medical services but a l so , among other thlnga, l i t eracy , 
housing conditions, d i e t , Income, and occupational structure. 
2 The Economic Commission, for Asia and the far East, 
has sought to widen the concept of Indicators as "summary 
McGranahan, P. , '^Development Indicators and Development 
Models", The Journal of Development Studies. Vol .8 , 
No.5, April 1972, p.92. 
A Paper on Economic and i3oclal Indicators presented by 
the United Nations S t a t i s t i c a l Office to the Joint 
Meeting of Planners and S ta t i s t i c ians Organized by the 
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far Bast, United 
Nations Documents E/CN.5/179 and E/CN, 5/299 of Karch 
1954. 
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series If data In respect of stooke and flovs vhich are 
designed to measure the aspects of the economic and social 
conditions that are Important for analyses and policy 
decisions. Many of the Indicators are simple series that 
are expressed In absolute terms of percents, average or 
rates. Others are more synthetic or complex measures of 
an analytical character". 
The meeting also observed that the term indicator 
was commonly used in statistical circles with reference to 
derived figures such as average ratios, proportions» index 
numbers and other synthetic functions. The use of primary 
statistical series and their distributions by one or more 
characteristics as proposed in the list of economic and 
social Indicators would inevitably eliminate the line of 
distinction bstween Indicators and basic statistics. 
Koreover economic and social indicators must be of current 
significance, should Indicate current trends and be usable 
for current analyses assessment of progress and deteroalnatlon 
of policies. 
The meeting further suggested that If a list of 
economic and social indicators were to be evolved for current 
use, it should better be a comparatively brief and precisely 
1 . Joint meeting of Planners and it>tati8tlclans Organized 
by the Economic Commission for Asia and Far li^ ast. 
United Katlons Documents E/CN,3/174 and E/CN.5/299 
of March 1954. 
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definod 8«ri«8 of key Indicators of current elgnlfloanoe 
designed to measure the effects of policies, plans and 
programmes of economic and social progress. 
The recent history of the development of economic 
and social indicators at the international level has thus 
been one of shifting positions of vaxylng definitions. No 
firm guidelines have yet emerged in regard to the concept, 
scope and nature of indicators to be developed to meet the 
needs of planning, policy formulation and evaluation of 
progress. 
Opinions differ as to the boundaries of indicators. 
2 
Drevnowskl argues in his paper that indicators should be 
limited to observable and measurable phenomena. 
Irma Adelman and Cynthia Taft Morris^ on the other 
hand make a case for a more flexible approach to the 
measurement of institutional phenomena, which would rely upon 
expert Judgement on qualitative ranking on reasonably explicit 
criteria of complex phenomena, such as the degree of 
political participation. 
1 . A report on International Definition and Measurement 
of Standards and Levels of Living, United Nations 
Committee, United Kations Documents K/CN 3/270 Rev.l and 
E/CN. 5/353 of 1961. 
2. Drewnovski, J., "Social Indicators and i«elfare Measurement 
Remarks on Kethodology", The Journal of Develo pment 
Studies. Vol.8, No.3, April 1972, p.77. 
3* Adelman Irma, and Morris, C.T., "i^ leasureaent of 
Institutional Characteristics of Kation", The Journal of 
Development atudiee. Vol.8, No.3t April 1972, p.91. 
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Nancy Baeter in her paper dlBtinguiahed three 
different but orerlapping approaches to the definition of 
indicators: 
(1) The definition of indicators in the context of 
theoretical models of develoimentt socio* political as veil 
as economic. 
(2) The use of indicators in the empirical study of 
interrelations between economic and non-economic factors* 
(3) The development of indicators for policy and 
planning* 
Indicators may be disaggregated, composite or 
representative. In the first case, a complex phenomenon is 
broken dovn into a number of elements and indicators are 
selected to represent these different elements. These 
elements should ideally be homogenous, mutually exhaustive 
and exclusive. In the second case, a single indicator is 
constructed by combining a number of indices, involving some 
systwD of weighting. In the third case, a representative 
indicator is selected as the best measure of a particular 
phenomena on the basis of some criteria such as closeness of 
co-relation with other indicators of the same phenomenon. 
1. Baster, h,, "Develofxcent indicators: An Introduction", 
The 
Apri 
Journal of Development studies. Vol.8, Ko.3» 
ril 1972, pp.1-20. 
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In all the three cases the validation of the indicator 
depends on its reliability, sensitivity and accuracy and 
on the consistency of its relation to other development 
Indicators. In the final analysis the Justification for 
particular indicators and for particular selection processes 
irill depend on the purpose for which they are to be used. 
The United Nations Committee of experts in its 
report on International Definition and Keasurement of 
Standards and Levels of -^iving discussed the types of 
Indicators, of which soine are: 
(1) macro indicators; (2) micro indicators; (3) more direct 
indicators of actual conditions; (4) less direct indicators 
of services of facilities; (5) personal reference indication; 
(6) collective reference indicators, most measure what 
exists while a few express tendencies. The indicators are 
without exception in the form of averages, proportions, 
ratios, rates indices or certain more synthetic functions of 
basic data. 
An economy may be growing fast reckoned in terms of 
2 
Important social and economic indicators. Kconocaists have. 
A report on Internal Definition and Measurement of 
iitandards and Levels of Living -> United Nations Committee 
United Rations Documents E/CN73/270/ Rev.I and S/CN, 
5/353 of 1961. 
Ommen, K.A. , '*The Measurement of Develoi;»}ent'', 
Bastern Economist. Vol.60, No.18, May 4, 1973, p.899. 
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of course, developed a number of clearly specified models 
of economic develoinient involving such variables as income 
and expenditure, consumption and savings, investment and 
output, production and trade* There is considerable 
agreement about a central core of indicators of economic 
development. 
Regional economic development can be measured by 
the rate and level of the output of an economy. This level 
of the output of an economy at any period of time is a 
function of its working force (size and productivity of 
working force). Mhere the siee and productivity of working; 
force are lower, that region is less developed and where 
these are higher, that region is more developed. But 
difficulty arises here to determine the size and productivity 
of working force. The problem can be solved if we take the 
following factors as the basis tor determining the size 
and productivity of working force: 
(1) The (prior) birth rate (2) The (prior and current) 
death rate (3) The role of women and children in the 
working force (4) The skill of the working force (5) The 
degree of effort put forward by the working force. 
1. Rostow, W.W., The Process of Economic Growth. 
Oxford Clardendon Press, Oxford, I960, p.13. 
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But long-texTQ economic trends cannot be detenr.ined 
alone by purely economic factors and the rate of output of 
an economy Is not a purely economic phenomena. The soc io -
cultural environment Is as Important In Influencing economic 
l i f e * Therefore, the Inst i tut ional and cultural forces 
af fect economic development. Hence economic development can 
a lso be measured by the cultural and soc ia l Indicators. 
L'conomlc development refers to the Increase In 
national Income, while economic welfare means that everyone 
In the countxy Is enjoying more things and services than 
2 before. If we want to meeuBure the degree of economic 
welfare with economic development In different parts of the 
country, we w i l l have to choose the following indicators: 
(a) Increase In the productivity of the industrial 
sec tor by labour- intensive techniques. 
(b) Generation of output and employment by cottage and 
small-scale industries in v i l l a g e s . 
(c) Better distribution of the neces s i t i e s in v i l l a g e s , 
towns and c i t i e s . 
1 . Pepelasls , A., Mears, L. and Adelman, I . , Economic 
Pevelopment. Universal Book S t a l l , I/elhi, 
^967, p.17. 
2. Kumar, N. , '^ Economic Development and Welfare", 
The Indian Kxprees, December 5» 1978, 
c o l . 1 , p .9 . 
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Dudley iJeers has defined three c losely related 
themes - poverty, employment and dis tr ibut ion of income -
as major cr i t er ia of develois&ent atnd discueeea the development 
of operational measures and indicators in re lat ion to each 
of these dimensions. 
Charles E l l i o t t goes further into theoret ical 
discussion of distribution of income in re lat ion to economic 
development and makes a strong case for measures reflecting 
d i f f erent ia l s in Income and ava i lab i l i ty of soc ia l services 
between relevant socio-economic groups. 
Regions on the basis of technological development 
can be ident i f ied by such indicators as rate of output per 
man-hour of labour* use of mechanical povert use of irrigation 
and f e r t i l i z e r s , better organization of enterprise and 
administrative efficiency» better Information about available 
technologies and number of s c i e n t i s t s and engineers e t c . 
2 Professor Harvey .ueibenstein used economic, 
demographic , health, technological and cultural - p o l i t i c a l 
indicators to assess the underdeveloped areas. 
The most commonly used indicator to assess the 
regional economic develof«ient i s the per capita income. But 
1. Seers, I)., ••What Ai-e We Trying To Measure", The Journal 
o f Development Studies. Vol .8 , Ko.3» 
April 197^ pp.^1-:^g. 
2 . Harvey, L, , Economic Backwardness and Economic 
Growth. Viley. New York. ^957. P.38. 
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income figures taken as Indices of development may prove 
deceptive and f u l l of p i t f a l l s . 
An area or region i s usually considered less 
developed* i f per capita volume of production (including 
serv ices ) i s l e s s than the national average. Income i s 
usually taken as an aggregate measure of a l l kinds of 
production including serv ices . But the income i s a l so not 
a very suitable measure of aggregate volvune of production 
and services in the physical sense* as i t contains the 
e f fec t of a price mechanism. There i s a lso a problem of 
estimating the Income for a small area. 
JCrishnemurthy hsuB attempted a study in India to 
estimate the Impact of economic development, as reflected 
in per capita real income and other related variables * on 
2 birth and death rates in India for the period 1922-60. 
In 1961, the census of India has attempted to 
c l a s s i f y the Di s tr i c t s of India into four categories of 
economic development. The census has taken 33 variables 
indicating the l eve l of development in the Di s tr i c t s * In 
which some variables have especial ly been taken to determine 
1. Paly M.N.v "Quantitative Techniques for Regional 
Planning", Indian Journal of liegjonal Science. 
V o l . I I I , No. i , ^971, p . 1 . 
2. Krishnamurthy, K., "Bconomlc Development and Population 
Growth in Low Income Countries! An Empirical 
Study for India", Bconomlc Development and 
Cultural Change. Vol .16, No.1, October 1967, p.70. 
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th» socio-econoaio deyelopoent of the Dis tr i c t s . 
In 1962, the Planning Commission in i t ia ted an 
exercise to ident i fy the backward tracts of the country. 
For t h i s purpose 12 indicators were selected and the last 
6 indicatoztt were again c l a s s i f i e d into many sub^indicators. 
An attempt to construct a general index of economic 
(Fig.8) 2 
deyelopment/has been made by K.K. i*al of Indian i i t a t i s t i ca l 
Ins t i tu te by applying the s t a t i e t i o a l method as described 
by S.P. Chatterjee. With reference to i^outh India as a 
case study* he has used the seven i n i t i a l Indices of 
concentration of non«agrlcultural a c t i v i t i e s and a composite 
index of non-agricultural development (F ig .9 ) . These seven 
i n i t i a l Indices of concentration of non-agricultural 
a c t i v i t i e s are as follows: 
(1) Index of concentiration of t o ta l industrial labour. 
(2) Index of concentration of factory workers. 
(3) Index of concentration of male roigranta. 
(4) Index of urbanism. 
(5) Index of concentration of labour employed in 
transport s erv ices . 
1 . Burman, B.K.R., "Towards an Integrated Begional Frame**, 
Economic and iijocio-cultural Dimensions of Keglonal-
1 cat ion. Census of India. ^Jonograph Ko.7, 
Hew Delhi, p.57, 
2 . x^al, M.li,, "A Method of Regional Analysis of Economic 
Development with Special Reference of oouth India**, 
Regional Planning:. (edited by Msra K.Jf.), Prasaranga 
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(6) Index of concentration of labour employed in 
comereial services. 
(7) Index of concentration of population employed 
in services. 
C.R. Pathak, A Azis and R.N. Chattopadhyay have 
considered the following three broad categories of indices 
in the identification of planning areas in Bihar, Orissa 
and West Bengal with respect to their levels of development: 
1 , Physical Indices are derived from 
(a) Nature of the terrain 
(b) Geological features 
(c) ^oil condition 
(d) Cliioatic phenomena* and 
(e) Drainage pattern and density 
2. Economic Indices are derived from the developmental 
conditions of 
(a) Agriculture 
(b) Natural Resources 
(c) Industry 
(d) Tertiary Act iv i t i e s 
1 . Pathak, C.R.» Aisix, A. and Chattopadhyay, R.K., 
"Identif ication of Planning Areas in the Three-
State Region - Bihar, Orissa and kestem Bengal, 
With Respect to Their Levels of Development and 
Planning Problems, Indian Journal of Regional 
Science. Vol .11, Ko.1, 1970, p.64. 
2 1 . 
3 . Soolo-cultural Indlctts ar« obtained from the 
preTailing conditions of 
(a) Urbanization 
(b) Literacy 
(c) Dependency 
(d) Migration 
It must be noted that the physical indices have 
direct bearing on prospects of agriculture and development 
of transport linkages etc. LJocio-cultural indices play a 
vezy important part because they not only manifest the 
effects of economic development but also indicate the stage 
of development attained by a certain region. 
Employment can also be a reasonable indice to 
measure the regional economic develofment. But full 
employment in the context of regional economic development 
means an increase not only in its volume but also in its 
productivity. Regional economic development not only 
involves an increase in the number of jobs offered and 
accepted upto the maximum consistent with existing employment 
opportunities* but also a continuous increase in the number 
of such Jobs by appropriate increase in employment 
opportunities* and a continued increase in productivity 
through an increase in the volume and auality of output 
per unit of labour. 
1. Rao, V.K.R.V., Besays in Economic Development. Asia 
Publishing HoTUte, Bombay, 1964, p.6$. 
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Ann £. Larlmore euggeets some e t a t l s t l c a l 
Indloatore to trace the economic development of an area 
and to asseBB the comparative development of national areae 
which are showing occupational Bpeclallzatlon, r i s ing 
industr ia l production, decreasing i l l i t eracy ana a lowering 
death rate. However, for many areas long-term s t a t i s t i c a l 
data are unrel iable , scanty, or often simply non-existent. 
2 
Dr. B. iJatyanarayan, who i s associated with the 
Department of Economics, Osmania University of ;iyderabad, 
has taken the following indicators to measure the development 
of Telengana region: 
(1) Area under fores t s t o tota l area 
(2) Gross Area Irrigated to to ta l area sown 
(3) Share of factory establishments in total regional 
Income. 
(4) }^9r capita Income 
In order to identify different areas according 
to their l eve l s of development one has to consider the 
smallest conceivable spat ial uni t s and group them according 
1. Larlmore, A.B., "A Keasure of Economic Change: 
>S equent Development of Occupance in isusoga Dis tr i c t , 
Uganda**, Ksaavs on Geography and Economic Development 
(edited by Ginsburg, N . ) , I l l i n o i s , t960, p.111. 
2 . ^atyanarayana, B. , "Telengana DevelOtiment - i'roblems 
and PoBaibi l i t les", Indian Journal of Kegional 
ac lence . Vol.V, No.2, 1973. p.109. 
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to their indices of development of various 8Qcio-econ<»tic 
aspects* The d i s t r i c t i s considered as the baeic unit 
for the preparation of indices for the purpose of grouping 
them into sub-regions of certain l eve l s of development. 
iiubhash K. Basu has taken 'per-capita bank 
deposits ' as an indicator to measure the l eve l of development 
in the d i s t r i c t s vi thin each 3tate , giving rank I to a 
d i s t r i c t having highest per capita bcmk deposlte and the 
lowest rank to a d i s t r i c t having lowest per capita bank 
deposi ts . 
^any other attempts have also been made in our 
country to measure the l eve l of regional economic developn:ent 
by applying various indicators but the proper choice of 
indicator const i tutes the crux of the methodology, A nucber 
of problems arise while choosing these indicators , which 
are as follows: 
(1) The indicators vary from place to place, c i ty to 
c i t y and fr<»i region to region. An indicator used in a 
region cannot be applicable to another region due to 
differences in their personal i t i e s , nature and level of the ir 
1 • Basu, 3»K,, ''Regional Concentration of Commercial 
Deposits and Offices in India", Indian Journal 
of Regional c^cience. Vol.IV, No.1, 1972, pp.76-39. 
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economic development. Hartshrone writes - "In view of 
differences among cultures and the variations in consuniption 
characteristics associated with them» it might appear 
impossible to find any common measure of levels of econooiic 
development". There are numerous handicaps of the least 
developed regions which vitiate their ability to take the 
full advantage of the general measures designed to promote 
the interests of all developing regions. 
(2) One cannot find true and exact informations about 
the criteria to measure the level of development. The value 
of indicators is often limited by the inaccuracy of the 
data on which they are baaed because many records are 
gathered by local and ^tate officials in a questionable 
manner. 
(3) In India data base is also poor for the application 
of advanced econometric and other methods in their complex 
forms. In Western countries detailed records are kept for 
many facts but in India information on land settlement, 
fragmentation, health and nutrition cannot approach even 
the level of accuracy in many '^tates and yet there is no 
1. Hartshrone, R., "Geography and Econcwic Growth", 
Essays on Geography and Economic Development. 
(edited by Ginsburg, N.), University of 
Chicago, Illinois, i960, p.3* 
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attempt to record Information on per capita income, 
consumption, marketing and many other important items. 
(4) If ve compare the per>acre yielde obtained from 
government records with the crop yields measured in the 
field at harvest, they prove to be underesticiates in poor 
areas and overestimates in productive lands. 
(3) In India telephone service cannot be taken as a 
measuring index because here villages have not this service 
(6) statistically based indexes are not always complete 
or detailed enough to permit developmental planning without 
further investigation. They also vary widely in ultimate 
value and sometiiEes such indexes are inadequate to reveal 
meaningful problems. 
(7) As any index may be limited in utility from place 
to place within the area underconsideration or from year to 
year* the use of single index for defining the development 
levels is insufficient and therefore, it is necessary to 
use multiple indexes to give a balanced view. The greater 
detail available through the use of multiple indexes gives 
1. Gosling. P., "The Location of '^Problem" Areas in 
Rural Kalaya", Essays on Geography and xiconomic 
Development. Illinois, I960, p.129. 
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a mor« accurate claaslfIcatlon of levals of development 
in those areas where the economy is extremely complex and 
raried. 
(8) Indexes involving the use of income statistics 
are particularly valuable in the classification of levels of 
living, but are among the most difficult to obtain in the 
subsistsnce economy. 
(9) To an economist, literacy is an outcome of expenditur< 
on literacy programmes, it may also be considered as a factor 
contributing to productivity. To the political scientist 
literacy is an aspect of social mobilisation or agent of 
social change. It is very difficult to see how these 
diffex>ent approaches can be homogenized into an integrated 
theory of develofmient which will make it possible to define 
an agreed set of components and indicators. 
(10) There is an absence of standardised methods for 
the measiirement of regional economic development in our 
country and a student has difficulty here as his seniors 
currently have little to offer him the specific methods for 
measurement. 
(11) The choice of indicators in India is derived from 
mere opinion and is not rooted in aqy defined analytical 
frame. 
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(12) The dlBtinetlon between the indicators relating 
to input and output of the ayatem ia Bonetinea ignored and 
both are merged together in the proceaa of the coBpoaition 
of the index. 
(13) Pactora unrelated to the proceaa of developnent 
are included aa indicatora of developnent. Theae are 
aonetiaea included because the analyata pre^diapoaition 
ia to work in teraa of analoguea of the veatem deyelop&ent 
models. 
(14) It ia uaual to take the rate of growth of net 
national production or national income aa a meaaure of 
economic growth. But economic growth ia accompanied by 
atructural changea. Different aectore of the economy do not 
grow at the aame rate, beeauae of their different nature 
and variablea. Again, within any particular aector aay, the 
M aector, different induatriea grow at divergent ratea. 
Thus if we want to measure growth over a long period we 
can be quite aure that the national product will have 
undergone important changea of compoaition over the intervening 
period. 
There are other cwnplicationa too. Kot only do 
commoditiea and their pricea change at different ratio, and 
different aectora of economy grow at different rate, but 
9' 
ent i re ly nev coDBodltles and problems come into existence. 
This also i s inevitable and the problems of their measurement 
again a r i s e s . 
Thiis the p i t f a l l s should be avoided vhile choosing 
the indicators of regional development. In the process of 
development, the bipolar relat ionship should be art iculated. 
A d i s t inc t ion should be made between the basic forces and 
derivative resul ts t azid should base i t s e l f the intr ins ic 
re lat ionship between spat ia l and sectoral processes in a 
h o l i s t i c frame. 
In India the data i s not regular upto date and 
r e l i a b l e , though several attempts have been made in this 
direct ion. 
The Rational Sample Purvey which in i t ia ted over two 
decades ago and conceived of as a multi-purpose survey 
system, has provided a wealth of information of varioue 
aspects . Different ministr ies also co l l ec t and provide the 
poss ib le data about their departments such as Health, i^abour, 
Education, Agriculture, Industry e t c . 
While much of the basic information required for 
the comji^ilation of indicators for regional and development 
planning may thus be avai lable , no co->ordinated attempt has 
yet been made in India to c o l l e c t , compile and analyse the 
2^ ' 
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basle data and to prapara and publlah tha indioatora on 
a ragular basia. A0 a f l rat atep towarda tha developnant of 
aueh Indioatora, I t la naceeaary for tha a t a t i e t l o a l axA 
planning a^anoiaa to conaidar jo int ly tha Indioatora 
raqulrad for tha davelopnant and regional planning and 
aaaaasmant of prograas* 
Tha Cantral S t a t l a t l c a l Organisation vhlch foras an 
Integzal part of tha Mlnlatry of Planning and Is closaly 
aasociatad with tha a c t l v l t l a s of the Planning CowDlaelon, 
Is In the Boet convenient poaltlon to undertalce the 
preparation and publication of the Indicators. The data 
available from the varloua aoureea need to be c losely examined 
from the view point of preparation of the requieite indlcatore 
and arz>angementB have to be made for the compilation of 
the data in the requiaite manner. In caae the requisite 
baaie data are not avai lable , arrangements have to be made 
for the co l lec t ion of data throiigh the most appropriate 
agenciea. 
iiome of the indicators can be compiled only at 
decennial in terva l s , while some, such as those baaed on 
sample surveys, possibly at quinquennial intervals and yet 
others as those based on current s t a t i s t i c s at ancual 
Intervals . The co l l ec t ion and compilation of baalc data 
required for the preparation of annual Indioatora need to be 
speeded up and the data made available with the minimum 
time la^. Data not available through the current sourceSf 
80 v e i l as data which cannot be col lected through the census 
can only be col lected through eample surveyB. 
I t i s important that the indicators compiled are 
put to proper use. No s t a t i s t i c a l project can survive for 
long i f the data produced are not put to use. 
(d) Sectoral Composition and Level of Economic Development 
Regional economic development i s an offspring of 
a composite fiuiction of primary» secondary emd tert iary 
sec tors . I t can be measured by the l eve l s of different 
economic a c t i v i t i e s and urbanization. I t i s always better 
a l ternat ive ly to depend on several physical variables 
re f l ec t ing leve ls of a c t i v i t i e s and urbanization and examine 
them separately and compositely to identify the l e s s -
developed and more-developed areas and their nature of 
development. 
( i ) The Primary i^ectors 
In the dawn of human l i f e man was primary producer. 
He wandered about in soc ia l groups and had to pass through 
alternating periods of abundance and scarc i ty , according 
d .c -1 
to th« chanf^ lng eeasons and weather. Collecting berries, 
eeeda, and other wild vegetable goods or hunting the feral 
creatures of grasslands» forests and streams, our aboriginal 
ancestors subsisted in day-to-day reliance upon whatever 
nature might chance to provide. Although experience and 
time taught men to manipulate the physical environment and 
thus gain a more ample and assured supply of necessities, 
only in the most recent times have substantial numbers of 
workers been released for economic pursuits not directly 
connected with nature. Even so, well over half of the 
world's labour force is today employed in primary occupations-
agriculture, grazing, forestry, fishing, hunting and mining. 
Nor has man been freed to any appreciable extent from his 
ultimate dependence upon the physical environment, despite 
his growing ingenuity in synthesieing his needs; the products 
of his skill are still fashioned from raw materials 
originating in nature. In this sense, then, the primary 
2 
sector is as it was to the earliest hominids. 
Agriculture is the most basic and important division 
of the primary sector. It is man's most fundamental economic 
activity. Although very few persons in the more developed 
1. Pandandikar, S.G,, The Sconpmic Development of Great 
Powers and India. Kitab fiahaj Publication. 
Allahabad, 1939* p.1. 
2. Thoman, R.S., Conkling, £.C. and Yeats, F>.H., The 
Geography of iiconomic Activity. KcGraw Hill Book 
Company Inc., 1962, p.273. 
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countries are directly concerned with agriculture In their 
ereryday life, It l0 still the most Important actlrlty In 
the under-developed and developing countries. 
Agriculture In less developed areas is diverse 
and presents a corresponding diversity of development 
problens. Areas differ with respect to endowment of natural 
resources end density of population. 
Levels of agricultural development can best be 
reflected in indices like agricultural efficiency and 
concentration of agricultural activity. Agricultural 
efficiency which provides the best picture of the degree of 
agricultural prosperity in the Interplay of a number of 
factors like environment (climate and soils)* socio-economic 
(else of holdings, ownership and capital), technological 
(irrigation facilities, cropping pattern, crop rotation) 
etc. It is reflected in the total production from a 
particular unit and in per acre yields. 
It is realised that agricultural development should 
be assessed not only be the trends in the agricultural 
production and productivity which reflects the essence of 
1. Sengupta, P. and Sdasyuk, 6., "Economic Kegionallzation 
of Indiaj Problems and Approach", Census of Ij^ diSi 
Monograph Series, Vol.1, No.6, p. 110. 
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various agricultural development measures but also on the 
basis of various physical inputs, like labour (human and 
animal), irrigation, fertilizers, improved seeds, extent 
of cultivated area, etc. Assessment of the level of 
development of each of these physical Inputs can reflect 
broadly the potential of agricultural development which 
may or may not be reflected in the average productivity 
levels. The dlscrepany in the agricultural sector between 
the potential production and actual production is often 
due to the weather conditions. Besides, the impact of the 
various agricultural programmes comes up against a formidable 
difficulty in the existence of million of farmers with 
diverse sizes of holdings. Any quantitative assessment with 
regard to the motivation and reactions of the various 
classes of workers to various programmes is still very 
hazardous. It is in this context that it is felt that 
perhaps the approach of selected Indicators if preferable 
in the field of agricultural development. It should, 
however, be emphasised that selected indicators should be 
sensitive enough so as to explain quite a sizable proportion 
of the total variation in agricultural and general 
developments 
1. Sharma, P.S., "Agricultural Regionallzation of India", 
iiiconomic and 3ocio-cultural Dimension)^ of 
B-BglonBlizatloD, Census of India, Monograph 
No.7, Kew Delhi, p.253. 
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The indicators selected here for assessing the 
potential l eve l of agricultural developnent are as follows: 
1. Productivity of agricultural land. 
2. Productivity of agricultural labour. 
3 . The capacity of s o i l to produce crops 
(So i l Index rating): 
( i ) Character of s o i l prof i l e , 
( i i ) Topography, texture and structure, 
( i i i ) Degree of clioiateic s u i t a b i l i t y . 
4 . Intensity of the use of f e r t i l i z e r 
3 . Extent of Mechanization 
6. Average annual ra infa l l 
7. Intensi ty of i rr igat ion 
8. Maximum land under agriculture. 
9. iiize of holding. 
10. Intensity of cropping « (Gr9B» Aye^ i>9wn) ^ ,QQ 
[Ret Area bown 3 
11. Gross area sown per capita . Corpsiy Area apw^^^pr^ff}] 
CTotal iuiral Population] 
12. Volume of agricultural labourers 
13. Volume of cu l t ivators . 
C i: Ki 
Various geographers hare made attempte to assess 
the level of agricultural development ia India. Professor 
Koonis Rasa has classified regions in terms of agricultural 
productivity per hectare (Fig.10) and agricultural productivitj 
per worker (Fig.11). B.K. Roy has also attempted to measure 
the farming levels using nine farming level indicators 
(Fig.12). 
( ii) The Secondary 3ector: 
In virtually every society from the most primitive 
to the most advanced there are persons who are concerned 
with converting raw materials derived from nature into other 
forms useful to man. With its complex methods* modern 
secondary production not only yields a different type of 
output but it also employs a far larger proportion of the 
population* uses its workers in a more specialized fashion, 
and provides them with ingenious machines powered by inanimate 
energy. The result is a volvuoinous output and a correspond-
ingly great contribution to the prosperity of those countries 
fortunate enough to possess highly developed secondary 
sectors. Secondary sector may be considered as a very good 
variable to know a country's process of development. 
Countries with developed secondary sector are considered 
developed and the countries where primitive activities are 
predominant considered as backward or lese developed. 
'2 J 
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The econonlo a c t i v i t i e s of th i s sector are 
memufacturingf construction* and the u t i l i t i e s . The 
u t i l i t i e s comprise those industries supplying e l e c t r i c i t y , 
gas , and vater . 
Manufacturing i s the most important and advanced 
a c t i v i t y . Manufacturing refers both to enterprises in which 
raw or semifinished materials are converted into finished 
or nearly finished products and to tasks in which labour i s 
applied to the construction or repair of things. The 
pos i t ion of any region today depends on a large degree on 
the extent to which i t s population engage in modem 
manufacturing. I t i s seen that the proportion of workers in 
manufacturing sharply r i ses from l e s s developed to more 
developed regions. 
Important indicators used for measuring the l eve l 
of development of secondary sector are as follows: 
(1) Share of income, manufacturing and small enterprises. 
(2) Concentration of labour engaged in secondary 
a c t i v i t i e s in number per square mile. 
(3) Per cent share of labour force in secondary a c t i v i t i e s . 
(4) Concentration of large factories in number per 
thousand square mile. 
1. Royen, W.V. and Bengtson, N.A. , Fundamentals of 
Economic Geography. New Delhi, 1967, p .7 . 
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(3) Concentration of factory workers In number per 
Square mile. 
(6) Factory workers in per cent of total labour 
engaged in secondary activities. 
(7) Concentration of all factories in number per 
thousand Square miles. 
(8) Power consumed by factories. 
(9) Industrial output. 
Kany geographers have tried to measure the l eve l 
of industrial development in the country by using various 
indicators . Koonis Haea has also c la s s i f i ed regions in terms 
of Industrial development ( F i g . t 3 ) . 
( i i i ) The Tertiary Sector: 
Simultaneously with urban-industrial development 
tert iary a c t i v i t i e s also develop in a region. The people 
engaged in tert iary a c t i v i t i e s are responsible for the 
functional of a l l a c t i v i t i e s that do not f a l l under primary 
or secondary sec tors . These e c t i v i t i e s are unique in 
character as they involve both production and exchange. In 
the production sense they involve the provision of services 
1 . Boesch, H,, A Geography of World Economy. E.Van Mostracd 
Company Ino.» New York, 1964* p.212. 
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that are consumed in the sane way that food i s manufactured 
and consumed. In the exchange sense they Involve the whole 
range of f a c i l i t i e s that are used to overcome the fr ic t ion 
of distance. 
Two different aspects of tert iary act iv l t ieB 
are considered; 
(1) First stspect concerns the descriptions and analysis 
of these a c t i v i t i e s in geographic space, which arise in 
response to a demand for services by people. 
(2) The second aspect concerns the transport and 
communication media that have he en developed by man. 
Thus the tert iary occupations can be c las s i f i ed 
into following types: 
( i ) Distributive Occupations: The f i r s t type of 
tert iary a c t i v i t y i s concerned with the d is tr ibut ive trades 
and involves a l l persons in wholesale and r e t a i l a c t i v i t i e s . 
( i i ) The Financial Type: Second type of tert iary 
a c t i v i t y involves persons concerned with finance, insurance 
and real e s ta te . 
( i i i ) Government Ac t iv i t i e s : A third type of tertiaiT^ 
a c t i v i t y involves persons in the c i v i l service or government 
a c t i v i t i e s . 
<Ct>o 
(iv) PTSonal Sei'vicee: The fourth type of tertiary 
activity includes all these activities that can be described 
as personal services. 
Tertiary activities are very much dependent upon 
the primary and secondary occupations. This is because the 
demand for the output of tertiaxy activity exists only in 
areas where primary and secondary activity is highly 
productive and employment is extremely specialized. The 
greater the degree of specialisation the more an individual 
has to depend on other producers in the economy. The greater 
the productivity of a nation* the more wealth there is to 
spend on the output of other producers in the economy. Thus 
the proportion of the labour force employed in tertiary 
activities should be related to the average income of a 
country* Thus the more an economy of a country is developed, 
the concentration of its tertiary activities will be greater. 
The less developed economics will have less tertiary 
activities. 
The important indicators used for the measurement 
of the tertiary activities are as follows: 
(1) Percentage share of income in commerce»transport, 
communication and other services. 
^ o ( 
(2) Concentration of labour engaged in tertiary 
activities In number per square mile, 
(3) Percentage share of labour force engaged In 
tertiary activities. 
(4) Density of transportation net work. 
(5) Trip frequency 
(6) Bus Ine ss t rans act ion • 
( Iv ) Urbanisation: 
National patterns of urbanisation bear an 
ident i f iab le relationship v l th l eve l s of economic development 
Urbanisation which apparently seems to be a soc ia l phenomena 
actually has economic implications in the regional 
development process. The presenence of large c i t i e s i s 
made by some a measure of the degree of economic "maturity" 
of a country* and this view implies that not merely 
urbanisation as such but a paz^lcular pattern of urbanization 
2 i s associated with economic growth. 
Like a chain of reaotlon» induBtrialisation brought 
about a remarkable expansion of the tert iary occupations and 
t h i s in turn accelerate the growth of settlements that were 
1. Ternenty J .A .o . , "Urban Concentration and nispersal 
Urban Pol ic ies in ^atin America", Development 
Planning and Spatial Structure, (edited by Gilbert ,A.) , 
John Uiley and Sons, London, 1976, p.173. 
2 . Hose l i t s , B.P, , Sociological Aspects of Kconomic 
Growth. Amerind Publishing Co. Ltd., New Delhi, 
^^50, p. 218. 
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neither agricultural or Industrial In character. Urban 
centres grow up largely because people vant to be "close- to** 
a variety of f a c i l i t i e s - business and professional contacts, 
educational Ins t i tu t ions , recreation and cultural f a c i l i t i e s 
requiring participation of larger number of people, 
spec ia l i sed shops - and to other people with similar t a s t e s . 
There i s a great associat ion between the process 
of urbanisation and Increase in secondary and tert iary 
a c t i v i t i e s as secondary and tertiary a c t i v i t i e s are the 
character is t ics of urban places while t rad i t iona l ly , primary 
a c t i v i t i e s ref lect the ir association with rural l i v ing . 
But urbanization i s not divorced froo primary a c t i v i t i e s in 
i t s e n t l r l t y . On the contrary, extractive functions may 
a l s o Influence the process of urbanisation and which in 
turn, helps mechanisation and modemlaatlon of economic 
a c t i v i t i e s . Economic development can well be gauged with 
the help of employment created and income generated by 
dif ferent sectors of econon^, which undergo changes and 
2 
modifications with the degree of urbanisation. 
Difference in degree of develoi^ent ie attributable 
to the ref lect ions of d i spar i t i e s in the degree of urbanisation. 
1. Higgins, Benjamin, "Towards a Science of Community 
Planning", Journal of American Ins t i tute of 
Planfierf. v a l l , 1949, p.9. 
2 . Sharma, N. , "Cegree of Urbanization and juevel of 
Economic Development in Chotanagpur: A btudy in 
Nature of Relationship", IMlASL-:l21iIESl-jal--&££i2£ai 
ac lence . Vol.IV, No.2, I9T2I p . U 4 . 
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It oem be seen that higher the degree of urbanisation, 
greater the level of development and vice verea* Indicators 
to measure the extent of urbanisation are as folloirs: 
(a) Percentage share of total population in urban areas. 
(b) Average size of tovns per 1000 persons. 
(c) Concentration of urban population per sauare miles 
of total area* 
(d) Decreased illiteracy or percentages of literates 
to the total population. 
(e) Immigrants percentage of total population. 
(f) Number of factories and industrial development. 
(g) Urban income generation. 
(h) Catchment areas of urban places. 
( i ) fieduction of workers in agricultural sector. 
(J) Uhare of income generated from secondary sector . 
(k) Percentage of workers in secondary sector. 
(1) Share of income generated from tert iary sector. 
(m) Percentage of employees in tex^iary sector. 
(n) Development of regional infrastructure. 
1 . I f the share of Income generated from secondary sector 
i s greater, the urbanisation w i l l be higher. 
2 . Greater the workers in secondary sector, higher the 
degree of urbanisation. 
2-J 
Among various gaographers who have attempted to 
measure the extent of urbanisation, the attempt of 
Professor T'ioonls Rasa Is significant who has clasaifled 
regions in terms of urban Intensltjr (Fig. 14). 
The degree of urbanisation can also be measured 
as its influence reflected in the immediate z^ iral hinterland. 
This influence can be measured through certain demogrmphic 
and occupational characteristics which are susceptible to 
urban Influence and reflect the intensity of urbanisation 
trends. These are termed as '^ reflective elements" which 
may be as follows: 
(1) Villages with over 50 per cent of non-agricultural 
workers. 
(2) Villages with electricity consumption exceeding 
1000 units per month. 
(3) Villages with a density exceeding 640 persons 
per square mile. 
(4) Villages with the sex ratio of 931 or less females 
per 1000 males. 
(3) Villages with a population exceeding 2000 persons. 
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It ie generally reoognlssed that urban concentration 
plays a dominant role in explaining variations in the levels 
of developnent indicators, aoiong countries at a point of 
time and within a country over a period of time* But in 
any quantitative study dealing vltb disparities, this 
variable has to be given up or has to be considered more 
as a qualitative or typological variable because the measure 
of \irban concentration used* do not seem to have any high 
degree of association with the development variables. 
Also, ve cannot adopt the measures used in i^  est em 
countries to measure the degree of urbanization in our 
country because of the following two reasons: 
(a) The economic antecendents of urbanisation in the 
economically more advanced areas differ from those of the 
2 
l e s s o developed areas. 
(b) The def init ion of urban and rural population also 
d i f f ers from one country to another. 
After making a detai led study of the concept of 
regional econ(»sic development and indicators to measure i t , 
1 . Subramanium, K., ''An Operational Pleasure of Urban 
Concentration", Economic Development and Cultural 
Change. Vol.20, No.1, October 1971, p.105. 
2 . Hauser, P . , "Urbanieation", ^^pproaches to" the Science 
of aocio^economic DeveloMient. uNEacO. 
i»aris, 1971, p. 109. 
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ve are rather more c lear In mind that i t la only on the 
part of Inveatlgator that In vhat a beat manner ha chooae 
the Indloatora to identify the leaa developed az^aa in 
the country and then formulate a atrategy to develop them 
to be able to oofflpete with more developed areaa. 
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CHAPTER VI 
AUGABfl DISTRICT: AK INTEGRATED AREA 
DEYELOPKEKT APROACH 
Aligaxii d i s t r i c t i s located in a f e r t i l e agricultural 
area of the Ganga-Yamuna Doab between 27^29'N. and 28^11'^i. 
la t i tude and 77°29'E. and 78**E.38°E. longitude. I t i s 
bounded by the r irer Ganga on the northeast and by the river 
Yamuna on the northwest. The greatest breadth from vest to 
e a s t , from Yamuna to Ganga near the northern border, i s about 
70 miles and the maximum length from north to south i s 
45 m i l e s ^ P i g . 1 5 ) . 
Physiographioally the area consists of a vast 
a l l u v i a l plain having a gentle slope from north to south 
and southeast. The highest point on the surface i s about 
640 feet above the sea l eve l in the northwest of the d i s t r i c t 
while on the southern border the elevation i s about 622 fee t . 
The d i s t r i c t extends over an area of 1,941 sq. miles 
and carries a population of 1,763,275 persons. The population 
i s predominantly rural and as much as 31 per cent of i t i s 
engaged in agricultural a c t i v i t i e s . The whole population 
of the d i s t r i c t l i v e s in 1,762 v i l l a g e s and s ix townships 
among which Aligarh i s the d i s t r i c t headquarter and the 
chief urban centre. 
1 . Amani, K.Z,, Agricultural Land Use in Aligarh Dis tr i c t . 
Kumar Publications, Aligaxii, 1976, p.XIII. 
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The villages surroucdln^ Allgarh city itake Its 
UBland which Is shown In Fig.16. In the figure, the 
concentric circles show the umland or zones of Influence of 
the city. These circles hare been drawn at one nlle radius 
from the centre of the city upto fifteen mile distance. 
This division results In sonas In each nuadrant at a 
regularly Increasing distance troa the city. The Indicators 
which have been taken here to delimit the umland of the 
city are literacy and occupational composition. The whole 
area has been divided Into seven major and one minor sectors 
on the baalB of the roads radiating from Allgarh city In 
various directions. Each sector has been designated by 
alphabets ABC etc. 
As the villages make the umland of allgarh city 
and have economic relations to the clty» the economy of 
Allgaz^ city Is Influenced by the nature of these villages. 
Therefore, the planning for the development of these villages 
taking all aspects of village life becomes essential for 
the rapid development of these villages as well as for the 
development of the city. 
structure and Relief 
Allgarh district forms part of a region which Is 
known as Ganga Plain (Fig.17). This plain was a depression 
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between the Hinalayas In the North and the Deccan Plateau 
In the South. It was filled with alluvluin brought down 
by the Himalayan rlyers. The deposition of this alluvlun 
commenced after the final upheaval of the mountains and has 
continued throughout the Pleistocene upto the present. 
Various hypotheses have been put forward to explain the 
geological evolution of this plain. 
Burrard thought that the Indo-Gangetlc depression 
was a great 8ub->crustal crack or rift. The rift extended 
from the surface far down Into the crust and was filled with 
2 
alluvium. This view has little geological support and Is 
not In conformity with the geological and geophysical 
3 
observations* 
A more recent view regards this region as a sag 
In the crust formed between the northward drifting Indian 
continent and the comparatively soft sediments accumulated 
In the Tethyan as well as In the connected basins on the 
north. The crumpling of the sediments resulted in the 
4 
formation of a mountain system. 
1. Vadla, D.K.. Geology of India. London, 1953, p.385. 
2. Burrard, 3.G.. On the Origin of the Hlmalaj^ a KountaJ 
Geological Survey of India. 
3. Wadla, D.K. and Auden, J.B., "Geology and structure 
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T i l l recently the accurate depth of the alluvium 
vas not knovn. Borings done mainly for artesian water had 
penetrated only to a depth of 2,000 feet in recent a l luv ia l 
s t r a t a . A survey conducted recently by the Central Ground 
Water Board has indicated that actual thickness of the 
a l l u v i a l deposits at Aligarh i s 1,243 f ee t . 
Geologically the a l luv ia l deposits are c lass i f ied 
into two sub-divisions: 
(1) Bhangar 
(2) Khadar 
The bhangar lands are l e v e l plains above the flood 
l e v e l s of the main rivers and the ir tr ibutar ies . The most 
important material in bhangar lands i s c lay . Kankars are 
a l so found in the clayey part. 
Keh has come into existence as a x*e8ult of the 
gentle slope of the land end the composition of the alluvium. 
During the dry seasons, the soluble s a l t s are sucked^up in 
so lut ion by capil lary action to the 8uz>face and are 
deposited there in the form of a white eff lorescence. As 
in many parts of the d i s t r i c t the slope of the land i s less 
than one foot to a mile and parts of i t lack proper drainage 
such formations are not uncommon. 
2 ^ . 
Thtt khadar lands or the new a l luv ia l depoeite are 
confined to the terraces and the flood plains of the rivers 
and the ir tr ibutar ies . They aire formed by erosive action 
of the rivers* The khadar lands are poor in calcareous 
matter and sure composed of sand, s i l t , mud and clay. 
Drainage 
In Aligazii d i s t r i c t r ivers const i tute an important 
feature of the landscape. The rivers affect the land they 
flow besides being one of the main sources of water supply. 
These rivers follow the general slope of the land and 
traverse the area from North to South and Southeast (Fig.16) 
These r ivers can be placed into two categories: 
(1) First the rivers which have their courses in the 
snowy caps of the Himalayas and are never dry during the 
year. The rivers Ganga and Yamuna are representative of 
t h i s c l a s s . 
(2) Secondly, those which have no permanent source 
of water supply and completely diy up or are reduced to 
ins igni f icant streams in the hot weather. These streams, 
however, swell to considerable dimensione during the rains. 
Rivers l ike Karon, Sengar and Rind come under th i s category. 
2o o. 
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Cllmaf 
AligaA district lies between 27°29' and 28°11'K. 
latitude and experienoes the tropical monsoon type of 
olinate with its characteristic seasonal rhythm marked by 
the northeast and southwest monsoons. The year is generally 
divided into the following four seasons: 
1. Cold weather season (December to February) 
2. Hot weather season (March to Oiid- June) 
3* Season of General Raine (Mid«- June to oeptember) 
4. i3eason of Retreating Monsoon (October and November). 
The rainfall in Aligaxii district is highly variable 
during the month of Octobert the next in order being the 
month of September and June. The rainfall during June and 
October is more liable to deficiency than in the remaining 
months of the season. In this way it appears that the 
rainfall is more variable in those months when it is needed 
most. Such uncertainties in rainfall, especially in those 
areas where the irrigation facilities are inadequate, 
adverseljr affect the agricultural operations. 
The soil of the district is alluvial and is divided 
into two broad geological subdivisions, i.e., old and new 
o r 
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alluviuB. The new alluvlun i s confined to the flood plains 
of the rivers and the i r tr ibutaries irtiile the old alluyiuD 
i s represented hy the pract ical ly l eve l plain above the 
f lood- leve l of the main rivers and their t r ibutar i e s . These 
s o i l s d i f fer considerably in their texture and consistency, 
ranging from sands through loams and s i l t s to heavy clay 
that are i l l -drained and sometimes charged vi th injurious 
s a l t s known as reh. The character and quality of the 
drainage exercises a considerable Influence upon the quality 
and distr ibut ion of these s o i l s . Almost para l le l to the 
rivers are found the great s o i l tracts of the d i s t r i c t . 
From the r iver Ganga in the eas t , for instance, the s o i l 
varies from sandy to sandy loam and clayey loam up to the 
middle of the d i s t r i c t . Further westwards there i s again 
the sandy loam tract which f inal ly merges into the sandy 
bed of the r iver Yamuna (Fig.19)* Vne can discuss about 
these s o i l s in brief as follows: 
(1) The aandy Tract: 
The sandy tract occurs over a narrow belt of recent 
alluvium along the river beds of the Ganga, Yamuna and Kali . 
The colour of the s o i l varies from l ight grey to ash grey 
and the texture i s sandy to s i l t y loam. 
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(2) The Sandy Loan Tract: 
The aandy loam aoll covera a aisable portion of 
the dlatriot. It la homogenoua In character and the 
topography la remarkably level. The aolla are generally 
Bandy in texture and are brovn or reddiah in colour. 
(3) The Loamy Tract: 
Thia tract Ilea between the khadar landa of the 
river Ganga and Kali Kadi. The aurface texture variea from 
good quality loam to aandy loam. The aoil of thia tract 
ia very fertile. The aoila are li^^t brovn to brovn and 
at placea dark brovn in colour with marked illuviation of 
clay tovarda the bottom. 
(4) The Clayey Loam Tract: 
The clayey loan tract runa from north to south 
almost parallel to the courae of the river Ganga. The 
drainage in this tract is bad and many parte auffer from 
water-logging. The tract ia underlain by a thick pan of 
kankar. 
(5) The aaar i^oils: 
A atriking feature of these aoila ia the extreme 
irregularity of their distribution. Uaually they are found 
interaperaed vith agricultural land. The main cause of 
(L KJ I 
t h e i r occurrence In the d ie tr lo t 1B attributed to the arid 
climate coupled with poor external and Internal drainage 
of the area. 
Need and Ob:iectlvee of the Integrated Rural Area 
Development of Allcarh Dietrlot and Scope for the 
Future Woi4i;t 
A compreheneive effort tovards the Integrated Kural 
Area Development In our country w i l l always he rewarding as 
we know that our country la a land of v i l l a g e s and 80 per cent 
of her population Is rural . But there la such a variety of 
l o c a l , physical and soc ia l conditions In our countiy that 
a plan suitable for one area may prove unsuitable for 
another. Ilach region has I t s own unique personality and as 
such I t s problems should be studied In relat ion to I t s 
l o c a l environment and resources. I t Is out of these 
considerations that an analytical study of the Integrated 
Rural Area Development of Allgarfa d i s t r i c t w i l l become useful 
since i t w i l l assess the type of resources of the d is tr ic t» 
them try to examine the l eve l of Rural Development based on 
these resources* analyse the influence of local environment 
on various aspects of rural development in the d i s t r i c t and 
study the problems in the correct perspective. 
Plans for the Integrated Rural Area Development of 
Aligarh d i s t r i c t can be conceived taking into consideration 
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a l l aspects of rural l ifa-aoononlc eoola l and p o l i t i c a l . 
Tht rural davelopaent procaaa nay face a number of problems 
and a solut ion of these problems c a l l s for a concentrated 
and co-ordinated approach from different d i sc ip l ines which 
can help in such matters. Oeorgaphers on the ir part can 
a l so provide a sound base on which a so l id structure could 
be erected. 
The proposed strategy for the Integrated Rural 
Area Development of Aligarh District* i f i t i s to be of 
pract ical value* must follow the following: 
(1) A f u l l knowledge of the factors making the 
Integrated Bural Area Development of Aligarh Dis tr ic t 
e s s e n t i a l . 
(2) Determination of object ives . 
(3) Detailed inventory of natural and human resources 
and to locate, identify and fix targets achievable through 
their optimum utilisation. 
(4) Measurement of the level of rural development 
blockvise in the district by various indicators and the 
measurement of areal imbalance. 
(5) Comparison of the level of rural development of 
various blocks in the district and a full knowledge of the 
causes in the blocks which have a low level of rural 
development. 
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(6) Comparison of the Integrated Rural Area Development 
of the vhole d i s t r i c t v i th that of other d i s t r i c t s of the 
iitate and by i t to determine the economic posit ion of the 
d i s t r i c t in the State . 
(7) A knowledge of the causes why the l e v e l of Integrated 
Rural Development i s higher in the d i s t r i c t than that of 
some d i s t r i c t s and why the l eve l of rural development i s 
lower in the d i s t r i c t than that of some d i s t r i c t s . 
(8) Formulation of desired approach to the rapid 
Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligarh D i s t r i c t , 
preasumption of d i f f i c u l t i e s in the formulation of plan, 
and evaluation of the plan. 
Now I w i l l explain the above mwitioned points one 
by one. Before one try to formulate a strategy for any 
purpose, one must have a f u l l knowledge of the factors which 
make the fulfilment of that purpose e s s e n t i a l . For example, 
there are a number of factors which induce the need for the 
rapid Integrated Rural Area Develoimtent of Aligarh Dis tr ic t . 
These factors are as follows: 
(a) To maJce the v i l l a g e s of the d i s t r i c t more dynamic 
economically and soc ia l ly and by i t to stimulate the economic 
development of the whole d i s t r i c t in a co-ordinated and 
well-balanced manner. 
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(b) An appraisal and aaaasaaant of Tarious resourcas 
of the d i s t r i c t for laying down the basis for planning an 
effectlTS and ovarai l iffiproTemant in tha l iv ing standard 
of ths rural population. 
(c) Need for planning for an adequate food-auppiy based 
on the maxiaua u t i l i s a t i o n of the ex is t ing cult ivated lands 
and the fflaintenanoe of an agronomic balance between 
agriculture, forestry, gracing grounds, hunan habitations 
and means of communication. 
(d) Need for a comprehensive strategy for the Integrated 
Kural Area Development which may also be useful and rewarding 
to a l l who are interested in co-ordinated rural planning in 
other d i s t r i c t s . 
(e) Creation of the ins t i tu t ions helping in the 
Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligarh Dis tr ic t and 
need for the co-ordination both at l eve l of planning and at 
the implementation stage. 
Determination of objectives i s the prereauieite 
for the formulation of any develoi»iental plan. Conaeouently 
the plan for the Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligarh 
Dis tr ic t may have a number of spec i f i c objectives which are 
as follows: 
(1) The ultimate object of the Integrated Hural Area 
Develoiment w i l l be to help farmers and especial ly the weaker 
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aect lons In a l l v l l lagea of the d ia tr le t so that th«y can 
ra ise the ir productivity» have enough food to eat» own a 
moderate house* send their children to school and can get 
medical treatment. 
(2) Adoption of new agricultural technology by a l l 
the farmers in general and the small farmers and marginal 
farmers in part icular. 
(3) Intensi f icat ion of dairy development especial ly 
on the part of weatker sect ions , probably through faruiers' 
own co-operatives. 
(4) Intens i f icat ion of irr igat ion and landreforms. 
(5) Intens i f icat ion of small-scale emd agro-indioitries. 
(6) Pevelopnent of markets and necessary infrastructure 
f a c i l i t i e s . 
(7) Development of djrnamic rural-co-operatlveo» and 
a number of other f a c i l i t i e s . 
(8) Development of rural service centres . 
(9) The Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligaxii 
d i s t r i c t w i l l also have to integrate the economic development 
with soc ia l progress. There i s , indeed, much truth in 
maintaining that a country i s economically backward because 
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I t i s p o l i t i c a l l y , soc ia l ly and physically backward. 
Same i s the ease v i th an arsa- vhetbsre small or larga- in 
any country. If the people of that area are soc ia l ly 
backward, the area w i l l also be stagnant economically. 
Therefore, economic development and soc ia l progress w i l l 
have to be twin processes in the Integrated Rural Area 
Development programme of the Aligarh d i s t r i c t which wi l l 
improve the l iv ing standard of the rural people as such 
"the ultimate goal of any planned development of the society 
i s the alround improvement of the l iv ing conditions of the 
people". 
(10) The plan w i l l a lso smphasise the links between 
urban and rural development which wi l l need spec i f i c 
at tent ion within the scheme of develoia&ent with c lear 
indications of phasing and z-esponsibility for act ion. 
Fundamentally, the Integrated Rural Area Development 
of Aligarh d i s t r i c t w i l l be fooussed on the resources and 
rural population of the d i s t r i c t . Resources play an importani 
role in the soc ia l and economic development of an area. 
Therefore, the plan wi l l have a detailed invenxory of natural 
1 . Meier, O.K., •TThe Problem of United Economic Development", 
The Economics of Underdevelopment (edited by 
Agarwala, A.N. and Singh, S . P . ) , Oxford University 
Press , 1958, pp.55-56. 
2 , Pokshiahevskiy, V.V,, "Population Geography: Problems 
of Planned Develoiwient of Economic Kegions in 
Developing Countries, Census of India. 1971, 
Ponograph Mo.7f Kew Delhi, p .1 . 
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and man-made rasourcea of the diatrict, locate, Identify 
and fix target8 aehleTable through- their optimum utilisation 
by th6 villages. Higher production in the villagea of the 
district in order to meet greater demand can be achieved 
only if the resources can be put to optimum use. In thie 
direction a wise policy will hare a beneficial effect on 
the whole rural community of the district and when we will 
assess the resource based Rural Area Development of Aligarh 
district» this will determine its economic position among 
other districts and then we will be able to draw a clear 
picture of the economic development and potential of the 
district. This will also be useful in obtaining a deeper 
insight into the existing pattern of utilisation and 
conservation of the resources of the district. 
Furthermore, the measurement of the Rural Development 
in the district is compulsory. For this it will be more 
effective if we choose the block as a basic unit for the 
measurement of the level of Rural Development. The following 
indicators may be taken to measure the level of Rural 
Development in the district: 
1• Productivity of agricultural Icmds. 
2. Productivity of agricultural labour. 
3. The capacity of soil. 
4. Intensity of fertiliser. 
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3* Extent of mechanisation. 
6. Average annual rainfall. 
7* Intensity of irrigation. 
8. Maximum land under agriculture. 
9. Size of holdings. 
10. Gross area sovn per capita. 
11. Volume of agricultural labour. 
12. Volume of cultivators. 
The above mentioned indicators w i l l identify the 
l e s s developed and more developed blocks consisting v i l l ages . 
A detailed study can be made to consider the reasons of 
slow rate of rural development in l e s s developed blocks and 
than a comprehensive solution to speed up the development 
can be suggested in the strategy for rural development. 
This w i l l make clear what posit ion the d i s t r i c t has in the 
3tate from the point of view of rural development. Area 
development s tra teg ies can be suggested to remove the areal 
imbalance of resource u t i l i s a t i o n on in the d i s t r i c t . 
Planning for the Integrated Rural Area Development 
of Aligarh d i s t r i c t w i l l require certain hypotheses to be 
tested and exploration of the virgin f ie ld of planning the 
t o t a l l y open-ended d i s t r i c t economies. The desired approach 
w i l l imply an accuzvite formulation of the needs of the rural 
population of the d i s t r i c t within the overall context of the 
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needfl of the nation as a whole and a precise knowledge of 
what the rural people want, an accurate asseasioent of the 
l i mi t s and opportunities iaposed on the natural and re&ource 
endowments of the d i s t r i c t and an appropriate choice of 
p o l i c i e s and s trategies for the development of a spat ia l 
pattern of human a c t i v i t i e s which can lead to autonomous 
process of soeio-econoiLic change in the desired approach. 
A number of d i f f i c u l t i e s intervening the Integrated 
Rural Area Development of Aligarh d i s t r i c t may be solved 
by winning the confidence of the v i l lage people for gett ing 
the true informations about the production, the ir wants 
and problems. Str ic t supervision* wise guidance and a 
sincere view to give any thing useful in th i s direct ion wi l l 
inspire the successful implementation of the plan for 
rural development. 
One need not emphasize the importance of an evaluation 
of development plan of the d i s t r i c t . This would assess how 
the particular plan has f u l f i l l e d i t s objectives and to 
what extent* and whether the plan ie progressing in the way 
intended. This would help mainly to reformulate or a l ter 
the future policy s trateg ies according to the ir past per-
formance; of course* the purpose of a l l these would be to 
keep abreast of the plan with their stated object ives . 
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Thus, a more comprehensive strategy for the 
Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligaxii district has 
a considerable scope as it vould help to solve the local 
problemst make better decisions about matters which will 
enlarge economic opportunities for the rural population of 
the districtt improve their welfare and make it possible 
for them to increase their contributions to 3tate and 
national growth. 
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CHAPTER VII 
COMCLUSIOlsi 
Resource Based Integrated Rural Area Development 
of Allgarh dietriot ie Bore relevant to the present day 
problsBB and needs of our country as 80 per cent of her 
teeming and overflowing population live in the thousands 
and lakhs of villages and as the plan for Integrated Rural 
Area Development is necessary and desirable for minlmieing 
poverty and mounting unemployment in these villages. 
The concept of Rural Area Development is an 
integrated area approach and its significance lies in the 
growth of rural economy. In planning the resource development 
and the expansion of employment opportunities, village 
planning needs to be fitted into schemes of area planning. 
In order to achieve optimal utilisation of rural resources 
and to bring the entire rural population and areas into an 
integrated system of economic development there is a need 
to examine how these processes work in different rural 
areas and what would be the desired pattern of spatial 
arrangement of activities. The main assumption is that each 
village and its people will put forth the maximum effort 
of which they are capable. Such effort will take the form 
of mobilising whatever local resources and possibilities 
are available. 
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Integrated R\xral Area PevelopDent haa a maber of 
obJectlTes. The deTelopoent plan may be concentrated on 
the agricultural extensIon and developnent; Irrlgatlonal 
f a o i l i t i e a ; land reform; Improvementa In aniaal husbandry; 
rural e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n ; rural transport and communicational 
derelopnent; rural eanitat ion, disease control and health 
programne; rural education and women welfare; problem of 
rural un->employment» rural indebtedness and rural poverty; 
rural labour and wage problem; rural finance, co-operation 
and marketing; ident i f i ca t ion of rural growth centres , 
development of r\u>al service centres and rwural development 
administration. Thus the plan does not take one aiapect but 
takes into consideration the co->ordinated development of 
rural areas. 
From the First Five Year i:'lan» India launched 
community Development Projects , Vi l lage Extension Schemes, 
Agricultural and Farm Extension Programmes» Panchayati Haj 
and similar other devices to bring about improvements in the 
v i l l a g e s . But for one reason or another a l l these schemes 
have not yielded the expected r e s u l t s . Although the various 
projects were meant to benefit the entire v i l lage people 
as a whole, the real beneficiaries have invariably been the 
s e l ec t or favoured few. 
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Another reason for the poor performance of the 
rural uplift programmes, vas the government officials chosen 
and entrusted with the task. The officials lacked interest, 
enthusiasm and inyolvement. They never became part of the 
scheme and dealt with the villagers in a bureaucratic fashion. 
The official outlook wa0 purely mercenary. They lived avay 
from the villages and had little insight* experience or 
knowledge about the work associated with the project. 
But the Integrated Hural Area Development programme 
has the objective to remove all these obstacles on the path 
of rural development. Under this programme, volunteers from 
each village, with stakes of their own will be selected 
for the execution of the project. When compulsory village 
service is enforced for university students, they will also 
be assigned to different projects. Thus dedicated workers 
will be foimd to implement the schemes with zeal and 
keennes. 
Our science should also give itself a rural bias. 
Our scientists should bring about changes in their research 
policies with a view to bettering the lot of the coiainon 
man and the poorer sections of the village people. Involvement 
of the scientists belonging to various disciplines in 
Integrated and Co-ordinated Rural Cevelopment projects 
provide excellent opportunities for taking science to the 
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people in the v iHages and laproying the ir l iv ing and 
eoonomio oonditione. Better seeds, f e r t i l i s e r s , pes t ic ides , 
crop rotat ion, re l iable i rr igat ion and more e f fec t ive fam 
implements are some of the areas which demand immediate and 
concerted research e f forts to bring about last ing and 
meaningful green revolutions. 
It i s also noticable that resources and the ir optimal 
u t i l i s a t i o n and conservation play an important role in the 
s o c i a l , economic and p o l i t i c a l l i f e of a country, what i s 
more striking the fact that while over -ut i l i sa t ion of 
natural resources by the developed nations ge ts ref lected in 
the adverse shi f t of the ecological balcuice of the world, 
the l ess developed countries are s t i l l l iv ing in conditions 
of object poverty because of under-ut i l i sat ion of their 
resources and compelled to l i ve in an environment polluted 
by the waste generating economies of the industrial nations. 
The superst i t ious b e l i e f s and irrat ional outlook, 
lack of a l t e m e s s and adaptabil i ty , general x^aistance to 
change and experiment, low leve l of national income, i t s 
uneven distr ibut ion and the detrimental ef fect of such 
insQual i t ies on the education and health of our increasing 
population, weak infrastructure of voluntary organizations, 
underdeveloped ins t i tu t ions for enterprise and employment, 
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and» at th« root of all these deficieneiea • a lov degree 
of public participation and rigid, Inegalatarlan social 
stratification have, time and again, frustrated our attempts 
to successfully undertake the task of national development. 
Hence, to find satisfactory solutions to the wide array of 
our unsolved problems ve need to adopt an Integrated approach 
to the exploration, conservation and optimum and efficient 
utilization of resources of the country. The concept of 
planning regions may be useful In this direction. 
The concept of regional economic development leads 
to the removal of the disparities In the level of economic 
development and necessarily Involves appropriate and 
systematic planning for ensuring efficient exploitation of 
resources of the country* increasing production and stepping 
up of economic activity* But for such planning the 
measurement of regional economic development is prerequisite. 
The measurement of regional economic develoi»Dent vill bring 
about the less developed and more developed areas in the 
country and our planning emphasis would be needed in less 
developed areas and a higher share of investment would be 
allocated to less developed areas. The experiences of more 
developed areas can also be useful for an improvement 
possibility of less developed areas. 
Anong the various regional develoinient problems a 
few need li&medlate research at tent ion. These are as follows: 
(a) How should regional d i spar i t i e s be measured? 
(b) Vlhat s tra teg ies of regional development w i l l suit 
varying regional problems? 
(c) What pol icy- making and implementing agencies are 
needed for the implementation of regional plans? 
(d) What investments in soc ia l overhead capital and 
infrastructure are needed and when and where? 
(e) What pattern of regional development i s most 
desirable? 
(f) How can sector and spat ial planning be integrated? 
The strategy for the Integrated Rural Area 
Development of Aligazh d i s t r i c t may be useful and rewarding 
to a l l those who are interested in co-ordinated rural 
development planning of other d i s t r i c t s , fundamentally» 
the plan for the Integrated Rural Area Development of Aligarh 
d i s t r i c t w i l l be focussed on the resources and rural 
population of the d i s t r i c t . As higher production in order 
to meet greater demand can be achieved only i f the resources 
are put to optimum use* to achieve t h i s i t i s e s sent ia l to 
have a detailed inventory of natural and man-made resources 
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of the whole d ia tr lo t and to locate . Identify and f i x 
targets achievable through the ir optinal u t i l i s a t i o n . 
By vay of su&mlng-up i t may be said that the 
r e v i t a l i s a t i o n of the national economy depends upon the 
Integrated Rural Development and thus a flourishing rural 
economy would certainly change the face of the countzy and 
th i s w i l l be a history of a great success in rural development 
in India. The roots of national l i f e would then get 
strengthened. 
Me must then help our v i l l a g e s to bloom and prosper. 
We must promote our v i l l a g e s and thus better the nation's 
economy, we must concentrate on our v i l lages and make the 
Green Revolution real and last ing . We must enrich our 
v i l l a g e s 80 that there could be real soc ia l just ice in our 
country. We must be earnest, and dec i s ive , and act at once. 
We must take the masses in India's 3.76 lakh v i l lages 
educated, r ich, healthy, prosperous and happy. By promoting 
the v i l l a g e s and bettering our economy we must make our land 
truly great and powerful in the world. 
Though a l o t of progress has been made during the 
las t decade in this f ie ld but we have many more miles to go. 
I f accomplished our dream of bettering the rural economy, 
would that not create the edif ice of the India we want? 
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